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Jahn–Teller effect in quasi-two-dimensional doped cuprate antiferromagnets
and underdoped high- Tc superconductors „Review …
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The theoretical aspects of research on the role of Jahn–Teller interactions in quasi-two-
dimensional cuprate antiferromagnets and high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! are analyzed. An
analysis is made of results that permit one to establish a link between the quasi-two-
dimensional character of the properties of underdoped cuprate HTSCs in the normal and
superconducting states and the Jahn–Teller~JT! nature of the divalent copper ions. It is shown
that the combination of these two features leads to the existence of a pseudogap state. In
underdoped cuprate HTSCs with JT lattice distortions the quasi-two-dimensionality gives rise to
two-dimensional local and quasilocal states of the charge carriers. This is manifested in
substantial temperature dependence of the number of components of the localized and delocalized
states of the charge carriers and in repeated dynamical reduction of the dimensionality of
underdoped cuprate HTSCs as the temperature is lowered. Such a HTSC, with doping
concentrations less than optimal, is found in a quasi-two-dimensional state in the greater
part of its phase diagram, both in the normal and superconducting states. This means that the
superconducting state of underdoped cuprate HTSCs differs from the BCS state and is
closer in its properties to the state of a two-dimensional Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless~BKT!
superconductor without off-diagonal long-range order~ODLRO!. It is shown that the
difference primarily consists in the mechanism of superconductivity. In spite of the fact that a
strong JT electron–phonon interaction in underdoped cuprate HTSCs plays a key role
and leads to the formation of two-site JT polarons, the attraction between holes and such polarons
and the formation of a superfluid two-site JT polaron with an antiferromagnetic core are due
to compensation of the Coulomb repulsion by the polaron energy shift. The hypothesis that the
superconducting state in overdoped cuprate HTSCs is a consequence of the establishment of
ODLRO in the three-dimensional BCS model with nonconserved total number of charge carriers
and nonzero quantum fluctuations of the number of charge carriers is discussed. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802932#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that in their search for compounds with hig
superconducting transition temperatures~HTSCs!, Bednorz
and Müller1 proceeded from the assumption that doped
prate antiferromagnets contained Jahn–Teller~JT! polarons,
with their inherent strong interaction with phonons. Wh
Landau’s role in the development of polaron concepts is
questioned, not everyone knows of the part he played in
discovery of the Jahn–Teller effect. The hypothesis of ins
bility of the nuclear configurations of polyatomic systems
the presence of electronic degeneracy was first stated
Landau in 1934 in a discussion with Teller in Copenhag
Teller told him of a modification of the Born–Oppenheim
approximation in a linear molecule. Landau advised Telle
be careful and to take into account the possible symm
breaking in the position of the atoms. Teller was able
convince Landau that this did not happen for linear m
ecules. Teller acknowledges that this was the only time
won an argument with Landau. ‘‘That is why the effe
should have Landau’s name on it. He foresaw this effe
Jahn and I only did some technical work.’’2
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For a long time there was no convincing mathemati
proof of the Jahn–Teller theorem.3 Because of this circum-
stance and the absence of any conclusions in Ref. 3 as to
possibility of observing the JT effect, for a long time th
Jahn–Teller theorem remained ‘‘on the shelf.’’ Low’s boo4

cites the words of Van Vleck, ‘‘a great advantage of t
Jahn–Teller effect is that it does not appear when it is
required,’’ to which Low adds, ‘‘nor does it appear when o
is attempting to observe and measure it.’’ To all appearan
one of the first mathematical generalizations of the Jah
Teller theory for crystals was made by Van Vleck,5 where
estimates of the equilibrium displacements for the m
stable configurations of an octahedral complex were
tained. These estimates made it possible to determine
Jahn–Teller splitting of the orbital energy levels. Only
1950 was it first conjectured6 that the dynamic Jahn–Telle
effect could be observed by studying the anisotropy of thg
factor for divalent copper ions in systems with octahed
symmetry, and already in 1952 such measurements were
ried out on Cu21 in ZnSiF6•6H2O:Cu21 at low
temperatures:7 gi'2.4; g''2.08. This was the first obser
vation of the Jahn–Teller effect.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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It was only in the 1960s that the development of elect
paramagnetic resonance technique and the unusual stru
of the spectra observed in compounds of divalent copper
rare-earth atoms with a twofold degenerate orbital state
the electrons led to the first convincing evidence of unus
JT dynamics. At the same time, it was shown that vibro
mixing of two electronic states that are close in ene
~pseudodegenerate! leads to the dynamic Jahn–Telle
effect.8,9 The consequences of vibronic mixing of pseudod
generate states are called the pseudo-JT effect.

The first theoretical attempt to link low-temperature s
perconductivity with the pseudo-JT effect was undertaken
1961 by Nesbet,10 who calculated the corrections to th
Born–Oppenheimer approximation for a rather stro
electron–phonon interaction. As was shown in Ref. 10, in
ground state, taking into account the vibronic mixing of tw
pseudodegenerate electronic states leads to modified
tronic states with minimal energy, which differ qualitative
from the Fermi distribution of a normal metal.

In the search for high-temperature superconductiv
Bednorz and Mu¨ller’s guiding idea was inspired by th
Jahn–Teller polaron model.11 Based on their experience i
studying JT ions in perovskite insulators, they conjectu
that the JT polaron model could be applied to the meta
phase of transition metal oxides, e.g., Ba–La–Cu oxides.12 It
was later shown13 that it is only in the case when the energ
of JT stabilization is comparable to the half the bandwid
that one can expect a substantial manifestation of the
effect. This condition separates the existence regions of
calized and delocalized states of the charge carriers.
though its satisfaction is extremely rare, it does hold in m
ganites and in cuprate HTSCs, where it leads to the existe
of JT polarons. Manganites, compounds with colossal m
netoresistance which contain trivalent manganese ions, w
discovered in 1950 by the Dutch scientists Jonker and
Santen. Even though the JT character of divalent copper
trivalent manganese ions was already well known by the
of the 1960s, the first convincing experimental evidence o
manifestation of the JT effect and of the existence of
polarons in HTSC cuprates14 and in manganites15 was ob-
tained only in 1998, with the observation of an oxygen is
tope effect in their dynamic phase separation temperat
The great generality of the properties of different wea
doped perovskite oxides~nickelates, manganites, and HTS
cuprates! should be noted; it is a manifestation of the
effect and of the existence of localized~one-site! and delo-
calized~two-site! JT polarons.16,17

In spite of the theoretical18–20 and experimental13,14 evi-
dence of a linkage between high-temperature supercon
tivity and the JT effect, there was still no generally accep
model consistent with all of the observed properties of
cuprates. The main difficulty with the JT mechanism of s
perconductivity is that the energy of the JT splitting of t
degenerated states of copper (;1 eV) is an order of mag-
nitude greater than the pairing energy (;0.1 eV).

In this review we analyze the results of experimental a
theoretical research on the quasi-two-dimensional doped
prate antiferromagnets and underdoped cuprate HTSCs
twofold degenerate~or nearly degenerate! electronic states o
divalent copper JT ions, according to which some of
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properties of such compounds in the pseudogap and su
conducting states can be considered to be manifestation
the JT effect.

1.1. Jahn–Teller theorem

The Jahn–Teller theorem states that any complex~ex-
cept for a linear chain! with degenerate values of the ele
tronic energy levels is unstable against any lattice deform
tion that lifts the degeneracy of the levels in first order. T
JT effect thus leads to the existence of more than one e
librium position of the complex with equal energy, i.e., th
purely electronic degeneracy gives way to a more com
cated vibrational~vibronic! degeneracy of the whole com
plex. This means that the electronic and nuclear Hami
nians cannot be considered independently for systems
degenerate electronic levels. The eigenfunctions of the c
bined electronic–nuclear Hamiltonian are called vibron
wave functions.

Electronic degeneracies remain stable only in those s
tems for which deformations that lift the degeneracy of t
electronic levels are not allowed, and two such exception
the JT theorem exist: for a Kramers doublet caused by
symmetry of the system with respect to a change in sign
the time, symmetry that cannot be broken by any displa
ments of the nuclei, and for linear molecules, in which tw
fold degenerate displacements of the ions are odd irreduc
representations, and the degeneracy is lifted in second o
of perturbation theory.21

For proof of their theorem, Jahn and Teller used pert
bation theory, which gives a perfectly satisfactory descript
of the majority of real systems.3 However, thirty five years
later Teller acknowledged2 that its proof had been obtaine
by a ‘‘very inelegant method.’’ The theorem of Jahn a
Teller has great generality and does not rely on the appro
of Ref. 3. Only in 1959 did Clinton and Rice propose
alternative approach to the JT theorem with the use of
Gell-Mann–Feynman theorem,22 and a year later Kanamor
introduced the concept of pseudospin for mathematical
scription of systems with twofold degenerate electro
states.23

According to the Gell-Mann–Feynman theorem, t
generalized force acting on a nucleus upon a change in
coordinateQk is equal toFk52^ i u]V/]Qi u i &, whereu i & is
an electronic state,V(q,Q) is the potential, andq are the
electron coordinates. IfFkÞ0 for some configuration of the
nuclei, then that configuration is unstable, and a spontane
deformation occurs such thatFk50. The theorem of Jahn
and Teller says that ifu i & is a degenerate state withQk50,
then there always exists a modeQk for which the matrix
element is nonzero and, consequently,FkÞ0 ~see Ref. 24!.
However, despite the physical generality of this approach
is difficult to use in practice, and a more applicable approa
for real systems is the ‘‘quasimolecular’’ approximation,
which one chooses as the collective coordinatesQk the true
normal coordinates of the nuclei of the ‘‘molecular’’ octah
dral or tetragonal complexes, and the electrons of each c
plex are divided into ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘passive’’ groups.

In the harmonic approximation the Hamiltonian of th
nuclei of a ‘‘molecular’’ complex has the form
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Hn5
1

2 (
k

~Pk
2/mk1mkvk

2Qk
2!, ~1!

where Pk is the momentum operator,mk is the effective
mass, andvk is the frequency of thekth normal modeQk .
The active group consists of the small number of electr
with degenerate orbitals which actively take part in the
effect. The ‘‘passive’’ electrons are formed by the fille
shells, and the possibility of their transition to excited sta
can be neglected. In compounds with transition metal i
the active group can include all or part of thed electrons,
while the remaining electrons of thes andp orbitals and the
bound electrons of the ligands make up the ‘‘passive’’ gro
Here the ‘‘active’’ electrons move in a potentialV(q,Q) that
can be represented in the form of a series inQk :

V~q,Q!5V0~q!1S (
k

]V/]QkDQk1..., ~2!

as a result of which the HamiltonianHe of the active elec-
trons contains terms of first order in the normal coordina
Qk:

He5Hs1(
k

~]V/]Qk!Qk . ~3!

Here Hs is the Hamiltonian of the active electrons atQk

50, with energy eigenvaluesĒ.
In the absence of the JT effect~i.e., in the absence o

degeneracy of the electronic levels! the Born–Oppenheime
approximation is valid for the eigenfunctions of th
electronic–nuclear Hamiltonian:

C5cn~q,Q!w~n,Q!, ~4!

wherecn(q,Q) and w(n,Q) are the electronic and nuclea
wave functions. In Eq.~4! the functionscn(q,Q) are solu-
tions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the electrons at a fixe
position of the nuclei, and the functionsw(n,Q) are solu-
tions of the Schro¨dinger equation for nuclei in which th
electron energyEn(Q) has been added to the internucle
potential. In the one-electron approximation Eqs.~1!–~4!
give a complete description of the adiabatic variation of
many-electron wave function, but they cannot describe tr
sitions from one electronic state to another due to motion
the nuclei. With the JT effect taken into account, the mot
of the nuclei always causes mixing of the electronic sta
the electron wave function depends substantially on the
ordinates of the nuclei, and the adiabatic approximation~4!
with the last term in~2! taken into account should be re
placed by the more general relation25

Cm5( amncn~q,Q!w~n,Q!, ~5!

where amn are matrix elements. The wave function~5! is
called the vibronic~combined electronic–vibrational! wave
function. As was shown in Ref. 25, the accuracy of Eq.~5! is
the same as that of the Born–Oppenheimer approxima
~4! in the absence of degeneracy~it is of the order of the
electron-to-nuclear mass ratio;m/M ).

Thus degeneracy of the electronic levels in~3! leads to a
dynamic ‘‘vibronic’’ degeneracy of states with the vibron
wave function~5! and is accompanied by conversion of t
s
T
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independent Hamiltonians of the nuclei~1! and of the active
electrons (Hs) to a combined electronic–nuclear Ham
tonian

Hi j 5Ed i j 1~1/2!(
k

@~Pk
2/mk1mkvk

2Qk
2!d i j

1hi j ~k!Qk#, ~6!

where the matrix elementshi j (k)5^ i u]V/]Qi u j & are propor-
tional to the strength of the interaction of the electrons w
the lattice. Equation~6! is the basic first-order Hamiltonian
for the JT effect in systems with twofold degenerate el
tronic states~a need to consider higher-order terms arises
systems with threefold degenerate states24!. The expression
in square brackets determines the potential energy surfac
the nuclei of a ‘‘molecular’’ complex in the space of norm
coordinatesQk . The last term in~6! says that the minimum
of the potential energy is shifted relative to the coordin
Qk50, and the consequent lowering of the symmetry of
Hamiltonian leads to a number of observable manifestati
of the JT effect, which are considered in Sec. 2. For exam
the termhi j (k)Qk with a nondiagonal matrixhi j (k) leads to
mixing of the electronic states as a result of nuclear moti
If after averaging over time the average displacement
mains finite, then the lowering of the symmetry leads to
observable static JT effect. On the other hand, in the c
when the average displacement over the characteristic
of the experiment is equal to zero, the dynamic JT effec
realized, the value of which is determined by the balan
between the last two terms in~6!.

Vibronic mixing of two nondegenerate electronic stat
that are close in energy,E1;E2 , separated by a gapDE
(E1.DE5E12E2),8,9 leads to a dynamic JT effect, th
consequences of which are called the pseudo-JT effect.
pseudo-JT effect differs substantially from the JT effect
that the nearly degenerate electronic states mixed by the
bronic mode can belong to different irreducible represen
tions of the problem. For example, in systems with a cen
of inversion the mixed electronic states can have oppo
parity, which leads to the development of a dipo
instability.26 For studying the pseudo-JT effect it is importa
to identify the group of close electronic terms in the spe
trum of the electronic states of the complex. For octahed
and tetragonal complexes this problem was solved in R
26 and 27, and a general theorem was stated by Bersuk28

For any configuration of the nuclei of an arbitrary poly
atomic system there exist bonding stationary states of
electronic density distribution (in the ground or an excite
state) for which the amplitudes of the displacements of
nuclear configuration under consideration do not exceed
amplitude of the stationary states.

This means that such a configuration need not co
spond to a minimum point of the adiabatic potential but c
correspond to some point of its basin. In systems with
rather large number of JT ions they cannot be regarded
independent ions, and that leads to cooperative effects.
example, ordering of the local distortions of dipole-unsta
unit cells with a pseudo-JT effect in systems with a cente
inversion leads to a ferroelectric phase transition, which
be considered a cooperative pseudo-JT effect.26
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1.2. Low-temperature superconductivity and the JT effect

The Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer~BCS! theory of low-
temperature superconductivity, as was noted in Refs. 29
30, takes the electron–phonon interaction into account in
adiabatic approximation but does not consider the correc
to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation which arises e
in the nondegenerate case if the electron–phonon couplin
strong enough. Usually these corrections are small, of
order of the ratio of the electron-to-nuclear mass ratio,
when degenerate or nearly degenerate low-lying electro
states with delocalized wave functions are taken into
count, the interaction of the electrons with phonons can
considered as a dynamic JT effect with a combin
electronic–nuclear Hamiltonian~6!. For example, it has bee
shown8,9 that the vibronic mixing of two close-lying but non
degenerate electronic statesE1;E2 separated by a gapDE
5E12E2, leads to a dynamic JT effect, i.e., the pseudo
effect.

Among the first papers discussing the consequence
the pseudo-JT effect are those of Nesbet,30 in which the cor-
rections to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation in the c
of a rather strong electron–phonon coupling were found
this case the ‘‘active’’ group of electrons consists of a sm
number of electrons with nearly degenerate orbitals, and
electronic wave function depends substantially on the co
dinates of the nucleus, so that the adiabatic approxima
~4! with the second term in~2! taken into account should b
replaced by a combined electronic–vibrational wave fu
tion ~5!. The electronic wave functionscn(q,Q) depend on
the normal coordinatesQk of the nuclei, and the motion o
the nuclei causes a transition of the electrons from grou
state orbitals to excited orbitals described by the Bor
Oppenheimer approximation:

cn~q,Q!5F01 (
Qk ,i ,a

F i
a~ isa iQk!,

sa i5 i ~Fi
a!k/~«a2« i !; Fi

a5^au]V/]Qku i &, ~7!

whereF0 is the Hartree–Fock many-electron wave functi
of the ground state,F i

a is the Slater determinant obtaine
from F0 with the orbitalf i that is occupied in the groun
state replaced by the excited orbitalfa ; « i and «a are the
energies of these states. As was mentioned above~Sec. 1!, in
the one-electron approximation equations~1!–~4! give a
complete description of the adiabatic variation of the ma
electron wave function, but they cannot describe transiti
from one electronic state to another in response to the mo
of the nuclei.

In Ref. 30 an expression was obtained for the ma
element of the transition of an electron from an occup
orbital f i to an unoccupied orbitalfa with the absorption of
a phonon with energy«a2« i5\vk . Processes of absorptio
or emission of a phonon occur between nondegenerate
nearly degenerate Born–Oppenheimer states, such tha
transition probability is proportional to

lim
d i→0

d i

~«a2« i !
21d i

2 5pd~«a2« i !, ~8!

which leads to modification of the stationary states on diff
ent sides of the Fermi surface. Hered i;(s/v)« i , wheres is
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e
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the velocity of longitudinal acoustic waves andv is the ve-
locity of electrons on the Fermi surface. Taking~8! and the
finiteness ofd i into account, we find that the correctio
«8(s i)5m(s i)2«(s i) to the Hartree–Fock energy for
single-electron state is of opposite sign on different sides
the Fermi level and has a value of the order of magnitud

«8~sF
6!'7~s/v !«F , s/v>AmZ

3M
, ~9!

wherem is the mass of an electron,M is the mass of the ion
Z is the charge of the ion, andm(s i) is the electron chemica
potential function. As is seen from~9!, there always exists a
state whose energy is not shifted, and if the value of«8(sF)
is large enough, thenm(s i) can have a maximum on th
inside of the Fermi surface and a minimum on the outsi
The existence of such a sequence of maximum and minim
of the electron chemical potential, as was noted by Frolich31

means the presence of a qualitative change in the gro
state state of the electron system and can be a sign
superconducting state.

Thus the nuclear motion causes a transition of the e
trons from the ground-state orbitals to unoccupied exci
orbitals. As was shown in Ref. 30, the distribution of mod
fied electronic states~7! is qualitatively different from the
Fermi distribution for a normal metal. Now two independe
stationary states can exist below the critical temperature.
electrical and thermal conductivities of states with high
energy are the same as for a metal, while the current st
with lower excitation energy are nondissipative.

Nesbet’s papers30 were published at the time of the tr
umph of the BCS theory and did not attract much intere
Now, forty years later, however, one can say that Nesbet
predicted the pseudogap state~the dynamic analog of charg
ordering! observed in doped cuprate antiferromagnets
which the Fermi surface consists of electron and hole p
that nearly coincide upon a translation by a wave vector
the antiferromagnetic cell ~dispersion relations with
nesting32!. For example, in underdoped cuprate HTSCs up
transition to the pseudogap state a maximum is observe
the density of states near the Fermi level for«,«F and a
minimum for «;«F . The pseudogap state is a state with
pseudogap and two types of excitations~with light and heavy
charge carriers13!, which precedes the transition of unde
doped cuprate HTSCs to the superconducting state.

Some remarks critical of Ref. 30 were made in Ref. 3
but we cannot agree with them. For one thing, in Ref. 33
electron and nuclear Hamiltonians were considered indep
dently, but, on account of the motion of the nuclei, in sy
tems with nearly degenerate low-lying electronic states
with a strong electron–phonon coupling there is a transit
from the independent Hamiltonians of the nuclei and ‘‘a
tive’’ electrons to a combined electronic–nuclear Ham
tonian ~6!. Just as in the JT effect, the value of the dynam
pseudoeffect in systems with strong electron–phonon c
pling and nearly degenerate low-lying electronic states is
termined by the balance between the last two terms in~6!.
Secondly, the conclusion that the interaction of the elect
and phonon subsystems leads to a substantial phonon co
bution to the energy correction to the Hamiltonian w
reached in Ref. 33 in the form of the Frolich theory.31 How-
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ever, it is known34,35 that a correct description of the phono
spectrum cannot be given in the framework of the Frol
theory.

1.3. High-temperature superconductors and the Jahn–Teller
effect „history …

That it was Bednorz and Mu¨ller who discovered high-
temperature superconductivity was no accident. In 19
when their collaboration began on the basis of a comm
interest in the study of superconductivity in complex oxid
Müller had twenty years of successful experience work
with JT compounds.36,37At the same time, oxide compound
with relatively high critical temperatures~around 13 K!, such
as Li11xTi22xO4 and BaPb12xBixO3 were already known.
According to BCS theory, such intermediate-valence oxi
with a low carrier density (n5431021 cm23) should have a
large electron–phonon coupling constant. Further attemp
raiseTc in the perovskite BaPb12xBixO3 by increasing the
density of statesn(«F) ~by changing the Pb:Bi ratio! were
unsuccessful because of the metal–insulator transition
occurs in these compounds.

The goal of Bednorz and Mu¨ller was to search for oxide
such that high critical temperaturesTc could be reached by
increasingn(«F) and the electron–phonon coupling. Hop
for an increase in the electron–phonon coupling rested on
polaron contribution, which had been predicted
Chakraverty38 ~see also Ref. 39 and works cited therei!.
That paper proposed a qualitative phase diagram for the
laron contributions in coordinates of the coupling const
l5n(EF)V versus T. Chakraverty’s diagram had thre
phases: a metallic phase belowlm , an insulating polaron
phase aboveld , and a region of intermediate valueslm

,l,ld in the vicinity of the metal–insulator transition i
which high-temperature superconductivity could exist.

The guiding idea in the creation of the general conce
of high-temperature superconductivity was inspired by
JT polaron model in the form proposed by Hocket al.40 for a
linear-chain model for narrow-band intermetallides. In t
linear-chain model in the case of small JT distortion w
energyEJT less than the bandwidth of the metal one obser
only a small perturbation of the states of the conduction e
trons. With increasingEJT there is an increasing tendenc
toward localization, and atEJT equal in magnitude to the
bandwidth the formation of polarons is assumed. In the op
ion of Bednorz and Mu¨ller this model could correspond we
to Chakraverty’s diagrams. Based on their experience
studying isolated JT ions in insulating perovskites, Bedn
and Müller assumed that the JT polaron model40 could be
applied to oxides provided that they were conductors. Oxi
containing transition metal ions with a partially filledeg or-
bital, such as Ni31, Fe41, or Cu21, manifested a strong JT
effect and were considered as possible candidates for
superconductors.

Based on Chakraverty’s idea38 of a possible polaron
mechanism of superconductivity and on the possibility
principle for JT polarons to exist in transition metal oxide
Bednorz and Mu¨ller began their search for high-temperatu
superconductivity at the end of 1983, with the La–Ni–
system.11 The compound LaNiO3 is a metallic conductor
with a transfer energyt of the eg Jahn–Teller electrons
3,
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greater than the JT stabilization energy (t.EJT) and, hence,
the JT distortion of the oxygen octahedron surrounding
Ni31 is strongly suppressed. To decrease the width of
metallic band of the Ni ions to a value comparable to t
energyEJT of the Ni31 ion, the trivalent Ni was partially
substituted by trivalent Al. Here it turned out that increasi
the Al concentration radically alters the metallic characte
tics of pure LaNiO3 , initially increasing the resistivity and
then ultimately, at a high enough degree of substitution, le
to semiconductor behavior with a transition to localization
low temperatures. Another way of decreasing the width
the metallic band of Ni was to introduce internal stresses
the LaNiO3 lattice through the substitution of the La ions b
Y ions, which have a smaller radius. The behavior of t
resistivity was altered in the same way as in the previo
case, but neither method led to the desired result.

In 1985 the experimental situation in Bednorz a
Müller’s laboratory improved, and a new idea had come
of using copper as the transition metal in oxides, which h
led to a substantial progress in their studies. In the new se
of compounds the partial substitution of the JT ion Ni31 by
the non-JT ion Cu31 increased the resistivity, but the meta
lic character of the solid solution was preserved to 4
which indicated the possibility of superconductivity. Th
turning point for Bednorz and Mu¨ller in their discovery of
high-temperature superconductivity came at the end of 1
when they learned of the paper by the French researc
Michel et al.,12 who had studied the oxide of Ba–La–C
with the Perovskite structure, which has metallic conduct
ity in the temperature range 100–300 °C. The Michel gro
was interested in the catalytic properties of oxigen-defici
compounds at high tempertures. It turned out that the ox
of Ba–La–Cu, which contains Cu in two different valen
states, Cu31 and the JT state Cu21, and which meets all the
criteria of the basic idea of the search for HTSC. They i
mediately synthesized this oxide from a series of solid so
tions in which the Ba:Cu ratio was varied as a means
continuously varying the intermediate valence of the copp

Measurements of the resistivity of the new compoun
in mid-1986 showed that in the high-temperature region
behavior of the temperature dependence for the oxides
no different from the dependences measured previously,
on cooling they observed the characteristic behavior for m
als, a fall giving way to a rise, which indicates a localizati
transition. The resistivity grew as the temperature a
proached the 30 K region, and then it began to level off a
unexpectedly fell to 50% at 11 K. Repeated measureme
showed excellent reproducibility of the results. By varyin
the composition of the compound and the techniques
heat-treatment of the samples, within two weeks’ time th
had shifted the start of the resistivity drop to 35 K, cons
erably higher than the critical temperature of Nb3Ge super-
conductors.

X-ray diffraction analysis of the samples revealed t
presence of at least two different phases in them. The m
phase could be identified as having a perovskite structur
the K2NiF4 type, whereas the diffraction lines of the seco
phase were similar to an oxygen-deficient perovskite wit
three-dimensional network of coupled octahedra. As an e
tron microscope analysis showed, in both structures the
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was partially substituted by Ba. However, the matter
whether these compounds are substances in which the
able valence of the copper leads to superconductivity
mained an open question. Despite the impossibility of m
ing magnetic measurements at that time, Bednorz
Müller, recognizing the great importance of their result, pu
lished a paper entitled ‘‘Possible high-temperature superc
ductivity in the system Ba–La–Cu–O.’’1

Systematic measurement of the lattice parameters
electrical properties of the samples upon variation of th
composition showed that La2CuO4 containing Ba is the
phase responsible for the superconducting transition.
highest values ofTc were obtained for a Ba concentratio
corresponding to the maximum distortion of the orthorho
bic lattice ~before its transition to the trigonal lattice!, but
after the perovskite phase begins to dominate, the super
ducting transition is suppressed, and the samples dis
only metallic properties.

In September 1986, after the necessary experime
equipment had been assembled, magnetic measurem
were carried out and the presence of the Meissn
Oksenfel’d effect in the new class of substances was dem
strated. In the samples that exhibited a drop in resistan
transition was observed from paramagnetism to diamag
tism at low temperatures, indicating the presence of curre
of a superconducting nature. An x-ray analysis in combi
tion with resistance and magnetic susceptibility measu
ments made it possible to conclude that the compo
La2CuO4 with a Ba admixture is in a superconducting sta
at T<35 K.

2. JAHN–TELLER EFFECT IN SYSTEMS WITH TWOFOLD
DEGENERATE AND NEARLY DEGENERATE
ELECTRONIC STATES

2.1. Static, dynamic, and cooperative Jahn–Teller effects

The JT copper ion Cu21 has one hole in thed shell (d9

configuration!. In the copper–oxygen octahedron Cu21O6
22

the eg orbital of the Cu21 ion forms s states, which are
especially sensitive to the position of the nuclei of the ox
gen atoms and can lead to a strong JT effect. In the gen
case the number of normal coordinatesQk of the nuclei of
the ‘‘molecular’’ octahedron Cu21O6

22 ~with the symmetry
groupOh) is equal to 15~Ref. 5!. As we are interested in th
splitting of the electronic levels, we should take into acco
in the combined electronic–nuclear Hamiltonian~6! the col-
lective modesQ2 andQ3 ~with symmetry«g(v) and«g(u);
Fig. 1a,b!

FIG. 1. Collective normal modesQ2 ~a! and Q3 ~b! of a ‘‘molecular’’
octahedron Cu21O6
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Q25~x12x42y21y5!/2,

Q35~2z322z62x11x42y21y5!/2). ~10!

For the dynamic effect we should take into account
~6! the collective modesQ4 andQ5 ~with symmetryt2g(j)
andt2g(h); Fig. 2a,b!:

Q45~z22z51y32y6!/2

Q55~x32x51z12z4!/2. ~11!

In the polar coordinates~r,u! the modesQ25r sinu and
Q35r cosu, and the quasielastic potentialV(r,u) to a first
approximation in the coordinates (V,Q2 ,Q3) is a double-
valued surface~Fig. 3! and is independent of the angleu:

V~r,u!56Ar1
1

2
mv2r2. ~12!

FIG. 2. Collective normal modesQ4 ~a! and Q5 ~b! of a ‘‘molecular’’
octahedron Cu21O6

22 .

FIG. 3. Potential surfaceV(r,u) with a minimum in the (Q2 ,Q3) plane~the
‘‘Mexican hat’’! along which the nucleus moves~a!; the section of the
surfaceV(r,u) by the plane (V,Q3) and the Jahn–Teller distortion of th
positions of the oxygen ion corresponding to the minima of the potential~b!.
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HereA is a quantity proportional to the interaction of th
charge carriers with the lattice, the oscillations of which o
cur with an effective massm and a frequencyv. The value of
A is positive for a hole of theeg orbital of the Cu21 ion. The
surfaceV(r,u) along which the nucleus moves~the ‘‘Mexi-
can hat’’ shown in Fig. 3a! is a potential surface formed b
revolution of the parabola~12! about ther50 axis. The
minimum with energydE52A2/2mv2, which is called the
stabilization energy, lies in the (Q2 ,Q3) plane on a circle of
radiusr05uAu/mv2. The electron wave functions for state
on the lower and upper branches ofV(r,u) has the form

c25cu sinu/21cv cosu/2

c15cu cosu/22cv sinu/2. ~13!

The dependence of the wave function onu/2 attests to the
twofold degeneracy ofc, and the requirement of single
valuedness of the total wave function leads to a twofold
generacy of the nuclear wave functions. Figure 3b shows
JT distortions of the positions of the four mobile oxygen io
around the Cu21 ion in the copper–oxygen plane, these d
tortions corresponding to the minima of the potentialV(r,u)
in the (V,Q3) plane.

Equations~13! for the electron wave function remai
valid when the anharmonic terms of a Hamiltonian with c
bic symmetry are taken into account, but now with a thr
fold symmetry with three potential wells along the directio
x, y, z. If the state of the system is frozen in one of the thr
potential wells, this leads to a static JT effect, which was fi
observed in a study of the anisotropy of theg factor for
divalent copper ions in systems with octahedral symmetr
low temperatures.7 With increasing temperature the therm
excitations lead to transitions through the potential barr
i.e., the time-averaged symmetry of the environment of
ion will become cubic. This averaging effect gives rise to t
dynamic JT effect. Thus an increase in temperature leads
transition from the static to the dynamic JT effect.

The dynamic JT effect is a manifestation of the diffe
ence of the vibronic energy levels in systems with twofo
degenerate electronic states from the vibrational levels
systems with nondegenerate states. The vibronic energy
els with doubly degenerate electronic states~13!, which in-
teract with doubly degenerate vibrational modesw6

5 f 6 exp(iju) with j 5(2n11)/2, satisfy the Schro¨dinger
equation

~T«1V!C5EC, ~14!

whereC5c1w11c2w2 is a single-valued vibronic wave
function, andV(r,u) is given by Eq.~12!. In the general
case the kinetic energy operator is

T«52
\

2m F ]2

]r2 1
1

r

]

]r
1

1

r2

]2

]u2G . ~15!

Relations~14! and ~15! lead to two complicated equation
for determining the functionsf 1 and f 2 . Only in the simple
case when the vibronic wave function is equal to eith
c1w1 or to c2w2 can one obtain a one-dimensional Sch¨-
dinger equation that is a good approximation for the vib
tional modesw1 or w2 ~Refs. 41–43!. Such estimates ar
useful for understanding the manifestations of the dyna
JT effect but, unfortunately, do not permit one to make
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quantitative estimate of the energy levels for predicting
possibilities of experimental observation of the dynamic
effect. Such observations may include a change in the op
absorption bands~Sec. 3!.

However, at low temperatures the JT complex can
frozen in one of the potential wells. For example, let t
electron wave functionc2 ~13! be frozen withu50, and
c25cv . The spectrum of the spin resonance for the sta
JT effect expected at 0 K was first calculated by Bersuker.44

However, the zero-point vibrations make sin2 u/2.0, and in
the averagec2 acquires a nonzero partcu . Such a change in
the wave functionc2 has been observed in the hyperfin
structure of the spin resonance.45 Thus thermal excitations a
the temperature is increased lead to a transition from
static to the dynamic JT effect, which is often observed
studies of the spin resonance on impurities or defects an
more-convincing evidence of a manifestation of the JT
fect. The temperature of such a transition is registered as
temperature of the transition from the anisotropic spin re
nance spectrum observed at low temperatures to an isotr
one at high temperatures.

In concentrated systems the individual JT ions canno
treated as independent. The interaction between local JT
tortions makes the latter cooperative and leads to phase
sitions called the cooperative JT effect. In substances w
high concentrations of JT ions the local distortions are c
verted into vibrations that propagate over the whole crys
and transport the interaction between JT ions. Just as fo
individual ion, the crystal can be found in a degenerate e
tronic state which transforms according to an irreducible r
resentationG of the space group of the crystal. The JT d
tortion of the whole crystal, i.e., the cooperative JT effe
occurs ifG2 contains an irreducible representation of such
distortion. As was first shown by Kristofel’,46 this condition
in the absence of perturbations~e.g., impurities or excitons!
reduces the possible distortions to optical modes withk
50. It was noted46 that the selection rulek50 is valid if the
JT stabilization energyEJT is less than the electron band
width W, which is determined by the quantity 2t, where the
matrix elementt for the transition of an electron from site t
site depends on the interaction between ions. For examp
the electron undergoes a transition to a degenerate state
band withW,EJT , then it turns out to be localized at som
site and, moving through the crystal, carries a lattice dis
tion with it. In this case the selection rule is no longer det
mined by the space group of the symmetry but by the po
group, and the cooperative JT effect can be treated i
quasimolecular model in which the true normal coordina
of the nuclei of ‘‘molecular’’ octahedral or tetrahedral com
plexes are chosen as the collective coordinatesQk , and the
electrons of each complex are divided into ‘‘active’’ an
‘‘passive’’ groups. Examples of such degenerate states
the one-site JT polarons in a one-dimensional chain of
sites with a transition matrix elementt ~Ref. 40! or Vk cen-
ters in alkali metals.47

Among the large number of structural transitions, tho
that occur on account of the collective JT effect are unique
that the microscopic nature of the transition is know
exactly.48,49 For example, the microscopic nature of th
ferroelectric phase transition in noncentrosymmetric crys
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has been established: it is due to the cooperative
effect,46,50 in which vibronic mixing of only the even elec
tron states occurs. In systems with a center of inversion
nearly degenerate electron states to be mixed by the vibr
oscillations can have opposite parity; this initially leads
the cooperative pseudo-JT effect and the destruction of
centrosymmetry of the system and only then to the deve
ment of a dipole instability and the cooperative JT effect26

2.2. Jahn–Teller effect in magnetic compounds of transition
metals

There is a large class of magnetic insulators in which
JT effect plays an important role and determines the st
tural and magnetic properties.48,49 Here the exchange inter
action, which is important for the magnetism, influences
properties of the lattice, inducing structural transitions. Su
substances include doped cuprate antiferromagnets in w
both spin degeneracy and orbital degeneracy exist simu
neously. Among the compounds with the perovskite struct
the most interesting properties are found in KCuF3 and
LaMnO3 and also in the ‘‘two-dimensional perovskites
(K2CuF4).51 Interestingly, they are characterized by a qua
one-dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional nature of
magnetic properties while retaining a nearly cubic lattice a
also by the appearance of ferromagnetic ordering in anti
romagnets.

It is known that the main mechanism of the exchan
interaction in compounds of transition metals is t
Kramers–Anderson superexchange, wherein it is not
atomic-waved orbitals of the ions that overlap but their s
perpositions with the wave functions of the ligands~fluorine
or oxygen ions!.52 However, even when the orbital dege
eracy is taken into account the exchange mechanism con
the lifting of the degeneracy, and the most favorable situa
from an energy standpoint is ferromagnetic ordering w
respect to the spins of the ions and antiferromagnetic or
ing with respect to the spins of the orbital electrons. F
example, it turns out that for correct description of the orb
and magnetic ordering in KCuF3 it is sufficient to take into
account only the exchange interaction. If the orbital struct
is known, then one can obtain an effective spin Hamiltoni
Such an analysis has been done51 for the two-dimensional
perovskite K2CuF4 , and it showed that the structure obtain
for it previously,53 with compressed octahedra, is incons
tent with the ferromagnetism that is observed in K2CuF4 . In
Ref. 51 a theoretical analysis was done for elongated oct
dra alternating along thex and y axis, and the results wer
later confirmed experimentally. This allows us to say that
all cases, without exception, the JT ion Cu21 in an octahe-
dral environment causes a distensive deformation that s
lizes the hole orbitaldx22y2.

In real magnetic compounds of transition metals the
change, JT, and quadrupole mechanisms act jointly. In do
cuprate antiferromagnets both the exchange54,55 and
Jahn–Teller40 mechanisms separately give rise to polaro
For example, the tunneling of charge along a on
dimensional chain of JT sites leads to a JT polaron~see Sec.
6!. As was shown by Anderson,55 in a two-band model of
doped cuprate antiferromagnets virtual processes of tra
tion of a hole~with probability t0) from a doubly degenerat
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d orbital of the Cu21 copper ion to ap orbital of the oxygen
ion leads to a superexchangeJ with an antiferromagnetic
coupling between holes of adjacent copper ions:

HS5J(
i , j

Si•Sj , J5
4t0

4

«p
2 S 1

U
1

1

2«p
D , ~16!

whereSi is the spin operator of a Cu21 hole, i , j are sites of
two nearest-neighbor copper ions,U is the Coulomb repul-
sion at the Cu site, and«p is the energy of a hole on thep
orbital of oxygen. The energy of the symmetric statew is of
four holes on the oxygen ions surrounding the Cu21 ion ~Fig.
4! is much lower than that of the antisymmetric state, a
together with thed orbital of copper either a singlet or triple
spin state is formed. Herew is is a set of Wannier functions
for an individual quasiparticle with spins. As was shown in
Ref. 54, the energyE2 of the singlet state

C i
25

1

&
~w i↑di↓2w↓di↑! ~17!

is much lower than that of the triplet state, and one c
therefore neglect transitions from the singlet to the trip
state. The singlet state~17! is called a Zhang–Rice polaron
As may be seen from~17!, its spin is equal to zero, and th
mobility of the polaron is limited to the processC i

2dj s

→C j
2dis , i.e., the motion of a Zhang–Rice polaron fro

site i to site j is possible only if a hole moves simultaneous
in the counter direction from sitej to site i . Thus in Ref. 54
an effective one-band Hamiltonian for Zhang–Rice sing
states was obtained in which it can be assumed that both
magnetic interactions and the transition matrix elements i
are nonzero only for nearest-neighbor pairs.

2.3. Jahn–Teller polarons

When the JT character of the Cu21 ion in the doped
cuprate antiferromagnetic insulators and metals~the spin of
the Cu21 ion is equal to 1/2! is taken into account, it lead
not only to a superexchangeJ with antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between holes of adjacent copper ions54,55 but also to
twofold degeneracy of the wave functions of the oxyg
ions, i.e., to a JT distortion of the positions corresponding

FIG. 4. Zhang–Rice polaron:di are the orbital of the copper ion at thei th
site of the copper–oxygen plane;p are the orbitals of the four oxygen ion
closest to the copper ion.
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minima of the potentialV(r,u) for the oxygen ions of the
Zhang–Rice polaron~see Fig. 3b!. The concept of ‘‘Jahn–
Teller polaron’’ was introduced in 198340 for a charge tun-
neling along a one-dimensional chain of JT sites with a m
trix elementt of the transition of the charge between neare
neighbor sites:

F ih]/]t2(
m

H 2\2/2M]2/]xm
2 1

1

2
Mv0

2xm
2 J 1AxnGan

1t~an111an21!50, ~18!

wherex is the coordinate of the nucleus,A is the coupling
constant between the charge and nuclear states,v0 is the
vibrational frequency of the corresponding collective mo
an115an1]an /]n1(1/2)]2an /]n2. It is known that for
one-dimensional or two-dimensional charge motion, ev
small distortions of the positions of the oxygen ions lead t
bound state of the charge,56 i.e., a polaron. Since both
mechanisms, exchange and JT, act jointly in doped cup
antiferromagnets and lead to the formation of a pola
bound to a one-site cluster Cu2114O22, such bound state
of a charge carrier will be called JT polarons.

The size of the lattice region with which the JT polar
is bound determines its radius, which depends on the rati
the transition matrix elementt to the value of the JT stabili
zation energyA2/2Mv0

25EJT . For 2t@A2/2Mv0
2 one can

speak of a ‘‘large’’ polaron with radiusRp'a(4t/Mv0
2) and

for 2t!A2/2Mv0
2 of a small~one-site! JT polaron with ra-

diusRp'a, wherea is the lattice constant.13 The value of 2t
determines the bandwidthW, and forW!EJT a localization
of the charge on a small polaron occurs, while forW@EJT

one can speak of charge motion, i.e., of delocalization of
state of the charge carrier in a region with the size of a la
polaron,Rp@a. When the conditionEJT't is met, a transi-
tion from the localized~one-site! polaron to a delocalized
polaron begins. ForEJT5t the radius of the JT polaronRp

'2a, and one can speak of a two-site JT polaron with a
ferromagnetic ordering of the spins of the Cu21 ions ~i.e.,
with an antiferromagnetic core!, nonzero spin, and radiu
Rp'2a ~Fig. 5!. Although the conditionEJT5t holds ex-

FIG. 5. Transition of a holeh↓
1 from the molecular orbitalf i of a one-site

Zhang–Rice polaron~the clustermi j bounded by the inner dashed line! to an
orbital fa of a two-site JT polaron~the two-site clustermi j 1mi , j 11

bounded by the outer dashed line!.
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tremely rarely, it does hold13 in the region of the Mott
insulator–metal transition57 with increasing doping in man
ganites and cuprate antiferromagnets.

Let us consider the joint effect of the exchange and
mechanisms, a combination that is characteristic for m
netic compounds of transition metals and their oxides, for
particular example of a doped cuprate antiferromagnet. F
ure 6 shows the state diagram of a doped cuprate antife
magnet on the plane of temperature–dopant concentratiod.
At small concentrationsd f,d,dd in an antiferromagnet the
spins of the copper ions and free holes order independe
the first atTN(d), and the hole spins atT<Tf(d). Hered f is
the minimum concentration at which ordering of the ho
spins begins, anddd is the concentration at which the tran
sition from antiferromagnet to antiferromagnetic insula
occurs, i.e.,TN(dd)5minTN(d). With increasing concentra
tion dd,d,dM the doped antiferromagnet undergoes a tr
sition to an insulating state with localization of the charge
a one-site polaron of radiusRp'a and with ordering of the
hole spins atT<Tf(d) (dM is the dopant concentration a
which the Mott insulator–metal transition occurs!. The
charge carrier fordM,d,dopt is a two-dimensional delocal
ized two-site JT polaron with an antiferromagnetic core a
with a sizeRp'2a (dopt is the optimal dopant concentration
corresponding to the maximum transition temperat
Tc,max). The transition of a doped cuprate antiferromagne
the superconducting state at a transition temperatureTc(d)
occurs in the concentration regiondsc,d,dopt, wheredsc

>dM . Further growth of the dopant concentrationdopt,d
leads to a transition of the charge carrier to a thr
dimensional delocalized state—a large polaron of sizeRp

@a. As is seen from the state diagram, Bednorz a
Müller’s search for high-Tc superconductivity turned out to

FIG. 6. State diagram of a doped cuprate antiferromagnet on the plan
temperature and dopant concentrationd: TN is the Néel temperature,Tf is
the temperature of ordering of the hole spins atd.d f ; Tcr is the tempera-
ture of the Mott metal–insulator transition atd5dM ; dd is the concentration
at which the antiferromagnet undergoes a transition to the insulator ph
Tc is the temperature of the transition to the superconducting state
d.dsc ; dopt is the optimal dopant concentration;T2DXY is the temperature
of 2DXY magnetic ordering;T* is the temperature of the transition to th
pseudogap state;TBKT is the temperature of the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz
Thouless~BKT! transition; Tg is the temperature of the transition to th
cluster spin-glass state atT<Tg .
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be successful because they chose the idea of strong elec
phonon interactions inherent to compounds with JT ions~the
LSCO sample! in the region of dopant concentration
dM,d,dopt, close to the Mott insulator–metal transition

3. SPECTROSCOPY OF UNDERDOPED CUPRATE HTSCs

3.1. Identification of light and heavy charge carriers
and the normal state of underdoped cuprate HTSCs

Optical spectroscopy of underdoped cuprate HTSCs
turned out to be very informative and is a widely used to
for studying their properties. There are three reasons for
The first relates to the hole character of the charge carrie
them, which has led to the observation of optical respons
the superconducting transition in the case of absorptio58

this response has no analog in low-temperature super
ductors. The second reason is that optical spectroscop
known to be one of the most informative methods for stu
ing magnetically ordered crystals, includin
antiferromagnets.59 The third and final reason relates to th
fact that theoretical studies of the optical properties of s
tems with a polaron character of the charge carriers w
begun by Holstein in 1959,60 and key results had been ob
tained by the end of the 1960s~see the works cited in Ref
61!. It is therefore unsurprising that by 1990 the optical sp
tra had been studied for the insulating and metallic phase
doped cuprate antiferromagnets~see the review62! over the
frequency range from the far-infrared to the ultraviolet.

In the insulating phase the absorption of light in the
frared frequency regionv,1.5– 2 eV is very weak. In the
normal state of cuprate superconductors the optical con
tivity s~v! in the region of the intraband transitions 0,\v
,1 eV depends on temperature and frequency and con
of a narrow Drude-like peak with maximum atv50 and a
broad, almost frequency-independent band in the region
,\v,1 eV ~mid-IR!. The height of the Drude peak in
creases with increasing dopant concentration and attes
the existence of light charge carriers—holes. Here it has b
established that the concentration of charge carriers de
mined through integration ofs~v! in the region of the intra-
band transitions grows faster than the density of charge
riers introduced by doping of the material. A qualitativ
explanation for the results of these of these first optical m
surements was proposed in Ref. 63: the structure of
mid-IR band of optical conductivitys~v! attests to the
photoinduced excitation of a small localized polaron in
delocalized state with an excitation energy of the order of
energy of a Franck–Condon displacement. Later64 it was es-
tablished that at the boundary of the Drude peak in the
quency regionv;0.15 eV a polaron component appea
which is sensitive to the temperatureT* of transition to the
pseudogap state, a circumstance that attests to the exis
of a delocalized state of the polaron.

One of the the first convincing pieces of evidence o
connection between the superconducting transition temp
ture and the mid-IR band in the absorption spectra with\v
,1 eV was obtained for La22xSrxCuO41d ~Refs. 65 and 66!.
It was found that the oscillator strength of the mid-IR ba
and the superconducting transition temperatureTc have the
same dependence on the Sr concentration. Figure 7 show
oscillator strength of the mid-IR band andTc as functions of
n–
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the Sr concentration for La22xSrxCuO41d and
La22xSrxNiO41d from Ref. 67~normalized to their respec
tive maximum values!. Figure 8 shows a comparison of th
results of the calculation67 with the measurements68 of the
optical conductivity s~v! for La1.9Sr0.1CuO41d with Tc

518 K ~large dots!; the line shows the results of the calc
lation of Ref. 67 in the model of photoinduced excitation
a small polaron,61 the dashed curve shows the polaron co
tribution, and the dotted curve shows the Drude contribut
to s~v!. As is seen in the figure, the position of the max
mum of s~v! and the dependence in the frequency reg
\v<0.2 eV are in satisfactory agreement with the results
the measurements.

The high level of early research62,65–68 on the optical
conductivity of underdoped cuprate HTSCs is notewort
they still remain valuable ten years later. For examp
Müller noted the surprising agreement of the results o
calculation of the mass renormalization of the heavy cha
carrier~polaron! in Ref. 67 with the results of measuremen
of the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptib
of La22xSrxCuO41d with 16O replaced by the isotope18O
~Ref. 69!. In that case, as an analysis of the measurem
showed, the charge carrier becomes heavier, so that the

FIG. 7. Dependence of the normalized absorption intensity in the mid
region I and of Tc on the Sr concentrationx in the compounds
La22xSrxCuO3 and La22xSrxNiO4 , normalized to the corresponding max
mum values.67 For La22xSrxCuO4 : I for a polycrystalline sample~n!, for a
single crystal~.!; Tc for a polycrystal~h,3! and a single crystal~L!; the
symbol ~s! showsI of a single crystal for La22xSrxNiO4 .

FIG. 8. Comparison of the results of a calculation of the dependence o
optical conductivitys~v! with the results of the measurements of Refs.
and 68.
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of the its mass changeDmab to the bare mass is
Dmab /mab'9%. Approximation of the ratio (mab

1Dmab)/mab'exp(g2) gives an estimate ofg2'2.8, which
agrees with calculations of the heavy carriers~polarons! and
vibrational frequency of their phonon ‘‘coat.’’67

In spite of the fact that holes and polarons in the meta
state of doped cuprate oxide compounds had been ident
in the absorption spectra of the mid-IR band with\v,1
eV,62,63,67–70complete agreement as to the character of
carriers in underdoped cuprate HTSCs was not achieved
quite some time. Convincing evidence of the existence
two types of carriers in the major part of the phase diagr
of such compounds would be found later, in Refs. 67, 69,
and 72. The reason for this was primarily the problem
describing the properties of systems in which delocaliz
~hole! states coexist with localized states~polarons!. As
Goodenough noted forty years ago,73 the description of the
properties of transition metal compounds inevitably leads
the assumption that such a coexistence occurs. The pro
of describing these properties consists in the absence
sufficiently general definition of the concept of ‘‘localize
state,’’ and the various models make use of different conc
model representations. In spite of the many-year history
this problem, which was published in the early 1930s
Wilson74 and Shubin and Vonsovskii75 and also by Mott,57,76

there is still no generally accepted description of the loc
ized states.1!

3.2. Spectroscopy of Jahn–Teller distortions in the
copper–oxygen plane

The unusual character of the superconducting transi
in underdoped cuprate HTSCs consists in the appearance
pseudogap in the spectrum of electronic excitations at a t
peratureT* .Tc ~Refs. 78–81!, whereas the phase cohe
ence and global superconductivity are established atTc . The
non-Fermi character of the states in a HTSC was predic
over ten years ago in phenomenological models.82,83 It was
shown in the model of Ref. 82 that including transport p
cesses involving a small but nonzero total momentum le
to the appearance of a spin pseudogap~dip of the density of
states atEF) and two maxima to the left and right ofEF . In
the model of a marginal Fermi liquid83 it is predicted that
quantum fluctuations exist atd;dc , wheredc is the critical
value of the dopant concentrationdc'dopt, at which Tc

'Tc,max. In spite of the fact that by 1990 the predictions
Refs. 82 and 83 had already been confirmed in an
resolved photoemission experiments,78 the nature of the
pseudogap state remains unclear to this day: Is it only
result of a crossover controlled by fluctuations of the or
parameter, or is it a new state whose symmetry is spont
ously broken atT* ~See Refs. 84–88.!

Later, neutron measurements81,89,90showed that a split-
ting of the peak of inelastic scattering on spin fluctuatio
occurs in underdoped cuprate HTSCs atT>Tc . Those mea-
surements yield unique information: they enable one to
termine without the use of any assumptions or models
only the energy and wave vector of the JT distortions in
CuO2 plane but also their size in real spa
(;8320 Å).89,90 These distortions are observed along t
@X,0,0# and@0,Y,0# axes. A shortcoming of the measuremen
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at T.Tc ~Refs. 81 and 90! is their small temperature inter
val, which is only a few degrees aboveTc in the case of
optimal doping.

Optical spectroscopy methods are free from this sh
coming. For example, studies of the absorption spectra in
visible frequency region for the metallic phase
YBa2Cu3O61x were done by Eremenkoet al.:91–94 for T
,T* they established that an absorption bandA1J appears
at \v'2.2 eV, and they identified it as being an electron
two-magnon band.91,92 Even in the absence of this band
higher temperatures, on cooling belowT* it appears in the
metallic phase of the film. In the antiferromagnetic phase
band is noticeably enhanced on cooling below the Ne´el tem-
perature, and in the superconducting state theA1J band
becomes independent of temperature. In Refs. 93 and 94
structure of theA1J band in the temperature range from 17
to 20 K, a region which includes both the temperature of
transition to the pseudogap state, 130 K.T* .120 K, and
the superconducting transition temperatureTc588 K for a
YBa2Cu3O610.85 sample. The results of the measureme
showed that on passage throughT* the electron–two-
magnon bandA1J rises in the form a doublet band wit
maxima atE152.145 eV andE252.28 eV. Here the disper
sion of each of the doublets coincides with the dispersion
the band for the low-temperature antiferromagnetic pha
These observations attest to the compatibility of short-ra
antiferromagnetic order with the superconducting state
suggest that the charge carrier in the pseudogap state
multaneously the carrier of the antiferromagnetic proper
of the copper–oxygen plane.

The inelastic neutron scattering data,89,90 the electron
spin resonance results,95 and the results of measurements
the pair distribution function and the x-ray absorption fi
structure~EXAFS!96,97 show evidence that dynamic, nonlo
cal instabilities that are close to Jahn–Teller exist in the ti
interval 10212– 10215 s. This is just the time interval that i
important for the formation of pairs and stripe structures
the pseudogap state. Based on the results of Refs. 96 an
the authors of Ref. 98 proposed a three-component mode
the pseudogap state atT* >T ~see also Ref. 99 and Sec. 4.1!,
in which, instead of holes and JT polarons, the third com
nent is a two-site JT pair with a nonzero wave vector. Th
pairing energy;EJT agrees with the value of the pseudoga
kT* ;Dp5EJT ~Ref. 100!.

3.3. Observation of circular dichroism in the pseudogap
state with preservation of translational invariance

One of the few theoretical models of the mechanism
high-temperature superconductivity, in the framework
which an experimental test was proposed for ascertaining
nature of the pseudogap state and the concentration de
dence of the superconducting transition temperatureT* (d),
belongs to Varma.83,85,101In Refs. 85 and 101 the hypothes
that the ground states of HTSCs atT>Tc are of an unusua
character was discussed: forT* (d)>T>Tc(d)—the
pseudogap state for dopant concentrationsdd<d<dopt; at
doping close to optimal—states of a marginal Fermi liqu
for T.TF(d) with dopant concentrationd>dopt—the nor-
mal state of an ordinary Fermi liquid. In Refs. 85 and 101
was proposed that the superconducting state of an overd
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cuprate HTSC differs from the usual state by the characte
the fluctuations: they are scale-invariant quantum fluct
tions caused by the existence of a quantum critical poin
d;dopt. In Ref. 101 it was conjectured that atd;dopt each
CuO4 square of the copper–oxygen plane consists of f
closed local currents, two of which are directed clockw
and the other two counterclockwise~Fig. 9!. In such a sys-
tem of closed local currents there exists a cert
parameter—the phase, which distinguishes the direction
motion of the charge in each local ring. In the opinion of t
authors of Ref. 102, such a structure of the local current
T>Tc should inevitably lead to breaking of the time-revers
symmetry, whereupon a spontaneous ordering withou
change of translational symmetry will occur in the subsyst
of the local currents.

The experiment proposed by Varma101,102 consists in
making measurements of the intensity of the photoemiss
spectra~ARPES! with right and left circular polarization o
the light and in analysis of the relative difference of t
reflection spectra obtained~i.e., circular dichroism!; this was
recently implemented.103 Measurements were made on th
~1000–2000 Å! films of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82d . Preliminary
measurements made in the temperature interval 100–30
by x-ray spectroscopy confirmed the absence of change
translational symmetry. To get an unambiguous result, m
netic circular dichroism resulting from the geometry of t
experiment was ruled out.104 This was done by making th
measurements in a special geometry for which the three
tors q, n, andp lie in a mirror planem of the sample, per-
pendicular to its surface. Hereq is the polarization vector o
the incident light,n is the normal to the surface of th
sample, andp is the wave vector of the final state. In th
case it was established that dichroism is not observed
states with unbroken time-reversal symmetry~in overdoped
samples!.103

For an underdoped sample withTc585 K and T*
'200 K in this same geometry nonzero circular dichroism
observed in the region of the pseudogap state forT
,T* (d) and, as can be seen in Fig. 10, it persists in
superconducting state. This is a very unexpected and im
tant result—it uniquely determines the region of the tim
reversal symmetry breaking:d<dopt and T* (d)>T>0. It
should be noted, however, that the cause of the circular
chroism was not established unambiguously in that pa

FIG. 9. Model of a system of closed local currents in the copper–oxy
plane of an underdoped cuprate HTSC, proposed in Ref. 101.
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First, the possibility of photoinduced dichroism inherent
doped magnets was not ruled out~see, e.g., Ref. 17 and
works cited therein!. Second, the observed dichroism mig
be due to nonuniformity of the copper–oxygen planes, wh
is inherent to underdoped HTSCs atT,T* (d) ~see Sec. 4.1
and also Refs. 105 and 106 and the works cited there!. As
was noted in Ref. 102: these experiments, if they are rig
together with the existence of a quantum critical point a
properties of marginal Fermi level near optimal doping su
gest that the essence of a realistic microscopic theory in
prates can be found.

4. COOPERATIVE PSEUDO-JAHN–TELLER EFFECT IN
UNDERDOPED CUPRATE HTSCs

4.1. Delocalized and localized states of JT charge carriers

The importance of this problem for underdoped cupr
HTSCs is attested to by the symposium on delocalized
localized states in HTSCs, held in the year 2000. In his op
ing remarks, Mu¨ller mentioned the paper by Gor’kov107 in
which it was shown to be possible in principle for multisi
complexes of localized states of the charge carriers~i.e.,
stripes! to form. The existence of localized states of t
charge carriers inevitably follows from the quasi-tw
dimensional character of the motion of the charge carrie
underdoped cuprate HTSCs.56 For doped antiferromagneti
insulators and underdoped cuprate HTSCs atkBT
.tc

2(T)/tab the incoherent transport of charge along thec
axis occurs as a result of thermal fluctuations (tc andtab are
the probability of charge tunneling along thec axis and in
the CuO plane!. With decreasing temperature the therm
fluctuations limit the tunneling of the charge along thec axis,
and the density of charge carriers in the plane increases.
leads to a long-range unscreened Coulomb interaction, c
acteristic for a two-dimensional doped Mott insulator, as
result of which the motion of charge along thec axis is
controlled by the cooperative motion of the charges in
plane.108,109Here the tunneling probabilitytc depends expo-
nentially on temperature. As the temperature is lowered, th
mal fluctuations are no longer sufficient for transport
charge along thec axis, and so there exists a temperatureT̃
at which

kBT̃5tc
2~ T̃!/tab ~19!

n

FIG. 10. Results of measurements of the intensity of the photoemis
spectrum on thin films of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ~Ref. 103!; circular dichroism
is observed~l!, circular dichroism is not observed~d!.
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and a dynamical reduction of the dimensionality of t
charge motion from three-dimensional to two-dimensio
occurs. The two-dimensional character of the charge mo
for T<T̃ leads to a substantial change in the character of
states of hole quasiparticles interacting with JT phon
modes and also to the appearance of quasilocal and
hole states independently of the interaction potential.56

It should be noted that for the superconductivity of m
als with a narrow band the importance of taking two comp
nents of the charge carriers into account simultaneously
fast component~of delocalized band holes! and a slow com-
ponent ~localized charge carriers!—was first considered in
1985.110 For underdoped cuprate HTSCs one of the first
pers in which the coexistence of two different times sca
was discussed is Ref. 18. In the Gor’kov–Sokol model107 the
JT effect leads to localized states:

H5(
p,s

«~p!ap,s
1 ap,s1« l(

i
ail

1ail 1HGS,

HGS5g(
i ,l

Qil ail
1ail 1(

i

Mv0
2

2 S (
i

Qil
2 D

1(
i , j

Wi , jnf inf j . ~20!

Here the first term inH is the energy of delocalized hole
the second is the energy of localized charge carriers, i.e.
polarons, andHGS is the Gor’kov–Sokol Hamiltonian. The
first term inHGS is the interaction energy of the JT polaro
with the JT modeQil , the second is the vibrational energy
this mode (M andv0 are the effective mass and frequency
the JT mode!, and the last is the interaction energy betwe
sitesi and j , with occupation numbersnf i andnf j . It is seen
from ~20! that in the case of attraction,Wi j ,0, the JT po-
larons will have a tendency to form clusters of a new ph
with localized charge carriers. Here the density of carriers
a cluster and in the metal are different, so that the size of
clusters is determined by the condition of electrical neut
ity.

The HamiltonianH does not include processes ofp–d
hybridization of thep states of the oxygen ions surroundin
the Cu21 ion, and the proposed model107 leads to a second
order phase transition with a critical temperatureTcrit deter-
mined by the Onsager solution for the phase transition.
temperatureTcrit separates a homogeneous ‘‘gaseous’’ ph
for T.Tcrit and an inhomogeneous gas containing liqu
drops forT,Tcrit . Taking thep–d hybridization processe
into account will lead to Anderson superexchange, a fin
energy of the local state, a decrease in the critical temp
ture, and elimination of the first-order phase transition. T
ing the combined effects of the Anderson superexchange
the JT mechanism into account leads to the formation o
one-site JT polaron, i.e., a hole localized on a one-site clu
Cu21O4

22 of the copper–oxygen plane~see Secs. 2.2 an
2.3!.

It was no accident that Gor’kov’s paper107 was entitled
‘‘Inherent inhomogeneity in two component model for c
prates.’’ In the monoclinic copper oxide CuO, which conta
0.7% Cu31, a stripe structure formed by rhombi;5 nm on a
side with Cu31 ions at the corners of the rhombi have be
l
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observed under an electron microscope at temperat
above the Ne´el point.111 In view of the strong anisotropy o
the resistivity (;102), the sample can be considered layere
As was shown in Ref. 112, in a doped layered antiferrom
net the charged impurity leads to the formation of an alm
spherical ferromagnetic cluster with a localized hole, i.e.
three-spin polaron95 ~see below!. It can be assumed that th
inhomogeneity of the pseudogap state of underdoped cup
HTSCs is a property inherent to layered oxides of transit
metals with mixed valence and derives from the unus
character of their normal state. The layered character of th
compounds with decreasing temperature leads to a repe
reduction of the dimensionality of the normal and superc
ducting states~see Sec. 4.2!, while the mixed valence of the
transition metal ions leads to a multicomponent nature of
delocalized and localized states of the charge carriers. Ju
in Ref. 107, in this review we shall mean by a tw
component model the coexistence of delocalized and lo
ized states of the charge carriers, regardless of the numb
components of each. The repeated reduction of dimensio
ity of the charge motion in the normal and superconduct
states, as will be shown below, leads to a manyfold chang
the number of components of the delocalized and locali
states of the charge carriers.

For underdoped cuprate HTSCs in a two-compon
model of the charge carriers~delocalized hole and localize
one-site JT polaron! the authors in Ref. 113 considere
nearly degenerate states of two molecular orbitals: occup
f i orbitals of the hole on a one-site Cu21O4

22 cluster and an
unoccupied molecular orbitalfa of a two-site Cu21O4

22

1Cu21O4
22 cluster with a common oxygen ion. Such near

degenerate states can appear only near the Fermi energy~see
Ref. 30 and Sec. 1.2!. The dynamic lattice distortions corre
sponding to two-site JT clusters have been observed on
scales 10213– 10215 s in various experiments.89,90,114,115

In Ref. 113 it was shown that the vibronic mixing of tw
nearly degenerate states leads to a dynamic JT effect, on
the consequences of which is the cooperative pseudo
effect—the transition to the pseudogap state~see Secs. 1.2
and 1.3!. The nearly degenerate electronic statescn(q,Q)
depend on the normal coordinatesQk of the vibrations of the
oxygen nuclei, the motion of which causes a transition of
holes from the ground-state orbitalsf i to the excited orbitals
fa of the two-site cluster Cu21O4

221Cu21O4
22 , which can

be described by the Born–Oppenheimer approximation~7!.
As was shown in Ref. 30, the probability of such a transiti
upon the absorption of a phonon of energy«a2« i5\vk ,
where « i and «a , are the energies of the correspondi
states, is determined by expression~8! and leads to modified
electronic states with a distribution differing from the Ferm
distribution of a normal metal. We assume that after the tr
sition of a hole from thef i orbital to a one-sitemi j cluster
Cu21O4

22 the excited orbitalfa of the two-site clustermi j

1mi , j 11 ~Fig. 5! turns out to be occupied. Here the indicesi
and j are numbers of the row and column of the copper io
respectively. The state with energy«a can be considered as
quasilocal hole state,56 i.e., as a delocalized two-site JT po
laron with antiparallel spins of two adjacent copper ions; t
polaron spends some time on one two-site cluster and
undergoes a transition to another close-lying two-site clu
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with a common oxygen ion. The effective mass of the tw
site JT polaron is less than the mass of a one-site JT pola
their energy levels form a continuous spectrum nearEF and
have a small imaginary part, proportional to the number
such states. ForT<T̃ the two-dimensional charge motion i
the copper–oxygen plane leads to the situation that upon
absorption of a phonon with energy«a2« i5\vk the two-
site JT polaron arises at any nonzero transition probab
from the occupied orbitalf i to the excited orbitalfa .56

As is seen in Fig. 5, the two-site JT polaron can unde
a transition from the clustermi j 1mi , j 11 to another, nearest
neighbor two-site cluster with a common oxygen ion a
with two Cu21 JT ions with antiparallel spins and can form
two-site cluster, e.g.,mi , j 111mi 11,j 11 , mi , j1mi , j 21 , mi j

1mi 21,j , etc. However, a two-site JT polaron cannot u
dergo a transition from a clustermi , j1mi , j 11 to a two-site
clustermi 11,j1mi 11,j 21 , since only one of the two coppe
ions in it is Cu21, nor can it make a transition to a two-si
cluster mi 11,j1mi , j 11 , since the latter has no oxygen io
between the two Cu21 ions.

The model proposed in Ref. 113 permits a qualitat
explanation of the formation of stripes from three-spin p
larons. Let us consider the Cu31 ion of a one-site cluste
Cu31O4

22 ~the site mi 21,j 11) as a charged impurity sur
rounded by four Cu21 ions ~Fig. 5!, which in a layered an-
tiferromagnet leads to the formation of an almost spher
ferromagnetic cluster with a hole localized on it.112 Here the
JT vibrations of the oxygen ions surrounding the Cu31 ion
and thep–d hybridization of the orbitals of the oxygen an
copper ions initiate a transition Cu31→Cu↓

211h↑
1 with total

spin equal to zero, which leads to the formation of a lo
three-spin polaron on a two-site cluster Cu↓

21O4
22

1Cu↓
21O4

22 with a common oxygen ion~the localized state
of the holeh↑

1 on the two–site clustermi 21,j 111mi , j 11 with
parallel spins of the two copper ions!. The region of local-
ization of the holeh↑

1 is determined by the number o
nearest-neighbor Cu↓

21 ions to the Cu↓
21O4

221Cu↓
21O4

22

cluster. This three-spin polaron can be localized at a clu
containing five ferromagnetically ordered Cu↓

21 ions~Fig. 5!.
Chains of such three-spin polarons on the CuO planes f

FIG. 11. Stripe structure of the copper–oxygen plane of La22xSrxCuO3

~from Ref. 96!. The narrow D stripes are formed by three-spin polarons w
a ferromagnetic ordering of the spins of the copper ions in them and
tetragonal distortions of the structure. The wide U stripes consist of alm
undistorted Cu2O6 octahedra.
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narrow D stripes with ferromagnetic ordering of the spins
the copper ions in them and distortions of the tetrago
structure, which alternate with U stripes, having almost u
distorted octahedral complexes Cu21O6

22 ~Fig.
11!.95,96,114–116The narrow D stripes are called metalli
since holes can move along them, while along the wide
stripes with antiferromagnetic ordering of the spins of t
divalent copper ions are two-site JT polarons.

It was shown in Sec. 1.2 that the vibronic mixing of tw
nearly degenerate states leads to the pseudo-JT effect
here the correction to the Hartree–Fock energy for a o
electron state~9! has opposite signs on different sides ofEF

and leads to smearing of the Fermi step. In that case
modified electronic states are qualitatively different from t
ground state of a normal metal.30,31,113The analysis carried
out above suggests that forT<T̃ the strong local correlations
characteristic of the two-dimensional doped Mott–Hubba
insulator leads to the cooperative pseudo-JT effect forT*
<T̃, a consequence of which is a transition to the pseudo
state atT<T* with a substantially inhomogeneous state
the copper–oxygen plane. Indeed, it was shown in a rec
paper117 that the transition to the pseudogap state is a ma
festation of the finiteness of the phase space in which i
important to take into account the strong local Mot
Hubbard correlations at neighboring sites. In the tw
component model of the charge carriers this leads to chan
in both the number of JT localized states~the one-site JT
polaron and the three-spin JT polaron! and the number of
delocalized states~holes in a two-site JT polaron!.

4.2. Repeated dynamical reduction of the dimensionality
of the pseudogap and superconducting states of
underdoped cuprate HTSCs

In doped antiferromagnets the dispersion relations
the holes and electrons are characterized by nesting, in w
case the Fermi surface consists of electron and hole parts
nearly coincide in certain directions after translation by
wave vectorQ of the antiferromagnetic cell (Q5K /2, where
K is a reciprocal lattice vector!.32 Taking into account the
existence of electrons~light charge carriers from a nestin
region of widthQ) is especially important for a pseudoga
state of underdoped cuprate HTSCs when almost all
holes become two-site JT polarons, i.e., heavy charge c
ers. With increasing dopant concentration, when there
more than one charge carrier at a given transition metal io
doped insulator~e.g., WO32x ; Ref. 118! undergoes a transi
tion to a metallic state with heavy charge carriers, two-site
polarons, and with light charge carriers~holes and electrons
from the nesting region!. Here it becomes possible in prin
ciple for a pair consisting of a two-site JT polaron and a lig
charge carrier to form, both in a doped antiferromagne
insulator for dd,d,dM and also in the metallic state fo
dM,d,dopt ~Fig. 6!. Heredsc is the minimum dopant con
centration at which a transition to the superconducting s
is observed, anddopt is the optimal dopant concentration o
the HTSC.

For underdoped cuprate HTSCs the coexistence of he
and light charge carriers atT* .T.Tc has stimulated inter-
est in the study of the possibility of their pairing, but th
mechanism of suppression of one-site Coulomb repuls

th
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has remained unclear.119 Kudinov120 first showed that it is
possible in principle for the one-site Coulomb repulsion to
suppressed by a polaron energy shiftEp upon the formation
of a JT polaron–hole pair. The Kudinov model is easily ge
eralized for the model of two-site JT polarons interacti
with light charge carriers if, after a modified Lang–Firso
transformation,61 one keeps in the Hamiltonian all of th
renormalized interactions between charge carriers.106 We in-
troduce the creation operators for light and heavy cha
carriers of the copper–oxygen plane at the oxygen sitem
with spin s: ams

1 for a hole,bms
1 5exp(ix0pm)ams

1 for a two-
site JT polaron, anddms

1 for an electron from the nestin
region. In an appendix to Ref. 106 it is proposed that
number of holes is greater than the number of two-site
polarons, so thatnms5ams

1 ams5bms
1 bms1Dnms , ñms

5dms
1 dms .
A generalization of the Kudinov model120 for the two-

site JT polarons with spin 1/2 in the lowest approximation
the couplingJ between the holes andJ1,J between the
holes and electrons from the nesting region leads to
Hamiltonian106

H5HH1V1V1 ,

HH5 (
m,g,s

@2~2Ep1Aph!~nm↑Dnm↓1nm↓Dnm↑!

12Apenm↑~ ñm↑1ñm↓!#, ~21a!

V5J (
m,g,s

~Lams
1 am1g,s1L1/2ams

1 bm1g,s!,

V15J1 (
m,g,s

L1/2bms
1 dm1g,s . ~21b!

HereHH is a Hamiltonian with an attraction of the Hubba
type, andEp is the polaron energy shift, which is propo
tional to the JT stabilization energy. In Eq.~21b! the renor-
malization L5exp(2Ep /hv0) was taken into account by
canonical transformation of the interactionJ between holes
and theL1/2 renormalization of the interactions between lig
and heavy charge carriers (v0 is the JT vibrational frequency
of the oxygen ions!. It is seen from~21a! that a pair consist-
ing of a two-site JT polaron and a light charge carrier can
principle form at a complex of a two-site JT polaron.

In a two-dimensional superconductor there is no lon
range order, and there is no phase coherence ink space;
therefore, in the BCS model the wave functions of t
ground statesCph(x) of a two-site JT polaron–hole pair~a
boson with charge 2e and wave vector equal to zero! and the
wave functionsCpe(x,Q) of local pairs of a two-site JT
polaron and an electron from the nesting region~with the
wave vector of the pair equal toQ) depends on the rea
function x(k)Þconst~Ref. 106!

Cph~x!5)
k

~uk1eix~k!vkak↑
1 b2k↓

1 !u0& ~22!

Cpe~x,Q!5)
k

@uk81eix~k!vk8dk1Q/2,↑
1 ~b2k1Q/2,↓

1

1b2k1Q/2,↑!#u0&, ~23!
e

-

e

e
T

e

n

-

where the variational parametersvk , uk andvk8 , uk8 are pe-
riodic and analytic functions of the wave vectork. After
going over in Eqs.~21!–~23! to a product over the lattice
sitesm we have

Cph~x!5c1)
m

expR̂1~m!u0&, ~24!

Cpe~x,Q!5c2)
m

expR̂2~m!u0&, ~25!

wherec1 andc2 are constants. The operators expR̂1(m) and
expR̂2(m) acting on the vacuumu0& creates various two-site
clusters, one bosonic and two magnetic, with a central o
gen ion at the sitem. The magnetic clusters to which two
site JT polaron–electron pairs lead are related to local or
ing of the spins of the charge carriers and spins of the cop
in the CuO plane atT<Tf(d) ~Fig. 6!. The charge of a
two-site JT polaron–electron pair is equal to zero, and
total spin is equal either to zero for antiparallel spins of t
polaron and electron or to unity if the spins of the polar
and electron are parallel. The magnetic cluster with spi
can be called a vortex-like excitation, while the magne
two-site cluster with spin zero can be called a two-site a
ferromagnetic cluster. Bosonic clusters that appear foT
5Tcr(d) can be called ‘‘superfluid’’ two-site JT polarons—
pair of holes move freely from such a polaron to any two-s
antiferromagnetic cluster; upon lowering of the the tempe
ture T,Tcr(d) this leads to zero-dimensional supercondu
ing fluctuations fordsc,d,dopt.

The circumstance that the two-site JT polaron is sim
taneously a ‘‘heavy’’ charge carrier and the carrier of t
antiferromagnetic properties of the CuO plane is evidence
the compatibility of the order parameter of the pairing a
magnetism, i.e., ofd-wave symmetry. The formation of loca
pairs of two-site JT polaron–hole occurs only in the case
compensation of the Coulomb repulsion by a polaron s
uEpu.Aph at temperaturesTcr(d);u2Ep1Aphu. For Ape

,0 the temperatureTf(d) of formation of a JT polaron–
electron pair depends only on the dopant concentrationd.
Tf(d) can be called the temperature of local ordering of
spins of the charge carriers and the spins of the copper in
CuO plane of a doped antiferromagnet. In the antiferrom
netic state at a low hole concentrationd<d f the processes o
ordering of the spins of the holes and the copper oc
independently—the hole spins order at the tempera
Tf(d), while the copper spins order atTN(d) ~see Fig. 6!.
With increasing concentration the local ordering of the sp
at T<Tg(d) leads to a transition to a three-dimensional clu
ter spin glass state.121 For dd,d,dM in the pseudogap stat
of a doped antiferromagnetic insulator the local ordering
the spins of the charge carriers and copper occurs
T,Tf(d)<T* (d) as a result of the formation of the two-sit
JT polaron–electron pair and the two-site JT polaron–h
pair, which leads to a decrease in the number of charge
riers and the formation of local pairs.

In the metallic state of an underdoped cuprate HTSC
dopt>d>dM and with decreasing temperatureT<Tcr(d)
bosonic clusters with charge 2e also form. Upon further de-
crease in temperature the correlation lengthL of the bosonic
clusters~i.e., the zero-dimensional superconducting fluctu
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tions! increases, so that at a temperatureT,T2D,Tcr they
begin to overlap, and a dimensional crossover from 0D to
superconducting fluctuations occurs. This leads to temp
ture dependence of the coherence length in the CuO plan
the form jab(T)5jab(TBKT)(T/TBKT21)21/2 characteristic
for Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless~BKT! 2D supercon-
ductivity with the transition temperatureTBKT and a nonzero
probability of charge tunneling along thec axis

tc~T!5
jc

2~TBKT!

jab
2 ~TBKT!

S T

TBKT
21D ,

wherejc is the coherence length along thec axis.109 Upon
further decrease in temperatureT<T3D a transition occurs to
three-dimensional~3D! fluctuations, and the superconductin
transition occurs as two-dimensional with a limited region
3D superconducting fluctuations with a transition tempe
ture that is determined by the Kac inequalityTc /EF

>tc(Tc):
109,122

Tc>TBKT

jc
2EF

jc
2EF2jab

2 TBKT
, ~26!

whereEF is the Fermi energy. As an analysis of the results
measurements of the resistivity along thec axis have
shown,99 in the Bi-2212 single crystal withTc580 K, the
region of 0D12D superconducting fluctuations (Tcr2T3D)
'120 K, and the region of 3D fluctuations (T3D2Tc)
'10 K. An estimate of the temperatureTBKT;0.7Tc

;56 K agrees with the universal estimate of the region
three-dimensionality of the superconducting state.123 Here
the transition to a 2D superconducting state atT<TBKT oc-
curs as the temperature is lowered, whenjc(T) becomes
equal to the distance between CuO planes.

As was shown above, the dynamical reduction of
dimensionality of underdoped cuprate HTSCs withdsc,d
,dopt is manifested in changes of their properties and occ
in the pseudogap state as the temperature is lowered to
uesT* , Tcr , T2D , andT3D and is also observed in the su
perconducting state atTBKT andTg ~Fig. 6!. The reduction of
the dimensionality leads to a complex magnetic phase
gram of doped cuprate HTSCs as a function of the conc
tration d and temperature. In doped antiferromagnetic in
lators with d f,d,dsc the reduction of the dimensionalit
occurs at temperaturesT* and Tg , while the line Tf(d)
separates the existence region of the disordered state o
copper and hole spins and the region of their local order
~magnetic clusters!, which is bounded by four curves:Tf(d),
T* (d), Tg(d), andT3D(d). ForTcr(d).T.T3D(d) the vor-
texlike excitations coexist with ‘‘bosonic’’ clusters in th
case of a quasi-two-dimensional character of the super
ducting fluctuations and also in the region of the quasi-tw
dimensional superconducting stateTBKT>T>Tg .

In the pseudogap state of a cuprate antiferromagn
insulator atT<T* the pair correlations withd-wave symme-
try of the order parameter are ‘‘built into’’ the CuO plane a
are a consequence of the strong local correlations which
characteristic for a two-dimensional doped Mott–Hubba
insulator.77,108,124The first evidence of strong local correla
tions and the existence of a dispersion gap, similar tod-wave
modulation, was obtained in photoemission studies of
insulator Ca2CuO2Cl2 ~Ref. 125!. In the absence of magneti
D
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field the total spins of the individual vortexlike excitation
are randomly directed. In the presence of a field the sp
order, and the vortexlike excitations are manifested in
Nernst effect,128,127and after the magnetic field is switche
off they can lead to a weak residual magnetization of
sample in the pseudogap state.128,129

Thus fordsc,d,dopt the CuO planes of an underdope
cuprate HTSC are found in a substantially nonuniform st
with different local densities of charge carriers and w
bosonic and magnetic clusters both in the case of a qu
two-dimensional character of the superconducting fluct
tionsTcr(d).T.T3D(d) and also in the region of the quas
two-dimensional superconducting stateTBKT>T>Tg .
Direct evidence of local pairing in underdoped cupra
HTSCs with cluster sizes of;14 Å was obtained recently in
scanning tunneling microscope measurements of the l
density of states and the energy of the superconducting
in the superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x ~Ref. 130!.

5. CONCLUSION

In summarizing the foregoing discussion of the theor
ical and experimental results, it should be noted that the
thors of this review have attempted to establish the conn
tion between the quasi-two-dimensional character of
properties of underdoped cuprate HTSCs withd,dopt in the
normal and superconducting states and the JT nature o
divalent copper ions. At the present time this question
become particularly topical in connection with high
temperature superconductivity of intercalated films of fulle
ite C66 with a maximumTc5146 K. Loktevet al.131,132have
established that a key role in the mechanisms of superc
ductivity of such films is played by the strong interactions
degenerate electronic states with intramolecular JT vib
tions. In cuprate HTSCs the combination of these two f
tures leads to the existence of a lineT* (d) on the state
diagram which separates them from the overdoped c
pounds withd>dopt. In overdoped cuprate HTSCs it is th
three-dimensional character of the interactions that modi
the role of the divalent copper JT ions and, accordingly,
properties of the normal and superconducting states. Th
due to different manifestation of the JT character of the
valent copper ions in quasi-two-dimensional and thr
dimensional systems.

As was shown in this review, in the underdoped cupr
HTSCs with JT lattice distortions the quasi-two
dimensionality results in the appearance of two-dimensio
local and quasilocal states of the charge carriers. This
manifested in the repeated dynamical reduction of the
mensionality of underdoped cuprate HTSCs as the temp
ture is lowered. On the phase diagram of the states~Fig. 6! it
is seen that with decreasing temperature the dynamica
duction of the dimensionality in the normal state occurs
temperatures ofT* , Tcr , T2D , andT3D and in the supercon
ducting state atTBKT and Tg . In the major part of the dia-
gram, fordd<d<dopt, both in the normal and in the supe
conducting state an underdoped cuprate HTSC is found
quasi-two-dimensional state. This means that the super
ducting state of underdoped cuprate HTSCs differs from
BCS state, and its properties are closer to the state of a
dimensional Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless superco
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ductor without long-range order. The difference lies prim
rily in the mechanism of superconductivity. Although th
strong JT electron–phonon coupling in underdoped cup
HTSCs plays a key role and leads to the formation of tw
site JT polarons, the attraction between the holes and s
polarons leads to superconducting fluctuations. This att
tion is due to the compensation of the Coulomb repulsion
the polaron energy shift and it causes the formation o
‘‘superfluid’’ two-site JT polaron with an antiferromagnet
core.

In the opinion of the authors the characteristic signs o
BKT nature of the superconductivity of an underdoped
prate HTSC are as follows:

1. The existence of two-dimensional vortexlike excit
tions in the normal (T* (d).T.T3D(d)) and superconduct
ing (Tg<T<TBKT) states. It can be conjectured that the c
cular dichroism observed for underdoped cuprate HTSC
due namely to the existence of two-dimensional vortexl
excitations and, if that is the case, it should also be obse
in low-temperature superconductors with a BKT characte
the superconducting transition.

2. The two-dimensional character of the superconduc
transition at TBKT from a bounded region of three
dimensional superconducting states atT3D.T.Tc to two
dimensional statesTc.T.TBKT .

3. The transition to a three-dimensional cluster sp
glass state with decreasing temperatureT<Tg(d). It can be
assumed that in the antiferromagnetic insulator phased f,d
,dd such a glass consists of different three-dimensio
clusters—antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic and form a
result of a three-dimensional analog of dynamic phase s
ration. With increasing dopant concentrationdsc,d,dopt

with decreasing temperature atT5Tg(d) a transition occurs
from the two-dimensional BKT superconductivity to a thre
dimensional cluster spin glass state, where the supercon
tivity is of a percolational character. For optimal doping,
is seen in Fig. 6, one hasT* (dopt)'0 andTg(dopt'0).

For d>dopt it is the three-dimensional character of th
interactions that leads to the substantial difference of the
mal and superconducting states of overdoped and un
doped cuprate HTSCs. Recent measurements133 have shown
that the superconducting state of overdoped HTSCs witd
>dopt precedes the coherent metallic state. This permits
assumption that in overdoped cuprate HTSCs, in spite of
coexistence of three-dimensional localized JT and delo
ized states of the charge carriers the superconducting sta
closer in its properties to the BCS model with long-ran
order. As was shown in the paper by Kudinov,77 in the BCS
model the establishment of long-range order leads to van
ing of the Fermi feature, and the BCS wave function has
structure of Mott insulator states with Wannier operat
am2g,s

1 , all of which decay exponentially with distance fro
the central sitem. In spite of the fact that here the state
before is a superposition of states with an even numbe
charge carriers, because of the exponential decay of the
eratorsam2g,s

1 the electron density remains localized in t
vicinity of site m, i.e., the superconducting state in this sen
is localized. This means that in the BCS model the establ
ment of long-range order is due to the localization of t
electronic stateam2g,s

1 of the system and leads to nonco
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servation of the total number of particles. In such a sup
conductor the rms quantum fluctuations of the total num
N of charge carriers in the ground state is nonzero, and in
BCS model they are equal tôDN&054(kuk

2vk
2 . The pres-

ence of nonzero quantum fluctuations in the ground stat
the superconductor, in the opinion of Kudinov,77 is equiva-
lent to the realization of the BCS model with ODLRO.

From this standpoint in optimally doped of cupra
HTSCs withd5dopt the states atT50 are a consequence o
the existence of a quantum critical point, starting with whi
for d>dopt the superconducting state is a consequence of
establishment of an ODLRO state in the BCS model w
nonconserved total number of charge carriers and with n
zero quantum fluctuations of the uniform of charge carri
in the ground state. At the present time the nature of
excitations, the exchange of which leads to the formation
Cooper pairs in the BCS model of optimally doped and ov
doped cuprate HTSCs remains an open question. Only
cently was an experiment proposed with the aim of solv
this problem.134 It is known that the phonon mechanism
pairing in low-temperature superconductors has been ide
fied from reconstruction of the spectral function of th
phonons~the Eliashberg function! for measurements of the
complex tunneling conductivity. In Ref. 134 it was propos
to use a modification of the method of photoemission sp
troscopy for determining the spectral function of pairing in
cuprate HTSC withd>dopt. The proposed self-consisten
method does not make use of model forms of the pair
spectral function. The method is based on the assumpt
that in such HTSCs the Migdal theorem holds, the pair
energy is small, and the variables of the pairing spec
function ~wave vector and energy! are different. The authors
of Ref. 134 hope that the implementation of the propos
experiment will make it possible to give an answer to one
the central question of the problem of high-temperature
perconductivity.

*E-mail: gsergeeva@kipt.kharkov.ua
1!See Vonsovkii’s Translation Editor’s Appendix to the Russian version
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Heat capacity of cylindrically confined helium: theoretical predictions versus
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Different systems which could exhibit size-dependent second-order phase transitions have been
studied experimentally during the last quarter century. The validity of the proposed
theoretical results is verified by comparing high-resolution experimental data with an analytical
evaluation of the heat capacity of confined4He. It is shown that the theoretical approach
to the problem of the finite-size effect gives results that reasonably match the experimental data
over a wide range of system sizes, from tens of nanometers up to a few micrometers for
the cylindrical type of confinement geometry. The dependences of the shift of transition
temperature on the cylinder size and boundary conditions are analyzed. The agreement
of the results with finite-size scaling theory is confirmed. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION: CONFINED HELIUM EXPERIMENTS

The physical properties of a liquid system are stron
dependent on its size. Spatial limitation of a liquid mat
system can cause significant changes in its properties. An
sis of such microscopic systems and their thermodynam
static properties as well as measurement of the optical
transport properties has become a key task in various fie
The behavior of condensed and soft matter systems at s
length scales is becoming a topic of technologi
importance1 in view of modern achievements in micro- an
nanofabrication techniques.2

Most of the recent advances toward better understan
of the effect of spatial limitation and finite-size-induced ph
nomena could not be realized without the basic research
sults of confined helium experiments.

Among the pioneering investigations in this field was
experimental study by Chen and Gasparini,3 which was con-
ducted about quarter century ago. Chen and Gasparini m
sured the specific heat of4He near the superfluid transitio
for films from about 10 Å to 56 Å thick and for sample
confined to acylindrical geometryof 200 to 2000 Å in di-
ameter.

Comparatively recently, the most reliable data1,4,5 on cy-
lindrically confined helium have became available from t
Stanford research group lead by J. A. Lipa. It was poin
out in Ref. 4 that the common confining geometries
planes and cylinders, allowing the study of crossover fr
bulk three-dimensional behavior to two- and on
dimensional behavior, respectively.

By approaching the transition very closely, it becom
possible to use well-defined geometries amenable to deta
theoretical analysis. When the correlation lengthj is on the
order of the average distance to the walls, the sharp pea
the specific heat of bulk helium is predicted to be round
6861063-777X/2004/30(9)/5/$26.00
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and shifted to a lower temperature. However, in the reg
where the confinement effects are strong, there does no
pear to be a detailed theoretical prediction of the shape of
heat capacity curve that is directly applicable to cylindric
geometry.6

In Ref. 6 Coleman and Lipa reported the results of h
capacity measurements as a function of temperature nea
l point of 4He confined in 8-mm diameter cylinders that hav
exceptionally uniform diameters and smooth surfaces. La
in Ref. 1 the results of a more specific analysis of the 8-mm
data were presented and the new data of an experime
study of a 0.26-mm cylinder were discussed. In contrast
the much earlier results3 with smaller holes, they found goo
agreement with scaling-law exponents derived by renorm
ization methods.

For comparably large systems the size-dependent shi
the critical temperature is extremely small, which makes
difficult to detect due to the smearing effect of Earth’s gra
ity. Most of the experiments on the effects of confinement
helium in planar and cylindrical geometries to date ha
been restricted to the submicron~or nano! regime.3,7,8 How-
ever, Lipaet al.1 stressed that by using high-resolution the
mometry techniques9 it has become possible to explore th
region extending up to about 100mm under microgravity
conditions. This circumstance provides sufficient backgrou
to consider the comparably big systems as ‘‘finite-size’’ on
This development has dramatically increased the range
which length scaling can be tested and has eased the pro
of uncontrolled surface effects.

Experimental studies in finite-size liquids are quite d
ficult to conduct due to the fact that blurring effect of th
Earth’s gravity often causes phenomena very similar to
finite-size effect. This creates a high demand for a theory
fits the existing experimental results and which could be u
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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for explicit calculations of the properties in a wide range
sizes and for different types of system geometries.
present, for the case of cylindrical geometry, the prim
source of predictions is from Monte Carlo studies~see, for
example, Ref. 10!.

In this paper we present a comparative study of exp
mental data and theoretical approaches to the finite-size
fect in the liquid helium heat capacity in the close vicinity
the l-transition temperatureTl . Actual analytical calcula-
tions are conducted without taking the gravity effect in
account. Consequently, it could be applicable for relia
comparison with the results of microgravity experiments
Earth orbit or with a number of Earth-based measurement
the 4He heat capacity in cylindrical confinement. In su
Earth-based measurements the characteristic size of the
tem is supposed to be small enough to allow one to neg
the influence of gravity on the precision of new transiti
temperature detection.

2. HELIUM-IN-CYLINRICAL-CONFINMENT HEAT CAPACITY:
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

A system can be considered as finite-sized near a cri
point or a phase transition point if its characteristic line
sizeZ becomes comparable with the correlation lengthz of
the order parameter fluctuation. As is well known from t
fluctuation ~scaling! theory of phase transitions~see, e.g.,
Refs. 11–13!, the correlation length is expressed by

z5z0t2n, ~1!

where the amplitude of the correlation length in classi
liquids can reach the value z0'1 – 10 nm, and
t5uT2Tcu/Tc is the temperature variable. Nowadays, it h
become possible to approach the critical point of class
liquids with respect to the temperature variable to with
‘‘distances’’ like uT2Tcumin'1022– 1023 K for Tc'102 K,
or, using dimensionless values,tmin5uT2Tcu/Tc'1025. As
the critical exponent of the correlation length is equal ton
'0.6705 ~Ref. 14! for the space dimensionalityd53, the
maximum values of the correlation length in classical liqu
can approach such values asz'1 – 10 nm3(1025)20.67

'103– 104 nm.
Spatial insufficiency on an even bigger scale can be

alized for quantum liquids, where, because of the very sm
values of the critical temperature, the correlation length
comes two orders of magnitude larger; i.e., for instance
liquid helium t'1028 and z/z0'105.4. So, classical liquid
systems that have linear sizeZ up to a micrometer~for quan-
tum liquids, even to tens of micrometers! could be consid-
ered as finite-sized near the critical point~or l point!. The
physical properties of finite-size systems preserve their
gular behavior only for the directions in which the syste
still has semi-infinite size. However, taking into account t
limited temperature resolution of even extremely prec
modern experiments,4,7 it should be noted that over the lim
of a system’s smallest confining size of about a few hundr
micrometers the finite-size effect seems to be almost imp
sible to detect even under conditions of microgravitation.
the case of Earth-based experiments due to the gravity e
that limit will not exceed ten micrometers.15
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Using high-resolution thermometers9 it has become pos
sible to determine the exact location of thel-transition tem-
perature with a precision of65 nK.6 Since the useful reso
lution of measurements at the lambda point on Earth
limited in principle by the pressure dependence of the tr
sition temperature~gravity effect!, it is important to be sure
that the observed rounding of the specific heat is in f
produced by finite-size effects. In spite of that, it has be
suggested6 that gravity does not play a major role in th
actual Earth-based experiments with the typical confined
less than 10mm. This statement is supported by the fund
mental studies of Ahlers~see, for example, Ref. 16! and
could be explained in terms of direct calculations of tempe
ture variation due to the gravity effect. In order to procee
we have to consider the limiting value of the cylinder leng
L over which the results of a study of the finite-size effe
become independent of further increase ofL. It was
found17,18that there is no need to take the actualL→` limit,
because it turns out that forL55D and larger (D is the
diameter of a pore!, the finite-size effect due to the finit
value of L becomes insignificant. The vertical variation
transition temperaturedTl over heightL of the sample due
to the hydrostatic pressure induced by Earth’s gravity
determined19 by the expression dTl5gL with g
51.273mK/cm. Thus, for cylinder of radiusD58 mm1,6

even the enhanced limit ofL580 mm corresponds to a
maximum variationdTl'1028 K between the bottom and
top of the chamber. It is assumed20 that data are unaffecte
by gravity if uT2Tlu>10dTl . In all cases to be discusse
below this condition is satisfied. This makes it possible
neglect the gravity effect and simultaneously conduct a r
able study of the finite-size effect in some range of confin
sizes. The corresponding theoretical predictions could
suitable for comparison with actual Earth-bas
measurements.3,5,6 Furthermore, the same theoretical a
proach is applicable for comparative study of the results
the microgravity Confined Helium Experiment~CHEX!1

conducted aboard the space shuttle and, hopefully, fu
experiments17,20which are scheduled to be carried out on t
Low Temperature Microgravity Physics Facility~LTMPF!
aboard the International Space Station.

The major interest in the statistical physics approach
finite-size phase transitions is to find the pair correlat
function G2 of the order parameter fluctuations and the
sociated correlation lengthz. Here we consider a cylindrica
sample with diameterD and lengthL@D and study the re-
gion where the value of the correlation lengthz becomes
comparable to or even larger thanD but still smaller thanL.
The correlation length could be defined21 as z5(M2)1/2 in
terms of the pair correlation functionG2 of the order param-
eter fluctuations for the reduced geometry of cylindric
form, whereM2 denotes the normalized second moment
G2 ~for details see Ref. 22!. The pair correlation function
associated with the order parameter fluctuations was ded
by applying the Helmholtz operator. We have derivedG2

from the corresponding differential equation with Dirichl
boundary conditions on the inner wall surface of a cylind
and the condition ofG2 decay at long distances, i.e., ze
value of G2 on the top and bottom ends of the cylinder.
particular, this type of boundary condition seems to repres
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the boundary conditions of the real confined helium exp
ments more appropriately.23,24 As follows from the discus-
sion in Ref. 22, anomalous growth of the correlation len
might occur at some new temperatureTc* which is lower
than the bulkTc and accordingly is located in the region
negativet. For such a case the behavior of the correlat
length might obey a scaling law akin to~1!, namely

z* 5z0t* 2n, ~2!

wheret* 5(T2Tc* )/Tc* is the new temperature variable fo
a spatially limited system. It should be noted that the de
ing condition~2! used above means physically that upon
achievement of the new critical temperatureTc* of a spatially
limited liquid in a sample of cylindrical geometry ther
might exist anomalous growth of the longitudinal compon
of the correlation lengthz* along the cylinder axis as i
described by

z* 5z0Ft1S c1

K D 1/n

~t11!G2n

, ~3!

wherez0 is the amplitude of correlation length,K5r /z0 is
the geometrical factor,r is the cylinder radius,t5(T
2Tc)/Tc is the temperature variable,n is the critical expo-
nent of the correlation length, and the quantityc1 is deter-
mined by the expressionJ0(c1)5eA for the case of the
constant boundary conditionG25A on the cylinder wall sur-
face. HereJ0 is the zero-order Bessel function, ande is a
transcendental constant equal to 2.7182. In the case o
zero boundary conditionA50, the value of the parameterc1

is equal to the first zero of the zero-order Bessel functi
m152.4048. Here the boundary effect to the pair correlat
function G2 is translated to the boundary condition for th
corresponding differential equation.22

In order to verify the validity of the theoretical resul
proposed here and in Refs. 22 and 25 before, it is impor
to have the possibility of comparing the results with hig
resolution experimental data. Since most of the data1,3,5,6

available to date are derived from the study of the heat
pacity of confined4He, it is necessary to obtain an analytic
expression for this property particularly. Such a calculat
could be conducted on a background of the formulas for
temperature dependence of the correlation length and w
known scaling relations for the heat capacity. While the c
relation lengthz is proportional tot2n, the analogous for-
mula for the temperature dependence of the heat capaciC
readsC;t2a, wherea is the heat capacity critical expo
nent, which assumed positive. Combining the two,26 one can
get a scaling relation between the heat capacity and the
relation length:

C2za/n. ~4!

The hyperscaling relationa5223n ~Ref. 27! with n
50.6705 yieldsa/n520.0172. In fact, near the lambd
point a small negative value ofa'20.026 was observed in
early experiments.28 Later, in the most precise microgravit
experiment in Earth orbit,29 it was confirmed to be
a520.01285. However, it is known that near the liquid
gas critical point the exponenta appears to be positive an
close to 0.1.30
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Using the general formula~4! it became possible to ob
tain a formula for the heat capacity in a particular type
confining geometry by assumingz5z* . The correlation
lengthz* expressed by Eq.~3! is directly associated with the
cylindrical geometry and corresponds to the case of z
boundary condition for the pair correlation functionG2 on
the inner surface of the confining system. That is why
new expressions for the heat capacity also will retain spe
parameters, which are related to the particular form of
system. This makes possible an easy comparison with
data of the corresponding experiments. For the case of cy
drical geometry it reads

Ccyl}Ft1S 2
m1

Kcyl
D 1/n

~t11!G2a

. ~5!

This equation~5! shows that the heat capacity in the cyli
drical geometry remains finite at the bulkTl (t50) and
grows up to its limit at some point belowTl in the region of
negativet.

To carry out further comparison with experimental da
here in Eq.~5! the geometrical factor was redefined:Kcyl

5D/z0 , with D being the cylinder diameter. The amplitud
of the correlation lengthz0 for helium is equal to 0.36 nm
below the transition temperature and to 0.143 nm above31

The parameterm152.4048 is the first zero of the cylindrica
Bessel function.32 The critical exponentn is taken to be equa
to 0.6705~Ref. 14!, anda520.01285.29

Using Eq.~5! it is possible to evaluate the shiftDt of the
transition temperature from the location of the heat capa
maximum. The corresponding new transition temperat
Tc* (K) is determined by the expression

Tc* ~K !5Tc@11~2m1 /Kcyl!
1/n#21. ~6!

In Table I the experimental data from Refs. 1, 3, 5, 6
confined helium are combined with the results calcula
from Eq.~5! for the same values of the system’s sizes. He
in Table I the quantityDtE5(Tl2Tm)/Tm represents the
shifts of the helium heat capacity maximumTm from its bulk
value Tl observed experimentally in respect thatTl.Tm ,
and DtT is the shift calculated according to the propos
theoretical approach from the expression:

DtT5~2m1z0 /D !1/n. ~7!

TABLE I. Transition temperature shift: Experimental data versus corresp
dent theoretical calculation for helium confined in cylindrical samples
different diameters.
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3. DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 the dependence of the shift of the transiti
temperatureDtT on the cylindrical pore diameterD, which
varies from 10 nm up to 10mm, is presented in log–log scal
for the case of the zero boundary condition. It shows that
value ofDtT is decreasing with increasing cylinder diamet
The slope of the plot in Fig. 1 is 1/n'1.49, in agreemen
with the finite-size scaling theory predictions:13,33 Dt
5aH21/n, wherea is a constant depending on the geomet
In the case considered above, the linear size of the sys
H is treated as the cylinder diameterD, and consequently the
expression for the scaling coefficienta reads:
a5(2m1z0)1/n.

In Table I the point setDtE C1 –C4 is taken from the
graph presented in the pioneering paper of Ref. 3. At t
time, cylindrical pores with diameters 300, 800, 1000, a
2000 Å were investigated. Since it was difficult to determi
DtE precisely from that graph in the paper3 ~tabulated data
were not included there!, the accuracy of these data is lim
ited. A comparison shows that the theoretical valuesDtT

systematically overestimate the shift of the new transit
temperature by 30% on average, exceptC1, with a better
match. It should be noted that pointsC1 –C4 were taken in
experiments conducted about twenty-five years ago, but t
results are still cited in the related modern papers~see, for
example, Ref. 6!. However, some remarks5 concerning the
low accuracy and rough agreement with scaling of th
early results have to be considered. ValuesDtT are calcu-
lated for the case of zero boundary condition for the p
correlation functionG2 that provides the maximum possib
value of the shiftDt for a particular size of the system
However, in a real experiment, depending on the spec
features of the surface interaction, the value of the bound
constant could be nonzero—as is also expected to be the
for the binary-mixture experiments—which lead to a d
crease of the shift of the new transition temperature. T
could be one of the possible reasons for this deviationDtE

with DtT .
Judicious consideration of the boundary condition is i

portant. As we deal with a liquid in a reduced geometry
cylindrical form, here we introduce the boundary conditi

FIG. 1. The dependence of the shift of the transition temperatureDtT on the
cylindrical pore diameterD in log–log scale@according to Eq.~7!#—solid
line. The slope of the plot corresponds ton50.6705. represents the ex-
perimental data of Chen and Gasparini.3 ( represents the experimental da
of Lipa et al.5
e
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to the pair correlation functionG2 on the inner surface of the
cylinder in the formG25A. HereA is a certain constant, the
exact value of which depends on particular problem. T
expression applies to the limiting case of a completely
drophobic inner cylinder surface forA50 ~i.e., the zero
boundary condition of the first type sometimes referred
the ‘‘homogeneous condition’’! and a hydrophilic one forA
51. In practice the situation with intermediate values ofA
could arise, indicating a partial wetting for which the n
merical value in the function varies from 0 to 1. In the ge
eral case of constant boundary conditionG25A on the cyl-
inder surface the shiftsDtT will depend onA as

J0~DDtT
n /2z0!5eA. ~8!

For example, for the helium sample in a cylindric
chamber of diameter 1000 Å~this value corresponds to th
point C3 in Table I! in the case of the constant bounda
condition, the dependence of the shift of the transition te
peratureDtT on the boundary constantA is illustrated by
Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2, while the boundary c
stant A is decreasing in value the shiftDtT grows and
reaches its maximum atA50. SinceA characterizes the bor
der of the system, this behavior of the shift of the transiti
temperature may be explained as being due to a compet
between the surface interaction near the walls and finite-
effects.

Concerning pointC6 for an 8-mm cylinder,6 the theoret-
ical value DtT appears to be about 30% smaller than t
results of that high-precision modern experiment. Refere
pointsC5 andC7 are taken from the most recent results no
available from measurements of the heat capacity of 8
mm and 0.26mm cylindrically confined helium.1,5 This set of
the points shows better agreement between the theore
calculations and experimental data in terms of the shift
transition temperature, especially for the 0.26mm diameter
pore. It was noticed5 that the results of the new measureme
for 8.17 mm cylinders do not compare well with previou
observations6 in the region near the heat capacity peak.
contrast, the results for 0.26mm Anopore cylinders are in
good agreement with Monte Carlo predictions.10,18

The heat capacity of4He confined in an 8-mm diameter
cylindrical sample versus reduced temperature on a loga
mic scale is presented in Fig. 3. This data set, calcula

FIG. 2. The dependence of the shift of the transition temperatureDtT on the
boundary constantA for the sample in a cylindrical pore of diameter 1000
in semilog scale@according to Eq.~8!#.
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from Eq.~5!, obviously corresponds to the region of negati
values of reduced temperaturet<0, whereT,Tl .

4. CONCLUSIONS

Finally, it should be noted that over the range of te
perature variable from 1022, with nanokelvin accuracy, up to
the new transition temperature of the confined system,
correlation length, calculated from Eq.~3! in the same way a
the heat capacity but with the corresponding critical ex
nent n, demonstrates growth at a rate of about 105 times.
Consequently, the correlation length reaches a value of
order of tens of micrometers, which in most of the cas
considered cases is much greater than the diameter o
cylinder. In fact, the same set of formulas gave good ag
ment with the experimental results for cylindrical geome
in terms of the shift of the transition temperature and also
the rate of heat capacity growth near the new transition t
perature. We believe that other static and dynamical phys
properties of finite-size systems, which could be represen
near the criticality in terms of scaling relations with a corr
lation length, could be described in the framework of th
study. At this point, the current theoretical approach ga
results that are reasonably matched to confined4He heat ca-
pacity experimental data over a wide range of system si
from tens of nanometers up to about ten micrometers for
cylindrical type of geometry.

In further development of this study we are going
present the results25 of the heat capacity calculations in th
cases of planar and barlike geometry and confirm their c
sistency with a number of available experimen
results1,7,8,34–36and Monte Carlo simulations.10,18

The results of the complex experimental, numerical a
theoretical research on confined systems are considered
essential for fundamental studies. However, it could be e
more important for providing authentic and explicit inform
tion on the static and dynamic properties of liquid matter
the micro- and nano-scales to scientists and engineers
practical applications in the field of technical problem
solving and the development of the novel technologies.

K. Ch. would like to express heartiest gratitude to d
ceased Prof. K. Hamano of Japan and to thank Prof.

FIG. 3. The dependence of the confined helium heat capacityC on the
reduced temperaturet for the 8-mm diameter cylindrical sample in semilo
scale@according to Eq.~5!#.
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A classification of the equilibrium states of a quantum liquid withd pairing is given on the basis
of the concept of quasi-averages. The order-parameter operator is represented in terms of
Fermi operators. It is shown that the set of such equilibrium states can be classified in terms of
the quantum number corresponding to the projection of the orbital angular momentum of
a Cooper pair on the anisotropy direction. The explicit form of the three admissible generators of
the unbroken symmetry is found and the corresponding equilibrium values of the order
parameter are obtained. A generalization to possible nonuniform equilibrium structures is carried
out, and the corresponding form of the order parameter of such structures is found. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802951#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the classification of equilibrium states
condensed media on the basis of the Ginzburg–Landau
nomenological approach requires knowledge of the form
the free energy as a function of the order parameter
depends substantially on the form of the model under c
sideration. Another group-theoretical approach is based
representation of the unbroken symmetry of the degene
equilibrium state as subgroups of the symmetry of the n
mal phase. Essential to this approach are the correspon
transformation properties of the order parameter under
symmetry transformations of the Hamiltonian. This tre
ment is free from any model assumptions about the form
the free energy. A classification of the uniform states in
framework of these two approaches has been carried ou
superfluid3He,1–3 which is described by a tensor order p
rameter. The question of the possible nonuniform superfl
equilibrium states of3He is studied in Ref. 4. Another im
portant example of a degenerate condensed medium is
perfluid liquid in a state ofd pairing, which is also charac
terized by a tensor order parameter.5 Such a state describe
the nuclear matter of neutron stars.6–9 By virtue of the strong
spin–orbit coupling there is3P2 pairing of the neutrons (l
51, S51; J52). This type of pairing is possible for3He
with l 52 ~Ref. 20! and for a number of high-temperatu
superconductors.11–13 The order parameter describing th
state withJ52 is a symmetric and traceless tensor. A cla
sification of possible states for this type of pairing was do
in Refs. 5 and 14 using a phenomenological approach. In
present paper we propose a microscopic approach to the
sification of uniform equilibrium states, based on the conc
of quasi-averages.4,15–18The admissible symmetry propertie
of the equilibrium state of a quantum liquid and the ord
parameter structures corresponding to them are found f
the conditions of unbroken and space symmetry at nonz
values of the order parameter.
6911063-777X/2004/30(9)/6/$26.00
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2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE ORDER PARAMETER
AND THE SYMMETRY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM STATE

A theoretical principle of the statistical physics of co
densed media with spontaneous symmetry breaking is
concept of Bogolyubov quasi-averages,15 which generalizes
the Gibbs distribution to degenerate condensed media.
cording to Ref. 15, the quasi-average of a physical quan
in a state of statistical equilibrium with broken symmetry
defined by the formula

^â~x!&[ lim
n→0

lim
V→}

Tr ŵnâ~x!,

ŵn[exp~Vn2Yaĝa2nF̂ !. ~1!

Hereĝa are additive integrals of the motion (Ĥ is the Hamil-
tonian,P̂k is the momentum operator,N̂ is the particle num-
ber operator, Ŝa is the spin operator! and Ya

[Y0 ,Yk ,Y4 ,Ya are the thermodynamic forces correspon
ing to them. For our later convenience we shall assume
in the equilibrium state there are no macroscopic fluxes
the laboratory reference frame, i.e.,Yk50 and the internal
magnetic field is equal to zero. The thermodynamic poten
Vn is determined by the normalization condition Trŵn51.
The operatorF̂ has the symmetry of the condensed phase
be investigated and is a linear functional of the order para
eter operatorD̂a(x):

F̂[E d3x~ f a~x,t !D̂a~x!1h.c.!. ~2!

The indexa characterizes the tensor dimension of the or
parameter parameter. In particular, with the use of a sc
order parameterD̂(x)[( i /2)ĉ1(x)s2ĉ(x) one can describe
a superfluid Fermi liquid with singlet pairing,4 a vector order
parameterD̂a(x)[ĉ1(x)saĉ(x) describes magnetic sys
tems with spontaneous breaking of the symmetry with
spect to rotations in spin space, while a tensor form of
order parameter is present in liquid crystals19 and quantum
liquids with triplet pairing.4 The quantityf a(x,t) included in
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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the operatorF̂ is a function of the coordinates conjugate
the order parameter operator, specifying its equilibrium v
ues in the sense of quasi-averages:Da(x,t)5^D̂a(x)&. The
structure of the functionsf a(x,t) is determined by the sym
metry properties of the quantum-liquid states under inve
gation. In the framework of the microscopic theory, th
makes it possible to introduce additional thermodynamic
rameters in the Gibbs distribution.

A description of condensed media with spontaneou
broken symmetry relies heavily on the representation of
order parameter. Let us formulate the transformation pro
ties of the order parameter operators. The condition of tra
lational invariance has the form

i @P̂k ,D̂a~x!#52¹kDa~x!. ~3!

The generator of the group of phase transformations is
particle number operatorN̂. The order parameter operato
D̂a(x) transforms according to the relations

@N̂,D̂a~x!#52gaD̂a~x!. ~4!

The constantsga depend on the tensor dimension of the o
der parameter operator.

Under transformations related to the internal symme
group with generatorsŜa (a5x,y,z), the operatorsD̂a(x)
transform according to the representations of this group:

i @Ŝa ,D̂a~x!#52gaabD̂b~x! ~5!

or in compact notation

i @Ŝa ,D̂~x!#52ĝaD̂~x!,

where (ĝa)ab[gaab are some constants. The generators
the internal symmetry groupŜa satisfy the relations

i @Ŝa ,Ŝb#52«abgŜg , ~6!

where the antisymmetric tensor«abg has the sense of struc
ture constants. Using the Jacobi identity for the operatorT̂

and D̂(x), from formulas ~5! and ~6! one can obtain the
relation

@ ĝa ,ĝb#52«abgĝg . ~7!

Under transformations related to the group of space
tations with generatorsL̂i ( i 51,2,3), the order paramete
operatorsD̂(x) at the pointx50 transform according to the
representations of that group:

i @L̂i ,D̂a~0!#52giabD̂b~0!.

Hence, noting that@L̂i ,L̂j #5 i« i jkL̂k,as , we obtain relations
analogous to~7!:

@ ĝi ,ĝ j #52« i jk ĝk . ~8!

sinceD̂a(x)5exp(2iP̂x)D̂a(0)exp(iP̂x), by virtue of~3! we
find

i @L̂i ,D̂a~x!#52giabD̂b~x!2« i jkxk¹j D̂a~x!. ~9!

It is known from the phenomenological theory that f
adequate description of the thermodynamics of nonequ
rium processes in condensed media with broken symme
generally speaking, it is necessary to introduce new ther
l-
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dynamic parameters unrelated to the conservation laws
deriving from the physical nature of the thermodynam
phase. In the case of normal condensed media the therm
namic parameters are determined solely by the densitie
additive integrals of the motion. The theory of many-partic
systems, which describes the equilibrium properties of a n
mal Fermi liquid, is based on the Gibbs statistical operat

ŵ5exp~V2Y0Ĥ2Y4N̂!. ~10!

The set of thermodynamic forcesYa includesY0
21[T ~the

temperature! and Y4 /Y0[m ~the chemical potential!. The
additive integrals of the motion which appear in the Gib
distribution lead to a certain symmetry of the equilibriu
state. The symmetry properties of the equilibrium statisti
operator~10! have the form

@ŵ,P̂k#50, @ŵ,Ĥ#50, @ŵ,N̂#50,

@ŵ,Ŝa#50, @ŵ,L̂k#50 ~11!

and reflect the phase and space–time translational inv
ance. The conditions of symmetry with respect to rotations
spin space and configuration space mean that the wea
pole and spin–orbit couplings are neglected in the charac
ization of the equilibrium state. The total symmetry group
the normal equilibrium state of a Fermi liquid has the for

G5@SO~3!#S3@SO~3!#L3@U~1!#w3@T~3!#3@T~1!#.

Here@SO(3)#S and@SO(3)#L are the symmetry groups rela
tive to rotations in spin space and configuration spa
@T(3)# and @T(1)# are the translation groups in space a
time, and@U(1)#w is the phase symmetry group. Each e
ment of the group is a unitary operatorU[exp(iĜg) (g are
real and continuous transformation parameters! that leaves
the Gibbs distribution invariant:

UŵU15ŵ.

The operatorsP̂k , N̂, Ŝa , L̂k , andĤ are generators of thes
transformations. An average of the form Tr@ŵ,Ĝ#b̂(x) goes
to zero at an arbitrary quasilocal operatorb̂(x) for Ĝ

P(P̂k ,N̂,Ŝa ,L̂k). In particular, this is valid for operator
b̂(x)[D̂a(x) having the physical meaning of order param
eter operators and being noncommutative with the integ
of the motion,Ĝ. Since the averages Trŵ@Ĝ,D̂a(x)# by vir-
tue of relations~3!, ~4!, ~5!, and~9! are linear and homoge
neous in the order parameterD̂a(x), which implies that the
order parameter vanishes in the normal state.

We shall show how to formulate the symmetry prope
ties of the equilibrium state and to introduce additional th
modynamic parameters for degenerate condensed media
consider translationally invariant subgroups of the unbrok
symmetryH of the total symmetry groupG. Translational
invariance means that the equilibrium statistical operator
isfies the symmetry relation

@ŵ,P̂k#50. ~12!

To analyze the translationally invariant subgroups of
unbroken symmetry of the equilibrium states, we start,
accordance with Ref. 17, from the relation
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@ŵ,T̂#50, ~13!

where the generator of the unbroken symmetryT̂ is a linear
combination of integrals of the motion:

T̂5aiL̂i1baŜa1cN̂[T̂~j! ~14!

with real parameters (ai ,ba ,c[j). Unitary transformations
form a continuous subgroup of unbroken symme
U(j)U(j8)5U(j9(j,j8)) of the equilibrium state. From the
equations

iTr@ŵ,T̂~j!#D̂a~x!50, iTr@ŵ,P̂k#D̂a~x!50,

taking the algebraic relations~3!–~5! and ~9! and definition
~14! into account, we obtain the equation

aigiabDb1bagaabDb1 igcDa50. ~15!

In accordance with~14! we have

TabDb50, Tab[aigiab1bagaab1 igcdab . ~16!

The conditionDaÞ0 for a nontrivial solution of the system
of linear equations~16! leads to the relation

detuTab~j!u50, ~17!

which imposes restrictions on the admissible values of
parametersj related to the generator of the unbroken sy
metry.

Let us now consider the equilibrium states that do
have the property of translational invariance~12!. In a super-
fluid condensed medium different physical possibilities
breaking of this invariance of the equilibrium state can
principle exist. This can happen because of the breakin
phase invariance~the superfluid momentum is nonzero! or
symmetry with respect to rotations in configuration~spin!
space when the vector of the cholesteric~magnetic! helix is
nonzero. We assume that the spatial symmetry of equilibr
states of this kind can be specified by the relation

@ŵ,P̂k#50, P̂k5P̂k2pkN̂2qkaŜa2tk jL̂j[ P̂k~h!,
~18!

whereh[pk ,qka ,tk j are some real parameters of the ge
erator of space symmetryP̂k(h). The generator of the un
broken symmetry of such states will include the moment
operator:

T̂[a1L̂i1baŜa1cN̂1diP̂i ,ai ,ba ,c,di[j. ~19!

The relations

iTr@ŵ,T̂~j!#D̂a~x!50,

iTr@ŵ,P̂k~h!#D̂a~x!50 ~20!

in accordance with~18! and ~19! lead to coupling of the
parametersj and h which appear in the definition of th
generators of the unbroken and space symmetry. These
tions must be supplemented by two more conditions on
parameters of the unbroken and space symmetry, which
low from the Jacobi identity for the operatorsŵ,T̂,P̂k and
ŵ,Pi ,P̂k :

Tr@ŵ,@ T̂~j!,P̂k~h!##D̂a50,

Tr@ŵ,@ P̂i~h!,P̂k~h!##D̂a50. ~21!
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We note thatP̂k(h) is not a translation operator in the usu
meaning of the word, since, generally speaking, its spa
components do not commute with each other:@ P̂k ,P̂i #Þ0.

Let us apply the proposed approach to the study of
equilibrium properties of a quantum liquid withd pairing.
The order parameter operator of thed pairing, D̂ ik(x) is de-
fined in terms of the creation and annihilation operators o
Fermi particle at the pointx:

D̂ ik~x![¹i ĉ~x!s2¹kĉ~x!1¹kĉ~x!s2¹i ĉ~x!

2
2

3
d ik¹j ĉ~x!s2¹j ĉ~x!, ~22!

wheres2 is a Pauli matrix. This operator is symmetric wit
respect to the indicesi andk and has the propertyD̂ i i 50. An
analogous form of the order parameter was considered
classification of the equilibrium states in liquid crystals19

where the order parameter is represented in the form o
Hermitian, symmetric, and traceless tensor. The operators
the particle numberN̂, momentumP̂k , spin Ŝa , and orbital
angular momentumL̂k have the form

N̂5E d3xn̂~x!, Ŝi5E d3xŝi~x!,

P̂i5E d3xp̂ i~x!, L̂i5E d3x l̂ i~x!, ~23!

where the corresponding densities of integrals of the mot
n̂(x), ŝi(x), p̂ i(x), and l̂ i(x) are given in terms of the cre
ation ĉ1(x) and annihilationc̄(x) operators by the expres
sions

n̂~x!5ĉs
1~x!ĉs~x!,

ŝa~x!5ĉs
1~x!~sa!s,s8ĉs8~x!,

p̂ i~x!52
i

2
@ĉs

2~x!¹i ĉs~x!2¹i ĉs
1~x!ĉs~x!#,

l̂ i~x!5« iklxkp̂ l~x!. ~24!

Using explicit expressions for the integrals of the motion a
the order parameter in terms of the field operators~22!–~24!,
we obtain the operator algebra:

@N̂,D̂ ik~x!#522D̂ ik~x!,@Ŝa ,D̂ ik~x!#50,

i @P̂l ,D̂ ik~x!#52¹lD̂ ik~x!,

i @L̂l ,D̂ ik~x!#52« l i j D̂ jk~x!2« lk j D̂ i j ~x!

2« luvxu¹vD̂ ik~x!. ~25!

The average value of the order parameterD ik(x,r̂)
5Tr r̂D̂ ik(x), wherer̂ is an arbitrary statistical operator, ha
the propertiesD ik(x,r̂)5Dki(x,r̂), D i i (x,r̂)50 and there-
fore contains ten independent quantities. We choose the
rametrization ofD ik in the form

D ik~x,r̂ ![Qik~x,r̂ !1 iQik~x,r̂ !,

Qik[AFnink2
1

3
d ikG1BFmimk2

1

3
d ikG ,
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QI ik5CS nink2
1

3
d ikD1DS mimk2

1

3
d ikD

1E~mink1mkni !1F~ni l k1nkl i !1G~ l imk1 l kmi !.

~26!

HereA,B,...,G are the moduli of the order parameter,m, n,
and l are the anisotropy axes, which are mutually orthogo
unit vectors:n25m25 l251, n"m50, m"l50, n"l50. The
form of the order parameter~22!, ~26! and the operator alge
bra ~25! together with~20! and ~21! enable one to analyz
the equilibrium states of a quantum liquid withd pairing.

3. TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT EQUILIBRIUM STATES
OF A SUPERFLUID LIQUID WITH d PAIRING

We consider the translationally invariant equilibriu
states of the superfluid component and establish the pos
equilibrium structures of the order parameter. In analyz
the translationally invariant subgroups of the unbroken sy
metry of the equilibrium states we proceed from relatio
~12! and ~13!. According to Eq.~13!,

Tr@ŵ,T̂#D̂ ik~x!50

or, with ~14! and ~25! taken into account,

am~«mi jD jk1«mk jD i j !12icD ik50.

As a result, we arrive at a system of linear and homogene
equations

F jl
ikD j l 50, ~27!

whereal(« l i j dkl1« lk jd i l )12icdkld j i [F jl
ik .

Going over in formula~27! from the double to a single
summation in which the summation indices run over the v
uesa,b: 11[1; 12[2;...33[9, we obtain the equation

Fa
bDa50, detuFa

bu50. ~28!

The relation detuFa
bu50 is the existence condition for a non

trivial solution of the system of linear homogeneous eq
tions ~28!. The three solutions of the equation detuFa

bu50
have the form

c50, c56
1

2
a,c56a.

Consequently, the generators of the unbroken symmetr
the equilibrium state of the superfluid liquid withd pairing
can be written in the form

T5
ai

a
L̂i2

m

2
N̂.

Herem[2c/a is a quantum number that takes on values
61,62. Using definition~26!, we obtain from~27! an equa-
tion determining the explicit form of the order parameter
equilibrium:

ai

a
~« iu jQI j v1« iv jQI ju!2mQuv50,

ai

a
~« iu jQj v1« iv jQju!1mQI uv50. ~29!
l

ble
g
-

s

us

l-

-

of

,

In solving this system of equations we resolve the vectoa
with respect to the indicated set of basis vectors:q[a/a
5an1bm1g l. The values ofa, b, andg are related by the
equationa21b21g251. We setm50 in ~29! and consider
the following cases:

1. aÞ0, bÞ0, gÞ0. In this case the amplitudes of th
order parameterA50 and B50 and, consequently,Duv
5 iQI uv :

Duv5
iE

ab S quqv2
1

3
duvD . ~30!

2. g50, bÞ0, aÞ0 ~and the equivalent casesb50,
aÞ0, gÞ0 and a50, bÞ0, gÞ0). Here again we have
A50, B50, andDuv5 iQI uv :

Duv5
iC̃

a2 S quqv2
1

3
duvD . ~31!

3. aÞ0, b5g50 ~and the equivalent casesbÞ0, a
5g50 andgÞ0, b5a50). HereAÞ0, CÞ0, i.e., the real
and imaginary parts of the order parameter are nonz
Duv5Quv1 iQI uv :

Duv5~A1 iC !S quqv2
1

3
duvD . ~32!

In all three cases we obtained a structure of the order par
eter similar to a uniaxial liquid crystal with a complex am
plitude.

For mÞ0 the solution of equations~29! has the form

Duv5AS nunv2
1

3
duvD1BS mumv2

1

3
duvD1 i @E~mvnu

1munv!1F~ l vnu1 l unv!1G~ l vmu1 l umv!#,

~33!

whereE5(g/m)(B2A), G52(a/m)B, F5(b/m)A.
Similarly, let us consider all the possible values of t

coefficientsa, b, andg for the m50 case.
1. aÞ0, bÞ0, gÞ0. In this case the amplitudes of th

order parameterA50 andB50 and, hence,Duv50 ~there is
no nontrivial solution!.

2. g50, bÞ0, aÞ0 ~and the equivalent casesb50,
aÞ0, gÞ0 and a50, bÞ0, gÞ0). Here we haveAÞ0,
BÞ0. For such values of the parameters there exists only
solution form561:

Duv5A~nunv2mumv!6
iA

&
~ l v~nu1mu!1 l u~nv1mv!!,

~34!

and hereb25a251/2.
3. g50, b50, a51 ~and the equivalent casesb50,

a50, g51 anda50, g50, b51). A solution exists only
for m562:

Duv5A~mumv2 l ul v!7 iA~ l vmu1 l umv!. ~35!

In order to compare the results obtained with the res
of Refs. 5 and 14, we introduce the average

D[kiD i j kj , ~36!

where the unit vectork is given by
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k[sinu sinwm1cosun1sinu cosw l. ~37!

For solutions~31!, ~32!, and~33! at m50 we find, in accor-
dance with~36! and ~37!,

D1
~0!56 iA3

2 F ~bky1ak21gk2!22
1

3G ,
D2

~0!56 iA3

2 F ~bky1akz!
22

1

3G ,
D3

~0!5~A1 iC !S kz
22

1

3D , ~38!

where A21C253/2. These solutions correspond to t
‘‘real’’ state obtained in Ref. 5.

Solution ~34! for m561 leads, by virtue of~36! and
~37!, to the relation

D~1!5A~kx1ky!~6 i&kz1ky2kx!, ~39!

whereA251/4.
Finally, for solution~35! (m562) we obtain

D~2!5A~kx6 iky!2,

where A251/4. This solution corresponds exactly to th
‘‘axial’’ case of Ref. 5.

Comparing the expressions obtained for the order
rameter with the results of Refs. 5 and 14, we see that th
is no equivalence in the solutions for the ‘‘cyclic’’ state~39!.
The reason is that, in contrast to the approach of Ref.
here we are considering only the spontaneous breaking
continuous symmetry and are not taking into accoun
breaking of discrete symmetry. Therefore, the solutions~39!
and the ‘‘cyclic’’ state of Ref. 14 are of different origins
Analysis of the equilibrium states of superfluid systems w
allowance for the possibility of discrete symmetry breaki
requires a separate treatment.

4. INHOMOGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM STATES OF THE
SUPERFLUID PHASES OF A QUANTUM LIQUID WITH
d PAIRING

For classification of the inhomogeneous states we
consider the subgroups of the space symmetry, the gene
of which consists of two operators. Let

@ŵ,P̂k#50,

P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂. ~40!

According to ~40! and the algebra~25!, we obtain the fol-
lowing equation for the order parameter:

¹iDqk~x!52ipiDqk~x!, ~41!

the solution of which has the form

Dqk~x!5exp~2iw~x!!Dqk~0!, w~x!5w1px, ~42!

whereDqk(0) is the homogeneous part of the order para
eter, which is independent of the coordinates. By virtue
the explicit form of the generator of the unbroken symme
~19! and Eq.~41!, the following equation is valid:

ak~«kilDql1«kqlD l i 1«kuvxu¹vDqi!12icI Dqi50,
-
re

0,
f a
a

st
tor

-
f

y

wherecI [c1p"d. The requirement that the term linear in th
coordinate in this equation be zero implies the followi
relation for the equilibrium structure of the order paramet

ak~«kilDql1«kqlD l i !12icI Dqi50, a3p50.

We see that the classification procedure set forth abov
valid for the homogeneous part of the order parame
Dqk(0) ~42!.

Let us now investigate the space symmetry, which
determined by the relation

@ŵ,P̂k#50, P̂k[P̂k2tk jL̂j . ~43!

The condition of space symmetry~43! and the algebra~25!
lead to the system of equations

¹iDqk~x!5t i j ~« jklDql~x!1« jqlD lk~x!

1« juvxu¹uDqk~x!!,

t i j « juv¹vDqk~x!50, ~44!

from which we obtain a condition on the admissible structu
of the parametert i j :

t i j « juvtvl~«lklDql~x!1«lqlD lk~x!!50. ~45!

The value oftk j will be sought in the formtk j5tdk j

1t i« ik j1tk j
2 , wheretk j

2 is a symmetric and traceless tenso
We substitute this expression into~45! and take into accoun
that this relation is valid for any values of the indices. B
convolving it with the tensor (dkid lu2dkud l i ), we obtain
equations of coupling to the parameters of the matrixtk j :

6t22tn
22t il

s t il
s 50. ~46!

By convolving relation~46! with the tensor«klu , we arrive
at the equation

t j~ td i j 1t i j
s !50. ~47!

A consequence of Eqs.~46! and ~47! is that t j50. We now
turn to the Jacobi identity for the operatorsŵ, P̂i , P̂k . In
accordance with the explicit form of~43! we find the condi-
tions on the structure of the matrix elementst i j :

t i i tkl
2 2t iktklt l i 50, t iktki2t i i tkk50. ~48!

It is not hard to find the explicit form of the matrixt i j satis-
fying Eqs.~46!–~48!:

t ik5t l i l k . ~49!

The spatially nonuniform part of the order parameter c
be found from Eq.~44! with ~49! taken into account. The
solution has the form

Dqi~x!5aqv~ lc~x!!aik~ lc~x!!Dvk~0!, ~50!

whereaik( lc(x)) is an orthogonal matrix of rotation in con
figuration space around the axisl by an anglec(x)5c
2t l"x. This solution describes a helicoidal structure. T
quantity 2pt21 determines the pitch of the helicoid, the d
rection of which is specified by the unit vectorl.

The condition of unbroken symmetry~13!, ~19! with
~43!, ~50! taken into account leads to the equation

aI k~«kilDql1«kqlD l i 1«kuvxu¹vDqi!12icDqi50, ~51!
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whereaI i[ai1t l i l"d. Hence we obtain the relationaO3 l50,
which restricts the structure of the order parameter
which arises from the requirement that there be no term
ear in the coordinate in Eq.~51! and the equation for the
uniform part of the order parameter

aI k~«kilDql1«kqlD l i !12icDqi50.

The general structure of the space symmetry oper
according to~40! and ~43! has the form

P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂2t l j l kL̂j . ~52!

The condition of space symmetry of the equilibrium state
the Fermi liquid under consideration must be supplemen
with the condition that the symmetry of the equilibrium sta
~13! be unbroken, where the generatorT̂ is defined by Eq.
~19!. In accordance with these symmetry conditions we w
the relations

iTr@ŵ,T̂#D̂qk~x!50, iTr@ŵ,P̂i #D̂qk~x!50.

Hence we obtain equations establishing the equilibri
structure of the order parameter and find the restrictions
the parametersai , ba , c, di of the generatorT̂ and on the
parameterspk , t, l k of the space symmetry operatorP̂k :

aI i~« iklDql~x!1« iqlD lk~x!1« iuvxu¹vDqk~x!!

12icI Dqk~x!50,

¹iDqk~x!52ipiDqk~x!1t l i l j@« jkmDqm~x!1« jqmDmk~x!

1« juvxu¹vDqk~x!#. ~53!

The parametersaI i , cI are related to the quantitiesai , c by
the relations

aI j[ai1t l i l"d,cI [c1p"d.

The requirement that there be no terms linear in the coo
nates in Eqs.~53! leads to the relations

l j« juv@2ipvDqk~x!1t l vl r~« rkmDqm~x!1« rqmDmk~x!!#50,

aI j« juv@2ipvDqk~x!1t l vl m~«mknDqn~x!1«mqnDnk~x!!#50,
~54!

which permit relating the direction of the vectorsp and l
relative to each other and to the vectoraO . Equations~53! and
~54! are the basis for analysis of the classification of
equilibrium states of superfluid phases of a quantum liq
with d pairing with the space symmetry generator~52!. The
solution of this equation in~53! has the form

Dqi~x!5e2iw~x!aqv~ lc~x!!aik~ lc~x!!Dvk~0!. ~55!

Relation~54! holds if the vectorsp, l, andaO are collinear. In
this case the first equation of~53! permits one to reduce th
equation for the uniform part of the order parameterDvk(0)
to the form

aI i~« iklDql~0!1« iqlD lk~0!!12icI Dqk~0!50.

Let us study the condition of stationarity of the supe
fluid states of a quantum liquid withd pairing. The time
dependence inD5D(x,t) is due to the fact that the introduc
tion of a sourceF breaks the invariance of the equilibrium
statistical operatorŵ with respect to translations in time, i.e
d
-

or

f
d

e

n

i-

e
d

-

@ŵ,Ĥ#Þ0. The equilibrium statistical operator satisfies t
Neumann condition, as a consequence of which

exp~2 i Ĥ!ŵ~ t !exp~ i Ĥt!5ŵ~ t1t!.

The equilibrium Gibbs statistical operator obeys the relat

@ŵ,Ĥ#50, Ĥ5Ĥ1p0N̂, p05Y4 /Y0 .

Taken together with the stationarity condition, the Neuma
condition permits determination of the time dependence
equilibrium averages. In particular, for the order parame
we have

Tr ŵ~ t !D̂qk~x!5Tr ŵ~0!exp~ iN̂p0t !D̂qk~x!exp~2 iN̂p0t !,

from which we get

Dqk~x,t !5exp~2ip0t !Tr ŵ~0!D̂qk~x!. ~56!

Relations ~55! and ~56! determine the space–time depe
dence of the order parameter in the equilibrium state.

CONCLUSION

The classification of equilibrium states of a quantum l
uid with d pairing has been generalized to nonuniform eq
librium states on the basis of the concept of quasi-avera
The admissible conditions of the unbroken and space s
metries has been found. The possibility of liquid-crystal
dering in such quantum liquids has been shown.
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Unified equation of state of 3He– 4He liquid mixtures over the whole concentration
range at temperatures of 2.25–4.2 K and pressures up to 10 MPa
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A unified empirical equation of state for3He–4He mixtures is found in analytical form on the
basis of the existing experimentalP–V–T data for pure3He, 4He, and their mixtures in
the homogeneous liquid phase in the temperature interval 2.25–4.2 K and pressure interval 0–10
MPa. An algorithm for calculating the fitting coefficients of an approximating expression
for P(V,T,c) is constructed. The average absolute error for the determination ofP is
60.015 MPa. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802952#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Detailed data tables for the thermodynamic characte
tics of 3He–4He mixtures over a wide range of temperatur
and pressures are needed for designing dilution refrigera
utilizing 3He in 4He, which are widely used in modern cryo
genic technique. Because of the nonideality of3He–4He
mixtures in the liquid and dense fluid phases the requ
P–V–T relations cannot be obtained by starting from t
corresponding data for pure isotopes.

The molar volumes of3He–4He liquid mixtures at pres-
sures up to 10 MPa in the temperature interval 1.5–4.2
have been determined experimentally at the Laboratory
Molecular Physics and Cryogenic Technique at the Khar
Institute of Science and Technology.1 Mixtures with3He con-
centrations of 35.2, 50.7, and 65.1% were studied, and
pure3He and4He. The most convenient way of using expe
mental data in practice is undoubtedly to compose an em
cal equation of state of the mixtures in analytical form, w
the concentrationc of the mixture as one of the variable
i.e., P5P(T,V,c), whereP is the pressure,T is the tem-
perature, andV is the molar volume.

In our previous paper2 we used the experimental resul
of Ref. 1 and theP–V–T data on the vapor-saturation line3,4

and on the start-of-solidification line of the mixtures5 to find
an empirical equation of state in analytical form for equim
lar liquid mixtures in the pressure interval 1.5–4.2 K a
pressure interval 0–10 MPa. The quality of approximat
corresponded to the error in the experimental determina
of V as a function ofP andT and on average equaled 0.5%

In a continuation of that study we now address the pr
lem of using the whole body of experimental data1 obtained
in our laboratory for3He–4He and also theP–V–T rela-
tions for mixtures in the liquid phase along the vapo
saturation and start-of-solidification lines. We obtain an
proximating expression for the dependence ofP on T, V,
andc and calculate the adjustable parameters in that exp
sion.
6971063-777X/2004/30(9)/3/$26.00
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2. CHOICE OF THE ANALYTICAL FORM OF THE
APPROXIMATING EXPRESSION AND CALCULATION OF
THE FITTING PARAMETERS

A preliminary processing of the experimental da
showed thatP(T,V,c) depends on the concentrationc of the
mixture in a practically linear manner. The approximati
expression for the pressureP was written in the form

P~T,V,c!5B0~T,V!1cB1~T,V!. ~1!

The form of the functionsB0(T,V) and B1(T,V) is
analogous to the approximating expression forP(T,V) pro-
posed in Ref. 2 for an equimolar mixture:

B0~T,V!5(
i 51

4

A0iV
2~ i 12!,

A0i5102i 15(
j 51

6

ci j T
j 21. ~2!

This analytical form is close to the expression proposed
McCarty6 for the equation of state of4He.

Analogously, the functionB1(T,V) has the form

B1~T,V!5(
i 51

4

A1iV
2~ i 12!,

A1i5102i 15(
j 51

6

ni j T
j 21. ~3!

Thus

B0~T,V!5(
i 51

4 S 102i 15(
j 51

6

ci j T
j 21DV2~ i 12!,

B1~T,V!5(
i 51

4 S 102i 15(
j 51

6

ni j T
j 21DV2~ i 12!. ~4!

Hereci j andni j are adjustable parameters of the equation
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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Thus, the approximating expression for the pressureP
contains 48 terms. This number of terms in the equation
dictated by the fact that Eq.~1! is an expansion of the pres
sureP in three parameters: temperature, molar volume, a
mixture concentration. The expansion of the pressure
powers ofV for an isotherm consists of four terms; the a
dition of another term of the expansion has practically
effect on the accuracy of the approximation, but doing wi
out the fourth term leads to a degradation of the accurac
the approximation by a factor of 2–4. The expansion w
respect toT has 6 terms; the optimality of this number o
terms was also investigated. The equation forP for an
equimolar mixture in our previous study2 also contained pre-
cisely 24 terms. The introduction of concentration depe
dence doubles the number of terms of the expansion.

The data file used for calculating the 48 adjustable
rameters included the results of Ref. 1~around 1000 experi-
mental points for three mixtures and for pure3He and4He)
and the data of Refs. 3–5 for theP–V–T relations for mix-
tures and the pure substances along the saturated-vapo
start-of-solidification lines. The isothermsT51.5, 1.75, 2.00
K were not included in the data file, since4He is superfluid at
those temperatures.

The results of the calculation of the fitting of the adjus
able parameters of Eq.~4! are listed in Table I.

The average absolute deviation between all the exp
mental and calculated values of the pressureP for the mix-
tures and pure3He and4He is60.015 MPa for the isotherms
with T52.5– 4.2 and60.02 MPa for theT52.25 K iso-
therm.

TABLE I. Parameters of Eqs.~4!.
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To illustrate the quality of the approximation, we sho
in Fig. 1 the isothermsP(V) for an equimolar mixture, cal-
culated according to the unified equation~1! of the present
paper, the points calculated according to the approxima
expression for for this mixture from our previous paper,2 and

FIG. 1. Comparison of the experimental and calculatedP–V relations for
an equimolar mixture along the following isotherms: vapor-pressure line~1!,
T52.25 ~2!, 2.75 ~3!, 3.00 ~10!, 3.25 ~4!, 3.50 ~5!, 3.75 ~6!, 4.00 ~7!, 4.20
~8!, start-of-solidification line~9!; d— experimental data,1,3–5 s— values
calculated according to the equation of state for an equimolar mixture.2

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the molar volume on the saturation
for mixtures withc535.2, 50.7, and 65.1%3He. The solid curves are cal
culated, the dotted curves experimental.
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the experimental data1 for this mixture. It may be seen tha
the average deviation between the two calculations and
experiment is60.015 MPa.

Figure 2 shows the molar volume on the saturation l
as a function of temperature for three mixtures, as calcula
according to Eq.~1! of the present paper, and the experime
tal data of Refs. 3 and 4. The average deviation of the the
and experiment is less than 1%, a quite acceptable resu

CONCLUSION

Thus we have constructed a rather faithful unified eq
tion of state for3He–4He mixtures in the region of the ho
mogeneous liquid state. The approximating expression
tained is convenient to use in practice for mixtures of a
concentration and for pure3He and4He.

In addition, the expressions obtained can be used in
he

e
d

-
ry

-

b-
y

l-

culations of various thermodynamic quantities for mixtur
of helium isotopes in the liquid phase.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM

Features of the low-temperature magnetic-field-induced order–order transitions
in alloys of the system Fe aÀxMnxAs with aÏ1.6

S. K. Asadov, V. I. Val’kov,* E. A. Zavadskii, V. I. Kamenev, and B. M. Todris

A. A. Galkin Donetsk Physicotechnical Institute, ul. R. Lyuksemburg 72, Donetsk 83114, Ukraine
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Spontaneous and magnetic-field-induced first-order transitions of the order–order type in
Fe0.5Mn1.1As and Fe0.55Mn1.04As single crystals with theC38 lattice ~symmetry space group
P4/nmm) are investigated at hydrostatic pressures up to 7 kbar in the temperature range
from 4.2 to 300 K. The temperature and field dependences of the magnetization at different values
of the pressure are measured in static and pulsed magnetic fields. It is established on the
basis of the results that the first-order transitions from a low-magnetic to a high-magnetic phase
induced by magnetic field pulses at low temperatures are irreversible, but with a finite
existence time of the high-magnetic phase. A qualitative explanation of the observed effect is
proposed on the basis of the theory of magnetostrictive blocking of the formation of new-
phase nuclei at first-order phase transitions. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802953#
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INTRODUCTION

Alloys of the Fea2xMnxAs system near the stoichio
metric composition (a52.0) have theC38 tetragonal crysta
lattice ~space groupP4/nmm) in which the magnetically ac
tive ions can occupy inequivalent crystallographic position
or II with a tetrahedral or octahedral environment of the
ions, respectively. The magnetic moments of the ions in
ferent positions can differ substantially even for ions of t
same species. For example, in the two-component al
Fe2As and Mn2As their values in units of Bohr magneton
are 1.0mB and 1.5mB for Fe~I! and Fe~II !, and 3.7mB and
3.5mB for Mn~I! and Mn~II !. In the three-component allo
Fe–Mn–As the iron and manganese ions occupy positio
and II, respectively, and their magnetic moments are equa
0.2mB for Fe~I! and 3.6mB for Mn~II !.1

Experimental studies of the Fea2xMnxAs system have
been carried out mainly for alloys of the stoichiometric co
position (a52) and compounds with a small deviation fro
stoichiometry, in the range 1.95<a<2.35. At present there
are no data on the values of the magnetic moments of
atoms in positions I and II. It is known only that forx>1 the
Mn atoms are distributed over both the I and II position
while the Fe atoms occupy only position I.2 Magnetic mea-
surements have shown that with decreasing tempera
some Fea2xMnxAs alloys exhibit spontaneous first-ord
transitions from a high-temperature antiferromagnetically
dered phase to a low-temperature phase with a canted f
magnetic structure.3 Such a structure can be characterized
a state with coexisting ferromagnetic and antiferromagn
components of the total magnetic moment of the crys
lochemical cell. A feature of such a structure is a stro
dependence of the saturation magnetization on the mag
field H. The action of hydrostatic and uniaxial pressure
7001063-777X/2004/30(9)/5/$26.00
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the sample leads to changes in the phase transition temp
ture: hydrostatic pressure and uniaxial pressure along the
tragonal axis c stabilize the antiferromagnetic phas
Uniaxial pressure along the directions perpendicular to thc
axis, on the contrary, increase the temperature range in w
the ferromagnetic phase is stable.4 The imposition of a high
magnetic field in the stability region of the antiferromagne
phase can induce a first-order transition to a ferrimagn
phase.5,6

In this paper we present the results of experimental
search on the phase behavior of the alloys Fe0.5Mn1.1As and
Fe0.55Mn1.04As with a strong deviation from stoichiometr
(a51.6 and 1.59, respectively!. At such concentrations o
iron and manganese these alloys exhibit substantially dif
ent magnetic behavior, and they should accordingly
placed in a new class of iron–manganese arsenides with
C38 crystal lattice.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The samples used were single crystals mechanically
from polycrystalline masses obtained by sintering of t
three components followed by fusing of the sinter
product.3 The magnetization measurements under press
were made by the pendulum method at static magnetic fi
strengths up to 12 kOe. The sample was placed in a mi
ture suspended beryllium bronze high-pressure containe
the piston-in-cylinder type. The pressure at room tempera
was produced by a press and fixed by a plunger nut.
pressure medium was benzene. The temperature was v
from 4.2 to 300 K. It is known that the pressure in appara
of this type decreases as the temperature is lowered. For
reason the initial and intermediate values of the pressure
indicated along the temperature curves obtained under p
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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sure. The pressure values were determined by a Mang
sensor. For measurements in pulsed magnetic fields u
150 kOe we used an inductive method. A miniature solen
with the sample inside was placed in a high-pressure c
tainer filled with gaseous helium. The helium was co
pressed to 2 kbar by means of a membrane compress
two-step closed-cycle helium expander was used to cool
container. Measurements were made in a range of temp
tures from 17 to 300 K. The pressure was held constant.
state of the samples was monitored and x-ray measurem
were made on a DRON-3.0 diffractometer with the use o
low-temperature attachment in which the preliminarily m
adjusted sample was cooled by liquid nitrogen vapor. T
single crystals of both compositions (Fe0.5Mn1.1As and
Fe0.55Mn1.04As) have a tetragonal crystal lattice.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1a shows the temperature dependence of the m
netizations for the Fe0.55Mn1.04As sample at various pres
suresP. Measurements were made in a static magnetic fi
of 12 kOe oriented perpendicular to the tetragonal axisc of
the crystal. It follows from Fig. 1a that three phase sta
with different magnetic behavior are realized in the inves
gated temperature interval at atmospheric pressure.

In the high-temperature region (T.T2) the magnetiza-
tion is small and grows slowly and continuously as the te
perature is lowered. We assume that these temperatures
respond to a paramagnetic state, since the magn

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetizations ~a! and crystal
lattice parametersa andc ~b! for Fe0.55Mn1.04As. In Fig. 1a:d— cooling
and heating in the presence of field;s— heating of a sample cooled before
hand atH50. The numbers give the values of the pressure in kbar at
corresponding temperatures.
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susceptibility does not exhibit any of the anomalies char
teristic of antiferromagnetic order up to 500 K.

Starting atT2 as the temperature is lowered there is
sharp growth in the magnetization, which attests to the on
of magnetic ordering in the sample. The transition to a m
netically ordered state is not accompanied by hysteresis
fects and is apparently a second-order phase transition.
growth of the magnetization continues down to a tempe
ture Tm , where it gives way to a decrease in the magneti
tion in the temperature interval fromTm to T1 , and then the
magnetization stabilizes in value at temperatures belowT1 .
The decrease of the magnetization in the temperature inte
from Tm down toT1 is a consequence of a transition of th
sample from a magnetically ordered state with high mag
tization ~the high-magnetic~HM! phase! to a magnetically
ordered state with low magnetization~the low-magnetic
~LM ! phase!. The transition HM↔LM is a smeared first-
order phase transition. This is evidenced by the presence
small temperature hysteresis, the sharp change of the cr
lattice parameterc in this temperature interval~Fig. 1b!, and
other features characteristic of first-order phase transition
high magnetic field, which will be discussed below. Intere
ingly, the magnetization of the LM phase at low temperatu
depends on the conditions of cooling of the sample. Cool
the sample in a field of 12 kOe leads to a 25% higher va
of the magnetization as compared to cooling in the abse
of magnetic field. X-ray measurements showed that
sample is crystallographically uniform in the temperature
tervals corresponding to the HM and LM phases.

It also follows from Fig. 1a that increasing the pressu
leads to a decrease in the temperature region in which
HM phase exists. The magnetization of both phases
creases, and the value ofTm increases slightly. At pressure
of the order of 7 kbar one can discern a small anomaly on
s(T) curve atT5Tm .

For the Fe0.5Mn1.1As sample the shape of thes(T) curve
and the character of its change under pressure are simil
those shown in Fig. 1. However, for this sample the value
T1 is lower, 70 K. This does not permit a comparison of t
temperature dependence of its magnetization and lattice
rameters, since the measurement of the latter was limited
the boiling temperature of nitrogen. The field curves of t
magnetic characteristics, both in static and pulsed magn
fields, were also similar for the two samples, but mo
detailed measurements were made for the Fe0.5Mn1.1As
sample. For that reason the data for that sample have b
used in Figs. 2–5.

Figure 2 characterizes the process of magnetization
the Fe0.5Mn1.1As single crystal at temperatures correspon
ing to the HM ~130 K! and LM ~77 K! phases, for different
orientations of the magnetic fields with respect to the tetr
onal axisc. It follows from the magnetization curves show
that both phases have a spontaneous magnetic momen
that thec axis is an axis of hard magnetization.

Figure 3 shows the magnetization curves of t
Fe0.5Mn1.1As crystal in pulsed magnetic fields (Hic) at dif-
ferent pressures in the existence region of the LM phaseT
520 K). The right- and leftward arrows indicate the dire
tions of increasing and decrease magnetic field strength
spectively. It is found that increasing the field initially lead

e
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to a monotonic growth in the magnetization. When the fi
reaches a certain value a relatively sharp increase in ma
tization occurs. The formation of a state with high magne
zation is induced by the field of the first-order phase tran
tion LM→HM. That the transition of the sample under th
influence of magnetic field (Hc1 is the critical field of this
transition! occurs to the HM state is evidenced by the su
stantial difference ofHc1 as the temperature approaches
temperature interval of the HM↔LM phase transformation
In the incipient HM phase~in fieldsH.Hc1) the monotonic
increase of the magnetization with increasing field contin
but at a slower rate. When the field is decreased back to
the magnetization of the induced HM state decrea
smoothly, remaining higher than in the initial LM phase at

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves for Fe0.5Mn1.1As at different temperatures an
orientations of the static fieldH relative to the tetragonal axisc of the
crystal:H'c ~1,3!; Hic ~2,4!.

FIG. 3. Magnetization curvess(H) for Fe0.5Mn1.1As at different pressures
the sample temperature was 20 K; the right- and leftward arrows indi
increasing and decreasing field strength, respectively.
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values of the field. In the process of magnetization reve
of a sample the HM phase persists upon a change in pola
of the field. Thus the magnetic-field-induced LM→HM
phase transition is irreversible. It should be noted that
field-induced HM phase is not long-lived. It persists over t
time of action of three half-periods of the field variation,
total of ;1 ms. However, in the repeated action of a puls
magnetic field on the sample after 5 min~the time required to
return the apparatus to the initial state!, the shape of the
magnetization curves was repeated exactly, i.e., the in
LM state is restored over that time. Pressure has practic
no influence on the value of the saturation magnetization
the induced HM phase,sH , and leads only to a decrease
the spontaneous magnetizations0 of that phase~Fig. 3b!.
This last finding agrees with the data in Fig. 1 showing
decrease in the magnetization of the HM phase under p
sure.

Additional information above the character of the ma
netization of a sample in the LM phase can be obtained fr
an analysis of the field dependence of the differential m
netic susceptibilitys85]s/]H, which is presented in Fig. 4

In the temperature rangeTm.T.35 K during three
half-periods of variation of the pulsed field thes8(H) curves
display four peaks. The first peak arising as the field is
creased appears in the low-field region and characterizes
process of technical saturation of the sample in the LM st
The second peak, in the high field region, corresponds to
critical field for induction of the HM phase,Hc1 . The third
and fourth peaks appear after the field is lowered back do
at every change in sign of the field, and characterize
boundaries of the hysteresis loop of the magnetization re
sal of the induced HM phase.

For T,35 K the first of the peaks indicated above spli
te

FIG. 4. Curves ofs8(H) for Fe0.5Mn1.1As for different temperatures a
atmospheric pressure. The vertical lines in the peak regions give the va
of the critical field Hc1 and fields of technical saturation for increasin
(H1 ,H3) and decreasing (H2) amplitude of the damped pulsed field.
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Its splitting reflects the fine structure of the magnetizat
curve of the LM phase, which had been smoothed out at h
temperatures. It follows from Fig. 5 that applied press
enhances the contrast of the splitting and increases the v
of the critical fieldHc1 .

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The data obtained on the spontaneous~brought on by a
change in temperature! and magnetic-field-induced trans
tions in the alloys under discussion raises some general q
tions for magnetically ordered compounds with theC38
crystal lattice.

Some of them can be solved by noting the similarity a
differences of the magnetic properties of the alloys used
the present study and alloys of the system Mn22xCrxSb.7

The alloys of that system have an analogousC38 lattice.
They also exhibit spontaneous and magnetic-field-indu
first-order transitions from a low-temperature to a hig
temperature phase. The spontaneous transitions are acco
nied by a change in the lattice parameters and by tempera
hysteresis. However, in their case the magnetic-field-indu
transitions are reversible. This indicates that the LM phas
the only stable one at low temperatures and it correspond
a minimum of energy.

In the samples investigated in the present study the fi
induced LM→HM transitions are irreversible. In spite of th
fact that the lifetime of the induced HM phase is finite, it al
must correspond to a minimum of energy. However, wh
the minimum of the LM phase is absolute, that of the H
state is only a relative minimum, and the state is metasta
Metastable states have previously been found in the sys
Fea2xMnxAs with 1.95<a<2.35 ~Refs. 8 and 9! and in a
number of alloys based on manganese arsenide10 which have
the hexagonal crystal latticeB81 . The distinguishing feature

FIG. 5. Curves ofs8(H) for Fe0.5Mn1.1As for different pressures a
T530 K ~a! and the pressure dependence of the critical field for induc
of the HM phase,Hc1 ~b!.
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of these alloys is that after application of a magnetic fie
they exist for an arbitrarily long time. An explanation of th
phenomenon was given in Refs. 11 and 12 on the basis o
concepts of a blocking of the formation of new-phase nuc
at first-order phase transitions in solids when a change in
volume of the sample is involved. The nucleation conditio
are made more stringent by the elastic coupling between
nucleus and matrix due to the difference of the specific v
umes of the old and new phases. Depending on the rati
the elastic coupling energy to the energy benefit of the ph
change~the energy of the phase transition!, different lengths
of time will be required for the system to return from th
field-induced metastable state to the absolutely stable sta
the elastic coupling energy is substantially larger than
energy difference of the old and new phases, then the nu
ation process will be blocked, and the metastable state
persist for an arbitrarily long time. Such a situation is app
ently realized in experiments.8–10

In the samples investigated in the present study the s
cific volumes of the HM and LM phases differ insignifi
cantly. Because of this, the nucleation-blocking effect sho
also be insignificant. Moreover, the smeared character of
transitions themselves is evidence of the presence of la
inhomogeneities that can serve as nucleation centers and
facilitate the appearance and growth of nuclei. These
factors lead to the rapid vanishing of the irreversibly induc
metastable HM phase. It should be noted that the HM ph
is metastable at large distances from the temperature of
phase transformation HM→LM, since the irreversible char
acter of the induced transition LM→HM is preserved all the
way to the lowest temperature that could be achieved in
experiments, 17 K~see Fig. 4!. In this interval of tempera-
tures a magnetic field alters the ratio of elastic energy
phase transition energy in favor of stabilizing the HM pha
the state with the larger magnetization. Therefore, when
sample is cooled in a magnetic field, this phase is partia
preserved, as is attested to by the manner in which the t
perature dependence of the magnetization is influenced
whether the sample was cooled in the presence or absen
magnetic field~see Fig. 1!.

CONCLUSION

The explanation proposed above for the features of
induced transitions in several alloys of the Fea2xMnxAs sys-
tem is based on general principles of the theory of the blo
ing of nucleation of magnetically ordered phases and d
not take into consideration a number of the specific char
teristics of the samples of this system. First, as was show
Ref. 13, magnetically ordered phases here are states in w
a spatially uniform~ferromagnetic! component of the tota
magnetic momentum of the crystallographic cell coexi
with a periodic ~antiferromagnetic! component. Second, in
the samples studied, with a significant deviation from t
stoichiometric composition, magnetic phases can have
tures due to a deficit of magnetic ions in the lattice. The r
of nonstoichiometry in the formation of the boundaries of t
magnetic phase diagrams in alloys of the syst
Fea2xMnxAs has never been discussed even on a qualita
level.
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It is hoped that the results of our experimental resea
will stimulate the discussion of the properties of these ma
rials from various points of view.

*E-mail: valkov@dpms.fti.ac.donetsk.ua
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The magnetic properties of an amorphous, a partially disordered, and a lattice-strained crystalline
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film are investigated. It is shown that the amorphous film exhibits
Curie–Weiss-type paramagnetism with the effective magnetic moment of 4.2mB /Mn ion and a
small ferromagnetic contribution governed by the formation of quasi-two-dimensional
crystalline interfacial inclusions. The crystalline film with randomly oriented nanocrystalline
inclusions demonstrates a superposition of ferromagnetic character~in the crystalline matrix! and
superparamagnetic character~in the inclusions!. The fitted average size of the
superparamagnetic particles in the case of a Langevin function is coincident with that of the
nanocrystalline clusters revealed in high-resolution electron-microscopy images. An increase in the
applied magnetic field leads to a reduction in the average magnetic moment of the
superparamagnetic particles, which is due to an enhancement of the ferromagnetic coupling
between the individual randomly oriented crystallites. The completely crystalline film undergoes
only a ferromagnetic transition with a saturation magnetization at 5 K of 2.73mB /Mn
ion. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802954#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The hole-doped perovskite manganites of the gen
formula R12xAxMnO3 ~R is a rare-earth cation, A is an alka
or alkaline-earth cation! have attracted considerable attenti
not only because of their interesting fundamental scien
connected with the discovery of colossal magnetoresista
~CMR!, but also their potential for device applications.1,2 It
was found recently that the lattice strain~and stress! accu-
mulated owing to the epitaxial growth of a film plays a
important role in the formation of the spin- and charg
ordered states in the CMR films.3–6 The influence of the kind
of single-crystalline substrates on the magnetic and e
tronic properties of manganite films has been quite w
investigated.7,8 It was shown that the presence of gra
boundaries in the polycrystalline manganites leads to a la
MR effect over a wide temperature range below the Cu
temperature~TC!, whereas the CMR of the single-crystallin
materials is restricted to a narrower temperature range
around TC.9–11 On the other hand, the influence of structu
quench disorder on the magnetic ordering is still poorly u
derstood.

In this paper we report the peculiar results for am
phous~LCM1!, strain-free crystalline~with nanocrystalline
mosaic-like inclusions! ~LCM2!, and lattice-strained crystal
line ~LCM3! La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 films. It is shown that the state
of the Mn spins can be controlled by microstructure. W
7051063-777X/2004/30(9)/6/$26.00
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present an unusual type of the randomly oriented nanoc
talline mosaic structure which manifests the magnetic-fie
effected superparamagnetic behavior and sheds new ligh
the nature of magnetic ordering in the CMR materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

All the films were prepared by rf magnetron sputteri
using a so-called ‘‘soft’’~or powder! target.12 The total pres-
sure in chamber was 531022 Torr with a gas mixture of Ar
and O2 ~3:1!. The substrate was a LaAlO3 ~001! single crys-
tal ~LAO! with a lattice parametera.0.379 nm for the
pseudocubic symmetry. The substrate temperature du
deposition was 20~LCM1!, 400 ~LCM2!, and 720 °C
~LCM3!. All the films have a thickness ofd.30 nm. The
u–2u x-ray diffraction~XRD! patterns were obtained using
Rigaku diffractometer with CuKa radiation. The lattice pa-
rameters evaluated directly from the XRD data were plot
against cos2 u sinu. With an extrapolated straight line t
cos2 u sinu50, a more precise determination of the latti
parameter was obtained. Cross-section specimens were
pared by the standard techniques using mechanical polis
followed by ion-beam milling under grazing incidence. Th
high-resolution electron-microscopy~HREM! studies were
carried out using a Philips CM300UT-FEG microscope w
a field emission gun operated at 300 kV. The point resolut
of the microscope was of the order of 0.12 nm. The res
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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tance measurements were performed by using the four-p
method in a temperature range of 4.2–300 K and in a m
netic field up to 5 T. The in-plane field-cooled~FC! and
zero-field-cooled~ZFC! magnetization was taken with
Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer in a tempera
range of 4.2–300 K.

3. MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE FILMS

Figures 1a and 1b present the~001! and the~002! Bragg
reflections, respectively, for the LCM1~1!, LCM2 ~2!, and
LCM3 ~3! films and for the LAO substrate. The LCM1 film
displays only a smooth plateau instead of a real Bragg p
Therefore, the film deposited at a low temperature is in
amorphous phase. The LCM2 film shows weak Bragg pe
on a background of the same smooth plateau. The ou
plane lattice parameter for the LCM2 film,c.0.3866 nm, is
very close to that for the bulk.13,14 This suggests that th
incipient crystalline phase grows in equilibrium conditio
without a significant influence of the substrate and is form
through the amorphous state. The LCM3 film, deposited
high temperature, displays intense Bragg peaks with a la
out-of-plane lattice parameter,c.0.3927 nm, that is typica
for the thin CMR films and explained by the accumulation
an in-plane biaxial compressive strain during t
deposition.7,8,12,15

Figure 2a is a high-magnification cross-sectional HRE
image for the amorphous LCM1 film. It was obtained wi
an incident beam parallel to a cubic direction of the subst
and to the film/substrate interface. The inset in Fig. 2a d
plays the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the HREM image
across the interface. It is seen that the FFT produces a b
uniform halo instead of a rectangular pattern of circu
spots. Only the slightly luminescent spots corresponding
the crystal lattice of the substrate are barely noticeable. T
coincides with the XRD data and confirms an amorpho
structure of the LCM1 film. On the other hand, Fig. 2
shows that a trace of a crystalline phase is found on
substrate surface~denoted by white arrows!. The analysis of
the HREM images reveals that this crystalline phase does
cover the whole substrate surface and does not exceed o
two unit cells in thickness. Figure 3a demonstrates the s

FIG. 1. ~001! ~a! and ~002! ~b! XRD peaks for the LCM1~1!, LCM2 ~2!,
and LCM3 ~3! films. LAO denotes the substrate.
be
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HREM image for the LCM2 film. Even though the FFT o
LCM2 results in the formation of a rectangular pattern
spots~see inset A in Fig. 3a!, they are significantly smeare
and include the bright halo that attests to the presence of
amorphous~or crystal-disordered! phase in the film. This sor
of off-structural inclusion is represented in Fig. 3b as are
and its FFT as the inset. The wide ring in the FTT indica
that the inclusions consist of randomly oriented nano-sc
crystallites. Therefore, in this case we are dealing with
nanocrystalline mosaic microstructure rather than with
amorphous one, which was observed in LCM1. Howev
inset B in Fig. 3a shows that the matrix of LCM2 shows
perfect cubic crystalline lattice with equal in-plane and o
of-plane lattice parameters,a.c.0.387 nm, and a right
angle between the atom rows. It is matched with the XR

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional HREM image of the LCM1 film near the interfa
The inset is the corresponding FFT~a!. The same image with a crystallin
monolayer on the substrate surface, denoted by the white arrows~b!.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional HREM image of the LCM2 film near the interfa
Inset A is the corresponding FFT. Inset B represents the atomic lattice o
crystalline matrix~a!. The HREM image with an off-structural inclusion
designated by area A. The inset is the FFT of area A~b!.
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data and prove that the crystal lattice of the LCM2 film
strainless. Figure 4 presents the HREM image for the LC
film. In this case the FFT produces a well-defined rectang
pattern of circular spots~see inset A! which indicates the
formation of a perfect crystal lattice. However, together w
the perpendicular crystal axes, a tetragonal distortion of
lattice (c/a.1.026) is also found in inset B. The estimat
in-plane lattice parameter for the LCM3 film,a
.0.3826 nm, is smaller than that for the bulk compoun
a.0.3858 nm.14 This difference leads to formation of th
aforementioned in-plane biaxial compressive strain,«100

5(afilm2abulk), and an out-of-plane uniaxial tensile strai
«0015(cfilm2cbulk)/cbulk . Calculations show that in this cas
«.20.83% and«.1.79%, respectively. To summarize th
microstructural measurements, we note that LCM1 is ma
in an amorphous crystal structure, LCM2 contains a comp
of the strainless crystalline matrix with nanocrystalli
mosaic-type inclusions, and finally LCM3 represents
strained crystal lattice with a slight tetragonal distortion.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows both FC~solid! and ZFC ~open!
temperature-dependent magnetization curves,M (T), at a
magnetic fieldH5100 Oe for the LCM1~a!, the LCM2 ~b!,
and the LCM3~c! films. The amorphous LCM1 film demon
strates an M~T! behavior which is typical for paramagnet
~PM! materials.16 At the same time, two peculiarities, a m
nor splitting between the ZFC and FCM (T) curves and a
slight decrease in the magnetization near the expected C
point ~denoted by arrow in Fig. 5a!, indicate the presence o
a ferromagnetic~FM! phase. It is claimed that a small FM
contribution is connected with the mentioned ultrathin cr
talline layer on the substrate surface~see Fig. 2b!. The inset
in Fig. 5a displays theM (H) dependence at room temper
ture, which demonstrates a diamagnetic behavior, introdu
by the LAO. The measurements performed reveal that
diamagnetic contribution is about23.331023 e.m.u./g for
all the films prepared. This contribution was first subtrac
from the magnetization curves for the analyses. Figure
shows that theM (T) dependence for the LCM2 film repre
sents a superposition of two contributions: a well-defin
FM transition atTC.260 K, and a paramagnetic term whic
is manifested by a rapid increase of theM (T) at T→0. Tak-

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional HREM image of the LCM3 film near the interfa
Inset A is the corresponding FFT. Inset B represents the atomic lattice o
film.
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ing into account the XRD and HREM data, one can conclu
that the FM phase belongs to the crystalline matrix and
PM phase corresponds to the nanocrystalline inclusions.
ure 5c shows that the crystalline LCM3 film undergoes o
a FM transition atTC.204 K, which is lower than that for
LCM2 and can be explained by the lattice strains genera
in the film.17 The inset in Fig. 5c presents the hysteresis lo
of the magnetization, measured at 5 K, for the LCM3 film.
is seen that the magnetization is saturated atHs.9000 Oe
and that the coercive field is about 500 Oe. An analy
shows that the saturation magnetization does not exc
2.73mB /Mn, which is a typical value for lattice-strained thi
films16 and is much smaller than that observed for the bu
3.5mB /Mn.17

Figure 6 displays the temperature dependence of the
sistance,R(T), for the LCM3 film with ~solid! and without
~open! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. Unfortunately, o
setup was limited to 107 V, andR(T) could not be measured
for LCM1 and LCM2, since their resistances at room te
perature are about 1012 and 107 V, respectively. The mag
netic field was directed parallel to the film surface and a
right angle to the transport current. The metal–insulator~MI !
transition is observed atTP.180 K, much lower thanTC .
Inset A in Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of
MR for the same film. The MR value is defined b
100%@R(0)2R(H)#/R(H), whereR(0) andR(H) are the
resistances without and with a magnetic field, respectively

.
he

FIG. 5. Field-cooled~solid! and zero-field-cooled~open! magnetization
curves for the LCM1~a!, LCM2 ~b!, and LCM3~c! films. The inset in~a!
displays the field-dependent magnetization at 300 K for LCM1. The inse
~c! shows the hysteresis loop at 5 K for LCM3. The dashed lines are th
theoretical curves, based on the mean-field approximation for ferromag
materials. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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is seen that theMR(T) dependence has a peak-like sha
and reaches almost 1500% at the maximum.

5. DISCUSSION

As was mentioned above, the amorphous LCM1 fi
demonstrates mainly paramagneticM (T) behavior with a
trace of FM. Thus, the expression for the total magnetiza
of LCM1 can be written as M (T,H)5M PM(T,H)
1MFM(T,H). The paramagnetic contribution to the magn
tization can be written, in the whole temperature range, a16

M PM~T,H !5S x01
CCW

T1u DH ~1!

wherex0 is the temperature-independent susceptibility, a
the second term is a Curie–Weiss~CW!-type susceptibility
with a constantCCW and a characteristic temperatureu. Fig-
ure 7a demonstrates that the experimental data for LCM1
excellently described by the CW expression with the follo
ing fitting parameters:x0.2.531024 cm3/g, CCW.1.04
31022 cm3/g, andu53 K. The effective moment estimate
from CCW comes out to bemeff.4.2m B /Mn, which is al-
most coincident with the theoretical value,meff

theo

.4.6 mB /Mn, which is obtained from the following expres
sion:

meff
theo5gAxS1~S111!1~12x!S2~S211!. ~2!

Here x is the Ca concentration,S153/2 andS252 are the
spin values of Mn41 and Mn31 ions, respectively, andg
52 is the Lande factor. Therefore, one can conclude that
amorphous LCM1 film is mainly a typical CW-type par
magnet. On the other hand, the magnetization decre
sharply and deviates from a straight line in the range of sm

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistance for LCM3 film with
~open! and with ~solid! an applied magnetic field of 5 T. The lines are
guide to the eye. Inset A shows the temperature dependence of the MR
in an applied magnetic field of 5 T. Inset B displays the log(1/r) versus
log(m2m0) plot with the slope corresponding to the percolation expon
t.5.7.
e
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values ofT21 (T>130– 150 K), as denoted by an arrow
Fig. 7a. It is reasonable to suggest that the observed de
tion from the CW law is governed by the FM transition
the crystalline interfacial layers. The mean-field theory giv
the following temperature dependence of the spontane
magnetization for a ferromagnet belowTC :16

MFM

M0
FM 5tanhFMFM

M0
FM •

TC

T
1

xdiffH

M0
FMTG , ~3!

whereM0
FM is the spontaneous magnetization atT→0 and

xdiff is the differential susceptibility. The dashed lines in F
5a,b,c are the theoretical curves calculated in the mean-
approximation.xdiff52.1931024 cm3/g was taken from the
magnetization hysteresis loop for LCM3~see inset in Fig.
5c!, which is already in the FM state at a magnetic field
100 Oe.

Figure 7b shows theM (T,H) versusH/T plot for the
LCM2 film, measured atH5100 Oe, and the inset presen
the same plot atH52 kOe. It is seen that the experiment
curves cannot be described by the CW approximation, si
they do not demonstrate a linear behavior in the whole te
perature range. Such a nonlinearity of theM (H/T) is more
typical for superparamagnetic~SPM! particles and can be
described by the Langevin function:16

MSPM~T,H !5Ms
SPMFcothS mH

kBTD2
kBT

mH G , ~4!

t

tio

tFIG. 7. M versusT21 plot for the LCM1 film atH5100 Oe. The solid line
represents the CW-type paramagnetic approximation. The arrow indic
the deviation of the experimental curve from the CW-type straight li
reflecting the presence of a FM phase~a!. M versusH/T plot for the LCM2
film at H5100 Oe. The solid line represents a Langevin function describ
the magnetic behavior of superparamagnetic particles. The arrow indic
the presence of a FM phase. The inset is the same plot atH52 kOe ~b!.
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where Ms
SPM is the saturation magnetization of the SP

phase andm is the average magnetic moment of the SP
particles. The solid lines represent the Langevin functio
best fitting the experimental data. These lines correspon
an average magnetic moment of the SPM particles
3000mB at H5100 Oe and 800mB at H52 kOe. By taking
3.5mB /Mn atom18 and assuming a spherical shape of t
SPM clusters with a volume ofpD3/6, whereD is the av-
erage diameter, we estimate their average diameter to bD
.5 nm for 100 Oe and.3 nm for 2 kOe. Analysis of the
HREM images~see Fig. 3b! shows that the randomly ori
ented crystallites in inclusions have a similar size to t
estimate for the SPM clusters. Therefore, one can conc
that nanocrystalline clusters play the role of the SPM p
ticles in this film. The observed decrease in the average
ment of the SPM particles in an applied magnetic field c
be explained by a partial SPM-to-FM transition due to
enhancement of the ferromagnetic coupling between a
cent nanocrystalline clusters. It is provided by the high c
ductive transparency of boundaries in such a type of na
crystalline mosaic structure. In this case the arrangemen
magnetic moments in the increasing field can lead to a
covery of the double exchange interaction between neigh
ing crystallites.

As already described, the observed decrease inTC for
the LCM3 film is explained by an influence of the lattic
strain which was accumulated in the film during the epitax
growth. For weaker strains and a cubic symmetry, the C
point can be expressed, according to Millis model, by17

TC~«!5TC~«50!S 12a«B2
1

2
D«JT

2 D , ~5!

where«B5(2«1001«001) is the bulk strain,«JT5A2/3(«001

2«100) is the Jahn–Teller strain,a5(1/TC)(dtC /d«B), and
D5(1/TC)(d2TC /d«JT

2 ). The magnitudes ofa and D
represent the relative weights for symmetry-conserving b
and symmetry-breaking Jahn–Teller strains, respectiv
According to the theoretical model,17 a.10 for a reason-
able electron–phonon coupling (0.5<l<1) in these com-
pounds. Taking into account that the Curie temperature
the strain-free bulk La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 compound isTC(«50)
.265 K14,19 and using the values obtained for«100, «001,
andTC for LCM3, we determinedD to be about 950, which
is of the same order of magnitude as the prediction of
theoretical model.17 A possible explanation for this discrep
ancy is that the lattice mismatch between LCM3 and LAO
so large that the effect of structural disorder becomes do
nant over the strain effect and that the role of Jahn–Te
distortion in formation of the ferromagnetic ordering is d
tinctly decreased. On the other hand, the additional defor
tion of the crystal lattice can be connected with the so-ca
‘‘chemical-pressure’’ effect which is provided by the hig
diffusion rate of oxygen in these materials. Therefore,
modified lattice parameters are caused by both the sim
elastic strain and the nonstoichiometry. In any case, the
sults obtained reflect a strong correlation between crystal
tice distortion and the electronic and magnetic states in C
materials.

According to percolation theory, the conductivity can e
pressed ass;(p2p0) t, wherep is the concentration of a
s
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metallic phase andp0 is its critical value.20 Taking into ac-
count that the value of the spontaneous magnetization is
portional to the concentration of the FM metallic phase a
that p050.395 for three-dimensional systems,21 we can ex-
press the percolating conductivity for LCM3 by the formu
(1/r);(m2m0) t, wherer5R(T)/R(TP), R(TP) is the re-
sistance at the temperature of the MI transition,m
5M (T)/M (0), andm050.395. Inset B in Fig. 6 exhibits a
linear dependence of log(1/r) versus log(m2m0), and the
slope of the curve corresponds to the exponentt.5.7. This
experimental value fort is very close to that (t.5.3) ob-
tained by a numerical calculation for the three-dimensio
system, considering the spin effects.21 Therefore, one can
conclude that the MI transition in the LCM3 film has a pe
colating nature. It is reasonable to suggest that the non
formly distributed lattice strains in the film play a key role
blocking the complete transition to the FM phase within
narrow temperature range.

6. CONCLUSION

In summary, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 films were successfully
prepared to have three characteristic structures: amorph
strain-free crystalline~with randomly oriented nanocrysta
line mosaic inclusions!, and lattice-strained crystalline, an
their the magnetic properties were investigated. It was sho
that the amorphous film exhibits a Curie–Weiss-type PM
havior with freely moving individual Mn spins and a sma
FM contribution governed by the quasi-two-dimension
crystalline interfacial phase. The crystalline film with nan
crystalline mosaic inclusions demonstrates a superpositio
the FM ~corresponding to the crystalline matrix! and the
SPM ~to the nanocrystalline mosaic inclusions! contribu-
tions. The fitted average size of SPM particles using
Langevin function is coincident with that of the nanocryst
line mosaic clusters represented by the HREM images.
increase in the applied magnetic field leads to a reductio
the average magnetic moment of the SPM particles, whic
due to an enhancement of the FM coupling between the
dividual crystallites in the mosaic inclusions and a part
SPM-to-FM transition. The observed suppression of the c
tribution from the Jahn–Teller distortion to the FM orderin
with increasing lattice mismatch between substrate
lattice-strained film manifests a physical limit of the sma
strain approach17 in describing the magnetic properties
manganite films.
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Electronic mechanism of structural phase transitions in manganese arsenide
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The spin-fluctuation theory of magnetism is generalized to magnets with complex crystal and
magnetic structure. An expression is obtained for the free energy of a system of itinerant
p andd electrons, which are described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian with the static displacements
of the ion cores, which lead to a change of the lattice symmetry, taken into account. The
calculation of the free energy is done using the approximation of uniform local fields. The
approach developed is applied to a study of the concrete magnetic and structural order
parameters in ferromagnetic MnAs atT50. It is shown that the appearance of structural distortions
of the initial nickel arsenide lattice~nonzero structural order parameter! leads to a lowering
of the average energy of the band electrons. The competition of the energy of the electrons and of
the ion–ion coupling can stabilize these distortions. The interaction of the structural and
magnetic order parameters tends to suppress the structural distortions. It is shown that the
appearance of magnetization in the system~spontaneous or magnetic-field induced! can
lead to restoration of the initial nickel arsenide structure. Such a magnetostructural transition is
observed experimentally. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802956#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interest has grown of late in the electronic structure
manganese arsenide as one of the components of the sy
~Ga,Mn!As, which is a promising material for spintronics.1–3

It therefore remains a topical problem to ascertain the in
relation between the structural and magnetostructural ph
transitions in manganese arsenide, which have still not b
given a microscopic justification. A structural phase tran
tion of the displacive type from the paramagnetic~PM! state
to the hexagonal crystal structureB81 ~space group
P63 /mmc) in the PM state with the rhombic crystal stru
tureB31 ~space groupPnma) is a second-order transition an
occurs atTt5400 K. The magnetostructural first-order pha
transition from the PM phaseB31 to the ferromagnetic~FM!
phaseB81 occurs atTC5313 K and is accompanied by
large magnetostrictive effect. The phase transition temp
ture shifts under magnetic field and hydrostatic pressure

Studies of the phase transitions in manganese arse
using phenomenological models4–7 based on symmetry
group analysis have determined the magnetic and struc
order parameters and established a number of importan
perimentally verifiable relations between the symmetry
the crystal lattice and the elastic constants and magn
states of the system, which determine theP–T–H phase
diagram. Naturally, in this and other8 approaches the mecha
nism of the structural and magnetostructural transformati
cannot be understood, and the magnetic and crystal struc
properties are considered without reference to the band s
ture. Even in Refs. 2, 3 and 9–14, however, in which
itinerant nature of the carriers of the magnetism was ta
into account and the band structure of MnAs was calcula
from first principles for the crystallographic phasesB81

~PM, FM! and B31 ~PM!, the mechanism of the parama
netic structuralB81(PM)↔B31(PM) and magnetostructura
B81(FM )↔B31(PM) phase transitions was not reveale
7111063-777X/2004/30(9)/10/$26.00
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For example, in Ref. 13 the focus of attention was on m
eling of certain features of the magnetic behavior of Mn
caused by the structural transitionB81(PM)↔B31(PM).
However, the calculations were done in the framework of
spin-fluctuation theory for a single-band Hubbard Ham
tonian with the use of a piecewise linear model approxim
tion for the electron density of states. Because the free
ergy of the system was constructed without introducing
structural order parameter, it was impossible to explore
possibility that the formation of theB31 structure can be
justified on the basis of energy considerations.

The goals of the present study are:
1! to calculate the free energy of a system of interact

electrons in a lattice with the fluctuating ferromagnetic a
structural order parameters taken into account;

2! to analyze the possibility of a crystal-structural and
magnetostructural phase transition in MnAs as a con
quence of a certain dependence of the band energy ofp and
d electrons on the structural configuration of the Mn and
atoms.

It is advisable first to consider the problem of the pha
transition in MnAs from the standpoint of the symmetr
group approach, for which purpose we analyze the result
Refs. 5–7.

2. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETIC AND
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC TRANSITIONS IN MnAs

The most consistent phenomenological description of
phase transition in manganese arsenide was given in R
5–7. In those paper the structural and magnetic order par
eters were determined and invariants were constructed
describe their interrelationship and their coupling with elas
lattice deformations with respect to the most symme
nickel arsenide crystal structure~PM, B81). In Refs. 6 and 7
the magnetic and structural order parameters chosen wer
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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ferromagnetism vectorm and the component of the irreduc
ible displacement vector of the manganese,w5gz /b) from
the sets of irreducible magnetic vectors~1! and irreducible
displacements of the magnetic ions~2! for the crystal-
chemical unit cell of the initial PM phase (B81) in the rhom-
bic arrangement~Fig. 1a!:

~1!

~2!

~3!

Mi is the magnetization of thei th magnetic sublattice o
the MnAs system,un is the displacement vector of the atom
of the nth sublattice, uunu5uun8u, nP1 – 4; uumu5uum8u,
mP5 – 8.

The expression for the total nonequilibrium thermod
namic potential density~TPD! of the system,V, according
to Ref. 6 does not take into account the energy contributi
from the displacements of the arsenic and has the form

V5V~m!1V~w!1V~u!1V~m,u!

1V~u,w!1V~m,w!, ~4!

where V(m) and V~w! are the TPDs of the magnetic an
structurally distorted lattice subsystems;V(u) andV(m,u)
are the elastic and magnetoelastic energy densities,V(w,u)
andV(w,m)5 1

2dm2w2 are the TPDs characterizing the co
pling of the structural distortions with the elastic strainsu
and the magnetizationm, respectively. Here it is postulate
that the coefficientsam(T) andaw(T8) of the quadratic terms
of the expansions ofV(m) and V~w! in power series inm

FIG. 1. a—Crystallographic unit cell of MnAs in the rhombic arrangeme
b—Brillouin zone of the initial nickel arsenide lattice~solid lines! with the
symmetry space groupP63 /mmc. As a result of the structural transitio
P63 /mmc2Pnma the Brillouin zone boundaries are compressed along thz
axis. The new boundaries are shown by the dot-and-dash line.
-

s

and w are linear functions of temperature and can hav
change of sign as the temperature decreases. The phas
grams calculated on the basis of the TPD~4! describe a se-
quence of structural and magnetostructural transiti
P63 /mmc(PM)2Pnma(PM)2P63 /mmc(FM), but obvi-
ously the cause of the sign change ofaw(T8) and the physi-
cal nature of the coefficientd and, hence, the mechanism
these transitions, remain outside the scope of that appro

Below we consider a model for magnetostructural tra
sitions in manganese arsenide based on unified energy
siderations of the electronic band structure responsible
the features of the crystalline, magnetic, and transport pr
erties. Here, unlike Ref. 6, it is taken into account that
real transitionB812B31 is accompanied by two-compone
displacements of the manganese and arsenic ions alongz
and x axes. These displacements are described by the
ducible displacement vectorg for manganese anda1 ~2!–~3!
for arsenic. Therefore, as a quantitative measure of
distortions of theB81 lattice one can take the paramete
w56ugzu/c, «56ugxu/a!w for manganese and
w156ua1xu/a, «156ua1zu/c!w1 for arsenic, constructed
from the thermodynamically averaged values of the in
vidual ion displacementsun . Then the mathematical descrip
tion of the structural transitionB812B31 consists of calcu-
lating the free energy of the system of ions and itiner
electrons as functions of these parameters,F(w,«,w1 ,«1),
and ascertaining the conditions for the formation of a mi
mum of this function at nonzero values of the arguments
practical calculations we shall limit ourselves to only t
parametersw andw1 .

3. SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN

Since the results of experimental and theoretical stud
of MnAs indicate a local character of the formation of th
spin density9,11 and the participation ofd electrons in the
formation of the conduction band,9,10 it is appropriate to use
the Hubbard Hamiltonian15 for description of the magnetic
properties of MnAs.

For a magnet with several ions in a unit cell that adm
displacement of these ions to a new equilibrium position,
Hubbard Hamiltonian has the form

He5H01H1 , ~5!

H05(
i , j

(
sm,m8

(
n,n8

tnim,n8 jm8~w,w1!ani,ms
1 an8 j ,m8s

5(
k,s

(
n,n8

(
m,m8

gnm,n8m8~k,w,w1!cnm,ks
1 cn8m8,ks , ~6!

t inm, jn8m8~w,w1!5
1

N0
(

k
gnm,n8m8~k,w,w1!

3exp$ ik•~Rin2Rjn8!%, ~7!

ani,ms5
1

AN0
(

k
cnk,ms exp~ ikRni!, ~8!

whereanm, j s
1 andanm, j s are, respectively, the Fermi creatio

and annihilation operators for an electron on themth orbital
of the nth ion in the j th cell, with spin projections on the

.
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quantization axisz, ( j5N0 is the number of unit cells, with
Sn5NL58 atoms per cell~four Mn and four As ions!, Rni is
the translation vector of thenth sublattice in a rhombic ar-
rangement, and the transfer integralstnim,n8 i 8m8(w,w1) are
calculated according to Harrison.16 The positions of the man-
ganese and arsenic atoms in the rhombic cell, with displa
ments described by the parametersw and w1 taken into ac-
count, are listed in Table I. The lattice parameters w
defined so thataix, biy, ciz (c5b)) ~Fig. 1a!.

Expressions~5!–~8! take into account only the averag
displacements of the ions, described by the parametersw and
w1 . The coupling of the electrons with the thermal fluctu
tions of the displacements,duni , is neglected.

The HamiltonianH1 of the intra-ion interaction of the
electrons is written in the form

H152J(
j

(
nPMn

~Sn j!
21H(

j
(

nPMn

Sn j

[2
1

4
J(

l , j
~M l , j !

21gH(
j

M1,j , ~9!

Sn j
a 5(

m
Snm j

a , ~10!

Snm j
a 5

1

2 (
ss8

anm, j s
1 tss8

a anm, j s8 , ~11!

~12!

In the expression for the HamiltonianH1 of the intra-ion
interaction of the electrons, which is presented in tw
equivalent forms, the indexn numbers only the magnetic
manganese ions (nP1 – 4). The use of the second form, i
our view, is more reasonable for compounds containing s
eral magnetic ions in thej th crystal-chemical cell. The index
l numbers the four configurations of the spin operators in c
j , corresponding to the four irreducible magnetic vectors~1!,
J is the intra-ion exchange integral,H is the external mag-
netic field,tss8 is the vector of Pauli matrices,g522 is the
g factor of the electron, andaPx,y,z.

TABLE I. Positions of the atoms in theB31 structure.
e-

e

-

v-

ll

The total model HamiltonianH of the system of itinerant
electrons and ions, with the possibility of a change of t
structural configuration taken into account, is written in t
form

H5He~w,w1!1W, ~13!

W5El1
1

2 (
n,i ,n8,i 8

Anin8 i 8 exp~2uRni2Rn8 i 8u/rnn8!,

~14!

where the interaction energyW of the ion cores contains two
contributions: the energy of the Coulomb interaction of po
ions immersed in a neutral background~the first term! and
the ion–ion repulsion energy due to the overlap of their el
tron densities~in the Mayer form17!. HereRni is the radius
vector of ionni, which takes into account the average val
of the displacementsun and the deviationsduni from the
averages,qn is the effective charge of ionn, Anin8 i 8 are
parameters of the model, andrnn8 are the ion radii. For con-
crete calculations it is convenient to writeW in the form of
an expansion in the deviations of the displacement vect
duni , and limit consideration to the harmonic approxim
tion:

W5W0~w,w1!1
1

2 (
n,i ,a,n8,i 8,a8

]2W~w,w1!

]dunia]dun8 i 8a8

3duniadun8 i 8a8

[W0~w,w1!1DW~w,w1 ,dunia ,dun8 i 8a8!, ~15!

where the first term corresponds to expression~14! for the
average values of the displacementsun andun8 , described,
as in Eqs.~7! and ~8!, by configurationsw and w1 . The
second term can be brought to diagonal form by introduc
the normal coordinatesQl(q) of the lattice (l P3NL). This is
the main term governing the temperature-dependent pa
the free energy of the lattice.

4. FREE ENERGY

The free energy of a system with Hamiltonian~13! at
constant pressure and volume has the form

F5Fi S w,w,
1

b D1Fe , ~16!

Fi S w,w,
1

b D5W0~w,w1!1DWS w,w,
1

b D , ~17!

DWS w,w,
1

b D52
1

b
ln E exp$2bDW~w,w,Ql~q!,

Ql 8~q!!%dQl 1
~q!...dQl 3n

~q!, ~18!

Fe5V1mN, N52
]V

]m
, ~19!

V5V01DV, ~20!

exp~2bV0!5Tr$exp~2bH̃0!%

5Tr$exp@2b~H02mN!#%, ~21!

exp~2DV/T!5K Tt expF2E
0

b

H1~t!dtG L
H̄0

, ~22!
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whereH1(t)5exp(tH̃0)H1 exp(2tH̃0),

^A&H̄0
5Tr$A exp@b~V02H̃0!#% ~23!

~for any operatorA), m is the chemical potential,Tt is the
imaginary-time-ordering operator,V is the thermodynamic
potential~TP! of the system, andb51/T.

The calculation of the free energyFe of a system of
interacting electrons is a complicated many-particle proble
One of the methods used to solve it is based on reducing
a single-particle problem of the interaction of the electro
with random fields fluctuating in space and time.18 We shall
use this method below to calculate expression~22!, which
determines the magnetic contributionDV to the total free
energyF ~for the other approaches to this problem see
review19!.

Using a Stratonovich–Hubbard transformation,20,21 we
can put expression~22! in the form

exp~2bDV!5E )
qÞ0

)
l

dh l ,q~t!

p3

dh l ,0~t!

p3/2 e2bc$h lq%,

c5c01c1 , ~24!

c05b22N0(
qÞ0

(
l

(
a51,2,z

E
0

b

uh l ,q
a ~t!u2dt1b22N0

3(
l ,a

E
0

bUh l ,0
a ~t!2

gHl
a

C
U2

dt, ~25!

c152b21 lnK Tt expS 2b(
a

H̃1
aD L

H̄0

52b21K Tt expS 2b(
a

H̃1
aD L

H̃0 ,c

, ~26!

h j~t!5(
q,v

hqve2 i ~qRj 1vt!,

hqv5~N0b!21(
j
E

0

b

h j~t!e2 i ~qRj 1vt!dt,

where
f

c-
n

.
to
s

e

H̃1
a5N0b21C(

l
(

q
E

0

b

~h l ,q
a1

~t!!* Ml ,q
a ~t!dt,

a5z,1,2; q

is a wave vector belonging to the first Brillouin zone for th
B31 structure;C5AJ/b, h lq(t)5(vh l ,qve2 ivt, h l ,q

6 (t)

5h l ,q
x (t)6h l ,q

y (t), andMl ,q
a (t) and (h l ,q

a2
(t))* are theath

Fourier component of the operator of thel th irreducible mag-
netic vector~1! and the component of the fluctuating e
change field conjugate to it.

Since in this paper we are considering the lo
temperature stabilization of a single FM phase, we shall
sume that the main contribution toc1 and to the TP is made
by the Fourier componenth1q(t)[hq(t) of the field h1 j

corresponding to the FM configuration of the spin operat
M1 j . The contributions of the other Fourier components
the fieldsh lÞ1,j , which describe three types of antiferroma
netic ~AFM! configurations of the spin operators, will b
neglected.

Although there are many methods of calculating t
functionalc1 , the majority of them have been developed f
rather simple Hamiltonians. In this paper we shall use
uniform local fields approximation—an approach which w
proposed in Ref. 22 and developed further in Refs. 23–
since it is least difficult to generalize to the case of magn
with several magnetic atoms in the unit cell.

When the second-order corrections, which take into
count the quadratic fluctuations of the fiel
(qvÞ0Xqvuhqvu2, are included, the expression fo
c1$h,w,w1% in the uniform local fields approximation for
material with a unit cell whose basis contains four ‘‘nonma
netic’’ ~As! and four ‘‘magnetic’’~Mn! ions with nonequiva-
lent p-d electronic Bloch states has the form

c1$h,w,w1%5L~h,w,w1!1b21 (
~qv!Þ0

Xqvuhqvu2, ~27!

L$h,w,w1%52b21(
S51

32

(
s561

(
k

ln$11exp@2b~ESs

3~k,w,w1 ,Ch/2!2m!#%2V0 , ~28!

whereESs(k,w,w1 ,Ch/2), the energy spectrum of the ban
electrons magnetically biased by the random fieldh, is de-
termined from the solution of the secular equation
detUgnm,n8m9
Mn–Mn

~k,w,w1!2sCh/22Ednm,n8m8 tnm,n8m9
Mn–As

tmn,n8m9
As–MN gmn,n8m9

As–As
~k,w,w1!2Ednm,n8m8

U50, ~29!
t

where the matricesgnm,n8m9
Mn–Mn (k,w,w1), gnm,n8m9

As–As (k,w,w1),
andtnm,n8m9

Mn–As (k,w,w1), tnm,n8m9
As–Mn (k,w,w1) have dimensions o

20320, 12312, 12320, and 20312, respectively.
The contribution of the quadratic long-wavelength flu

tuations of the field can be modeled by a Lindhard functio23
Xqv>aq22 ibv/q or calculated exactly~Appendix A!.
After some changes of integration variableshqv

a and
evaluation of the integrals~24! by the method of steepes
descent, the final expression for the free energyFe$m,w,w1%
of the electronic system takes the form~Appendix A!
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Fe$m,w,w1%52b21 (
S,k,s

lnF11expH 2bS ESs

3S k,w,w1 ,
Jm

4g D2m D J G1mN

1
J

4g2 (
~q,v!Þ0

umqvu2~11Xqv!

1
JN0

4g2 M22b21 (
~q,v!Þ0

(
a5x,y,z

ln mqv
a ,

~30!

m25S M1
2g2

J
HD 2

1
1

N0
(

~q,v!Þ0
mqv

2 , ~31!

where the magnetic moment, defined asM52]Fe /]H, co-
incides with the saddle-point value of the variableM .

5. ANALYSIS OF THE MECHANISM OF STRUCTURAL
TRANSITIONS IN MnAs

The basic assumptions of the model of structural tran
tions in MnAs are based on the experimental facts and t
obvious consequences, the most important of which are
following:

1! theB812B31 transition, described by the paramete
(w,w1), leads to a doubling of the initialB81 unit cell and to
a change in the position of the Brillouin zone boundar
~Fig. 1b!;

2! on the new zone boundaries a lifting of the dege
eracy of some of the states of the electron energy spec
can occur~depending on the structure factors of the man
nese and arsenic sublattices!, and these states can becom
separated by local gaps.

The basic assumptions of the model are as follows.
—The formation of gaps whose values depend on

parameters (w,w1), leads to a lowering of the band energy
the electrons. It is assumed that this lowering is especi
effective if the Fermi level intersects part of the gaps.

—A competition between the free energyFe$m,w,w1%
and the model interaction energy of the ion cor
Fi(w,w,1/b) determines the stability region of theB31
structure in respect to temperature (0<T<Tt).

—The redistribution of electrons over spin subbands a
result of the appearance of a uniform magnetization
cause instability of theB31 structure forT,Tt and can lead
to a magnetostructural transition fromB31 ~PM! to B81

~FM!.
Since in this paper we are analyzing the possibility

principle of structural and magnetostructural transitions,
analysis below will be done forT50, and questions relate
to the temperature-induced structural and magnetostruc
transitions in this approach will not be considered.

5.1. Expression for the free energy at TÄ0

At T50 the free energy per unit cell of the system a
the equation for the chemical potential are given by expr
sions derived with the use of the relation
i-
ir

he

s

s

-
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-

e
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s

a
n

e

ral

s-

(
k

5
VN0

~2p!3 E d3k:

F$M ,w,w1%5
V

~2p!3 (
S,s

E d3kESsS k,w,w1 ,
JM

4g D
3QS m2ESsS k,w,w1 ,

JM

4g D D1
J

4g2 M2

1
W~w,w1!

N0
1W1~w,w1!, ~32!

N

N0
5

V

~2p!3 (
s

E d3kQS m2ESsS k,w,w1 ,
JM

4g D D ,

~33!

Expression~32! can be regarded as the nonequilibriu
free energy of the system, which is characterized by t
structural order parameters (w,w1) and one magnetic orde
parameterM , the equilibrium values of which correspond
a minimum ofF$M ,w,w1%, V is the volume of the unit cell
of the crystal,N0 is the number of unit cells in the crysta
Q(x) is the Heaviside step function, and

W1~w,w1!5K~w21w1
2!, ~34!

W1(w,w1) is the correction toW(w,w1)/N0 due to the use of
the ‘‘rough’’ approximation for the ion–ion repulsion energ
which did not take into account the asphericity of the ion
potential and the fine structure of the indirect ion–ion int
action.

5.2. Influence of structural distortions on the free energy

Figure 2 shows contour diagrams ofF$M ,w,w1% in the
coordinates (w,w1), calculated for two fixed values of th
magnetic moment per cell. In all of the calculations the nu
ber of electrons per cell was equal toN/N0540 @Note:
N/N054(np1nd), wherenp53 is the number ofp elec-
trons of As andnd57 is the effective number ofd electrons
of Mn, because of the transition of thes electrons of Mn into
the conduction band#, and the parameter values used in t
calculation are presented in Table II.

As we see from the figures, the minimum of the fr
energy is attained forw5w150.2 for M50 and atw5w1

50 for M510mB .
It follows from these plots that, first, theB31 crystal

structure corresponds to a minimum of the free energy fo
nonmagnetic system. Second, under the influence of the
change splitting induced by an external magnetic field o
spontaneous magnetization, a magnetostructural trans
B312B81 can occur. These processes are illustrated m
clearly in Fig. 3a, which shows the variation ofF$M ,w,w1%
along the linew5w1 for different values ofM . The reason
for this behavior of the system is explained in Fig. 3b, whi
gives the dependence of the average energyE(M ,w,w1) of
the band electrons~the first term in~32!! along the linew
5w1 for different values of the magnetizationM . From a
comparison of curves4 (M50) and5 (M510mB) it is seen
that both are descending functions of the parameterw5w1 ,
although the rate of descent is higher in the caseM50.
Therefore the sum of curves4 and6 can produce a minimum
of F$M ,w,w1% at wÞ0 ~curve 1 in Fig. 3a!; the analogous
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sum for curves5 and 6 gives curve3, for which the mini-
mum of F$M ,w,w1% is reached atw5w150.

5.3. Influence of distortions on the stabilization of the
magnetic state

Let us analyze the behavior ofF$M ,w,w1% for different
values of the structural order parametersw andw1 ~Fig. 4!.

1. An increase in the degree of distortion~the moduli of
w andw1) leads to a decrease in the equilibrium value of
magnetic moment~curves2,8,9! or to its complete suppres
sion ~curve3!.

2. The most important influence on the stability of t
magnetic order is that of the distortion of the mangan
sublattice,w ~curves2,3!.

3. The distortionw1 of the arsenic sublattice has prac
cally no influence on the magnetic state of the syst
~curves6,8!. Apparently this is due to the fact that in th

FIG. 2. Dependence of the free energy per unit cell on the value of
structural order parameters (w,w1) for different values of the magnetic mo
ment of the unit cell,M @mB#: 0 ~a!, 10 ~b!; 3—position of a minimum.
TABLE II. Parameters used for calculating the contour diagrams.
e

e

model under consideration the magnetism is due to the
change splitting of the electronic states that are close gen
cally to the d states of manganese and are therefore m
sensitive to displacements of the manganese ions.

5.4. Influence of structural distortions on the density of
states

The character of the variation of the electron density
statesgs(«,w,w1 ,M ) as a result of structural transitions ca
be traced from the theoretical curves~Fig. 5! calculated for
different values of the structural and magnetic order para
eters:

gs~«,w,w1 ,M !5
V

~2p!3 (
S
E d3kd

3F«2ESsS k,w,w1 ,
JM

4g D G , ~35!

e

FIG. 3. a—Influence of the magnetic momentM of the unit cell on the
stability of theB31 structure along the directionw15w: reduced free energy
as a function of the structural order parameters forM50 ~1!, 5mB ~2!, 10mB

~3!. b—Dependence on the structural order parameters under the cond
w15w for the different contributions to the free energy: The reduced av
age energy of the band electronsE(M ,w,w)2E(M ,0,0) for M50 ~4! and
10mB ~5!; the reduced interaction energy of the ion coresW(w,w)
2W(0,0) ~6!; the chemical potentialm for M50 ~7!.
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where the integrals on the right-hand side have been ca
lated by the method of tetrahedra.26

As is seen in Fig. 5c,d, the appearance of structural
tortions (M50) leads to splitting of the main peak ofgs(«)
and a decrease of its value at the Fermi level. These feat
of the behavior of the density of states are manifested in
magnetic characteristics of MnAs. The main role in this
played by the values of the first and second derivatives of
density of states with respect to energy at the Fermi leve

g85~]gs~«,w,w1,0!/]«!«5«F
,

g95~]2gs~«,w,w1,0!/]«2!«5«F
.

For w5w150 one hasg8.0, g9<0, while for uwu.0 one
hasg8,0, g9.0.

Such a change in sign of the second derivative can g
rise to anomalous temperature behavior of the static PM
ceptibility x(T) in the region of growing structural distor
tions ~Appendix C!.

FIG. 4. Influence of the structural order parameter on the stability of
magnetically ordered state:w50, w1[0 ~curves1,4,7!; w50.1, w150 ~2!;
w50.3, w150 ~3!; w50, w150.1 ~5!; w50, w150.4 ~6!; w50.05, w1

50.05 ~8!; w50.2, w150.3 ~9!.
u-

s-

res
e

e

e
s-

CONCLUSION

The theoretical part of this article is devoted to a deriv
tion of the free energy of a system of itinerant electrons i
lattice with a basis and a varying structural configuration a
gives an idea of the implementation of the spin-fluctuat
approach for a specific material, e.g., manganese arse
Application of the approach described above to the study
the ground state of this compound permits justification
both the spontaneous lowering of the symmetry of the ini
lattice and its restoration under the influence of the excha
field on the basis of energy considerations.

It follows from what we have said that the basic idea
the model is correct. However, the approach used for st
lization of the distorted lattice is essentially phenomenolo
cal in nature. For a rigorous description of the ion–ion int
action one should use the modern approach to
problem,27,28which allow one to address the problem of ta
ing into account the magnetoelastic interactions in man
nese arsenide. The latter are to a large degree responsib
the character of the magnetostructural phase transition.

In the future we hope to employ this conceptual fram
work to study the magnetostructural properties at finite te
peratures.

APPENDIX A

The uniform local fields approximation is used in th
summation of the terms of an infinite series~the right-hand
side of expression~26!, expanded in a power series inH̃1

a):

c152 (
p51

`
Cp

bp (
q1 ...qp

(
a1 ...ap

(
v1 ...vp

~h
v1q1

a1
1

!*¯

3~h
vpqp

ap
1

!* E
0

b

dt1 ...E
0

b

dtpe2 i ~v1t1 ...vptp!

3^TtMq1

a1~t1!...Mqpap

ap ~tp!&H̃0 ,c

52 (
p51

`
Cp

bp (
q1 ...qp

(
a1 ...ap

(
v1 ...vp

~h
v1q1

a1
2

!*¯

3~h
vpqp

ap
1

!* 3w2p
a1 ...ap~q1 ...qp ,v1 ...vp!, ~A1!

where^...&H̃0 ,c denotes the sum of all connected diagram
The essence of the approximation consists in the

that the right-hand side of~A1! is approximated by an ex
pression in which the vertex partsw2p

a1 ...ap(q1 ...qp ,
v1•••vp) for p>2 are calculated forqi ,v i50. This allows
one to sum the series and obtain an approximate expres
for c1 in the form of Eqs.~27!, ~28!, and~A1!.

An advantage of this approach is the possibility of taki
into account the contribution to the free energy from all po

ers of thea component of the random fieldsh
vpqp

ap
1

. A short-

coming is the limited description of the fluctuation dynami
that determines the domain of applicability of the appro
mation, J/W̃,1, whereW̃ is the width of the conduction
band.29

The contribution of long-wavelength fluctuations of th
field ~the dynamic second-order correction, which takes i

e
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FIG. 5. Influence of the structural and
magnetic order parameters on the de
sity of states: initial nonmagnetic
structure B81 ~a,c!; nonmagnetic
structure B31 ~b,d!; magnetic struc-
turesB81 ~e! andB31 ~f!. The dashed
line denotes the position of the Ferm
level. The upper half corresponds t
the ‘‘spin up’’ and the lower to the
‘‘spin down’’ subband.
o

b-
account the quadratic fluctuations of the field! can be calcu-
lated exactly by a direct evaluation of the right-hand side
the expression

(
qv

X1,qvuh1,qvu252
1

2 (
a1 ,a2

S E
0

b

dt1E
0

b

dt2

3^TtH̃1
a1~t1!H̃1

a2~t2!&H̃0 ,c

2
]2L$h%

]ha1]ha2D . ~A2!

HereX1qv[Xqv is given by the formula

Xqv5J(
S51

NL

~xSS,00
0 2xSS,qv

0 !PSS

2J (
S,S151

NL

~xSS1 ,qv
0 !PSS1

, ~A3!

whereNL is the number of atoms in the basis,xSS1 ,qv
0 are the

generalized inhomogeneous magnetic susceptibilities,
f
xSS1 ,qv

0

5(
k

f ~ES~k,w,w1,0!2m!2 f ~ES1
~k1q,w,w1,0!2m!

ES~k,w,w1,0!2ES1
~k1q,w,w1,0!2 iv

,

~A4!

and PSS1
are factors that take the hybridization of the su

bands into account. Diagonalization of the matrix~29! cor-
responds to a transition from the operatorsanm,ks to their
linear combination

cS,ks5(
n,m

US,nmanm,ks ,

and therefore

PSS1
5S (

nm
US,nm* Unm,S1D S (nm

US1 ,nm* Unm,SD .

If we introduce the notation

bC

2g
M5l0

a5h0
a2

gHa

C

and make a change from the complex variableshqv
a to the

two real variables
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S bC

2g
mqv

a D 2

5~lqv
a !25uhqv

a u2 and uqv
a 2arghqv

a ,

then the former expression forc$h%, which was independen
of uqv

a ,

c$h,w,w1%52b21 (
S,k,s

ln$11exp@2~ESs~k,w,w1 ,Ch/2!

2m!b#%1b21 (
qvÞ0

~11Xqv!uhqvu2

1N0b21Uh02
gH

C U2

2V0 ~A5!

now becomes

c$m,w,w1%52b21 (
S,k,s

lnF11expH 2bS ESs

3S k,w,w1 ,
Jm

4g D2m D J G
1

J

4g2 (
~q,v!Þ0

umqvu2~11Xqv!1
JN0

4g2 M2

2b21 (
~q,v!Þ0

(
a5x,y,z

ln mqv
a 2V0~w,w1!,

~A6!

m25S M1
2g2

J
HD 2

1
1

N0
(

~q,v!Þ0
mqv

2 .

Then, taking into account thatdhqv
a 5lqv

a dlqv
a duqv

a ,
dh0

a5dl0
a , expression~24! can lead to the form

exp@2bDV~m,w,w1!#

5const•E dME )
~q,v!Þ0

)
a5x,y,z

dmqv
a

3exp@2bc$m,w,w1%2bV0~w,w1!#. ~A7!

Let us estimate the integrals with respect toMa, mqv
a in ~A7!

by the method of steepest descent. The equations deter
ing the saddle points,]c/]M50 and]c/]mqv

a 50, reduce
to the form

M S 12
g

2N0
(

S,k,s
s f S ESsS k,w,w1 ,

Jm

4g D2m D 1

m

]ESs

]b D
5

2g

N0
(

S,k,s
s f S ESsS k,w,w1 ,

Jm

4g D2m D ]ESs

]b

Hg2

Jm
,

~A8!

~mqv
a !2S 11Xqv2

g

2N0
(

S,k,s
s f S ESsS k,w,w1 ,

Jm

4g D2m D
3

1

m

]ESs

]b D 5
2g2

bJ
, ~A9!

whereb5Ch/2.
The chemical potential is determined from the equati
in-

N

N0
5(

S,s
E d3k

11expH bS ESsS k,w,w1 ,
Jm

4g D2m D J ,

~A10!

whereN/N0 is the number of electrons in the Brillouin zon
When this is taken into account, the free energy is giv

by the expression

Fe$m,w,w1%5c$m,w,w1%, ~A11!

where the saddle-point valuesMa andmqv
a are substituted in

for m.

APPENDIX B

To calculate the Coulomb interaction energy of po
ions immersed in a neutralizing background, we use
Ewald–Fuchs method,30 the generalization of which to a lat
tice with a basis has the form

El5
e2

2
H 4p

V (
lÞ0

S (
n

qnSlnD expS 2
gl

2

4h D
gl

2

22Ah

p S (
n

qn
2D 1(

i'0
(
n,n8

qnqn8

G~ uRi ,nn8uAh!

uRi ,nn8u

2
p

hV S (
n

qnD 2J , ~B1!

wheren51.8 numbers the positions of the ions in the bas
qn is the charge of the ion at positionn, gl is the reciprocal
lattice vector,h is the Ewald parameter, which regulates t
convergence of the series (h5p2/2V2/3), Ri ,nn85Ri1rn

2rn8 , Ri is a lattice vector,rn is a vector specifying the
position of an atom in the basis,V is the unit cell volume,El

is the unit cell energy, andSln is the structure factor:

Sln5(
n8

qn8 exp@ igl•~rn2rn8!#;G~x!5
2

Ap
E

x

`

e2t2dt.

In Eq. ~32! the termW(w,w1)5N0El(rn(w,w1)). In calcu-
lating the lattice sums we have used six coordinat
spheres.

APPENDIX C

Following Ref. 31, we can write the expression for t
inverse paramagnetic susceptibilityx21(T) in the form

x21~T!5@2g2~«F!mBN0#21H a12a1
5

3
a3j21...J ,

a152~g2mB
2N0!21H 11

1

6
~pkT!2F S g8

g D 2

2
g9

g G1...J ,

a352S gmB

2 D 2

~3! !21a1
3H 3S g8

g D 2

2
g9

g J . ~C1!

Since the square of the amplitudes of the spin fluct
tions j2 in an itinerant ferromagnet is proportional to th
temperature and it is this quantity that determines the str
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Curie–Weiss temperature dependence of the PM suscep
ity, it follows from Eq. ~C1! that the change in sign ofg9 at
the Fermi level can lead to a change in sign of]x21(T)/]T.
In MnAs in the region of stability of theB31 phase this
quantity is negative, a result which is seen to agree qua
tively with the behavior of the calculated density of sta
~C1!. In Ref. 13, where a piecewise-linear density of sta
was used, this effect is attributed to a decrease in the den
of states on decreasing temperature~a decrease of the coe
ficient a1). In the model used in the present study there i
similar decrease ofa1 , but it is supplemented further by th
structural changes of the density of states, which are dire
due to the spin-fluctuation mechanism of temperature dep
dence of the thermodynamic quantities in magnets.
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Spectrum of dynamic magnetic susceptibility of a randomized f – d magnet with
spin–lattice coupling. I. Shift of the magnetic resonance frequencies
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In narrow-band ferromagnetic conductors containing localf and quasilocald magnetic moments
the interatomic spin correlations created by the combined effects of the intra-atomic
interactions of the quasilocal electrons and their intersite hops are playing a role in the formation
of the magnetic resonance spectra. This role is examined, and the transformation of the
spectra of the transverse dynamic magnetic susceptibility under conditions of weak spin–lattice
coupling and spatial randomization of theg factors of the quasilocal and local spin
subsystems is investigated. A calculation done by the method of two-time retarded Green’s
functions shows that the interaction of thed and f electrons leads to an effective renormalization
of the g factors of both magnetic subsystems, and at zero temperature the spin–lattice
coupling lowers the frequency of the inhomogeneous magnetic resonance and causes threshold
damping of acoustic and optical magnons. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802957#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoelastic effects in randomized spin systems h
been attracting attention recently in connection with the
tensive use of doped many-component magnetically con
trated oxide conductors as magnetic field sensors in mo
technique.1,2 In particular, this interest relates to the manife
tation of a colossal magnetoresistive effect in these s
stances due to the transition of the system to a ferromagn
state. The interaction of the magnetic and elastic subsyst
is of fundamental importance for the physics of the
compounds,3 in which the ferromagnetic order arises due
the so-called double-exchange mechanism,1,2,4 as it substan-
tially influences the character of the magnetic phases and
mechanisms of the phase transitions in them.5,6 The changes
caused by this interaction in the spectrum of the dyna
magnetic susceptibility are a source of information about
forces acting both within each of the subsystems mentio
and between them, and it is of practical interest as well. T
goal of the present study is to investigate the influence of
spin–lattice coupling on the formation of the spectrum of
dynamic magnetic susceptibility of narrow-band magne
conductors.

The interatomic spin correlations, which shape the c
lective character of the excitations in magnets, have a s
stantial influence on the manifestation of features in the sp
trum of the magnetic linear response function due
disruptions of the translational symmetry of the system.7 In
the present paper we investigate the spectrum of the dyna
magnetic susceptibility of anf –d magnet7–9 over a wide
frequency range. The spectrum under consideration is sh
by spin correlations that derive from the combined effects
the intra-atomic interactions of thequasilocal d electrons
~the exchange with the electrons of thelocalized f shells and
the Hubbard repulsion! and their intersite hopping, with al
7211063-777X/2004/30(9)/8/$26.00
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lowance for spatial randomization of theg factors of thed
and f subsystems9 and a weak spin–lattice coupling. Th
influence of spatial randomization of the spin subsystem
the spectrum of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility of
f –d magnet was first studied in Ref. 7, and expressions w
obtained for the coherent and incoherent components of
susceptibility of a system with randomizedg factors of thed
electrons. In Ref. 9 we solved an analogous problem for
f –d magnet with anisotropic local exchange and randomi
tion of theg factors for quasilocal and local spins. In Ref.
the role of randomization of the interaction Hamiltonian
the system with the external field in the formation of t
spectrum of the linear response function of anf –d metal
was elucidated. In the present paper we continue th
investigations,7–9 focusing our attention on the problem o
spin–lattice coupling.

2. MODEL AND METHOD

In this paper we calculate the transverse dynamic m
netic susceptibility of a narrow-band magnetic conduc
containing both local and quasilocal magnetic moments8,10

~for the sake of definiteness below we shall speak of
model of a conducting ferromagnetic compound based o
rare-earth metal!. The main elements of the electronic stru
ture of such systems which are responsible for their spe
properties in the ground state are partially filled magnetica
active local levels and a spin-polarized narrow conduct
band~the corresponding results of the band calculations
gadolinium may be found in Refs. 11–13!. The spectra of
excitations that alter the spin of the system are shaped
electronic transitions to vacant states in the bands with s
orientation opposite to the magnetization of the system. S
excitations include spin waves~acoustic and optical modes!
and one-electron Stoner transitions.10,14 The schemes of the
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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electron energy spectrum~Fig. 1! and spectrum of elemen
tary excitations~Fig. 2! used in the present paper are ana
gous to those considered in Refs. 8, 10 and 7, 9, respecti
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the scheme of the relative position
the phonon band and the acoustic magnon band, whic
shifted upward by the applied external magnetic field. In
calculations we use the Green’s function method,15 which
permits treating the effects in the magnetic and elastic s
systems in a unified approach.14,16

FIG. 1. Scheme of the electron energy spectrum of the model:1—partially
filled magnetically active 4f level (E4 f 1), 2—partially filled 5d band,
3—band of unfilled 5d states,4—band of unfilled 4f states,EF—the Fermi
energy,Ed1 , Ed2 , and E4 f 2—maximum energies in the correspondin
bands,kB is the Brillouin quasimomentum; the arrows represent the s
indices of the electron states.

FIG. 2. Scheme of the spectra of the elementary excitations in the m
used:1—phonon spectrum,2—acoustic magnon spectrum,3—optical mag-
non spectrum,4,5—lower and upper boundaries of the continuum of sing
particle ~Stoner! electronic excitations with a spin flip~the figure corre-
sponds to the one-dimensional case withkF50.4kB), «ac and «op are the
energies at the corresponding zone centers (q50), «se is the energy of the
Stoner excitations at zero quasimomentum transfer~all three bands are
shifted upward by an applied external magnetic field!, n0 is the phonon
energy at the Brillouin zone boundary.
-
ly.
f
is

e

b-

3. HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian of the system in an external magne
field H directed along thez coordinate axis has the form

H5He1Hm1Hph1Hmph, ~1!

where

He52T (
l,h,s

cl1h,s
1 cl,s1

U

2 (
l,s

n̂l,sn̂l,2s

22J (
l,s,s8

~Sl•s!s,s8cl,s
1 cl,s8 ~2!

the electron Hamiltonian in the occupation number repres
tation, determines the energies of both single-particle
collective states, in particular, the magnon spectrum;7,9,14 the
term

Hm52mBH(
l

~gfSl
z1gdsl

z ! ~3!

describes the interaction of the spin subsystem with the
ternal magnetic fieldH; the expression

Hph5(
p

vpS 1

2
1bp

1bpD ~4!

gives the Hamiltonian of the acoustic phonons; and, the te

Hmph5
1

AN
(
q,p

jq,paq1p
1 aq~bp1b2p

1 ! ~5!

describes the coupling of deviations of the spins of thed
electrons with the displacements of the sites of the cry
lattice ~i.e., the interaction between phonons and magnon
a system of quasilocal spins; see Fig. 3!.

The following notation has been used in expressio
~2!–~5! ~see Refs. 14–16!: T.0 is the hopping integral of
electrons between nearest-neighbor sitesl andh ~no confu-
sion should arise with the notation for temperature, since
problem is actually being considered in the low-temperat
limit !; U.0 is the Hubbard interaction constant;J.0 is the
intra-atomicd– f exchange integral;gd (gf) is the crystal-
averaged value of theg factor for thed and f electrons~see
Sec. 4!; mB is the Bohr magneton,c1 andc are the electron
Fermi operators;s is the spin index~the values of this index
are represented by the symbols↑~↓! or 1~2!; see Fig. 1!;
nls5cls

1 cls ; Sl is the spin of thef shell, (2s)ss8 are Pauli
matrices

FIG. 3. Minimal magnon–phonon interaction diagram in an isotropic m
net: absorption and emission of a phonon by a magnon;a1 (a) andb1 (b)
are the creation~annihilation! operators for magnons and phonons, resp
tively. The double magnon line reflects the electronic nature~see Eq.~5!! of
the elementary excitation under consideration.
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aq
15

1

AN
(

k
ck1q,↓

1 ck,↑ ,

aq5
1

AN
(

k
ck,↑

1 ck1q,↓ ~6!

are the creation and annihilation operators of spin waves~op-
tical magnons! in a system of quasilocal electrons~see
below!;14 k, q, andp are the quasi-wave vectors;bp

1 andbp
are the Bose creation and annihilation operators for phon
np is the phonon energy;jq,p are the amplitudes of the wea
magnon–phonon interaction; and,N is the number of sites in
the crystal. For the sake of definiteness we shall assume
the following conditions hold~see Ref. 16!:1!

vp5v2p , jq,p5~jq1p,2p!* , jq,050, j0,p50,

jq,p5jJq,p , 0<Jq,p<1, ~7!

where the* denotes complex conjugation and where for co
venience we have introduced the force constantj and the
dimensionless normalized amplitudeJq,p of the spin–lattice
interaction.

The electron and spin operators of the quasilocal s
system are related by the Bogolyubov relations17

sl
15sl↑

1 sl↓ , sl
25sl↓

1 sl↑ ,

sl
z5

1

2
~sl↑

1 sl↑2sl↓
1 sl↓!; ~8!

the transition to thek representation is given by the transfo
mations

cks
1 5

1

AN
(

l
cl,s

1 exp~ ik"l!,

ck,s5
1

AN
(

l
cl,s exp~2 ik"l!. ~9!

Using relations~8! and ~9!, it is easy to see that th
Fourier transforms of the circular components of the s
operators

sq
15

1

AN
(

l
sl

1 exp~2 iq"l!,

sq
25

1

AN
(

l
sl

2 exp~ iq"l! ~10!

coincide with the operatorsaq andaq
1 ~6!. Thus the latter are

spin-deviation operators~in the site representation they a
called Pauli oparators14,16,18!, and in the low-temperature
limit they are equivalent to the spin-wave annihilation a
creation operators, a circumstance which provides a basi
the above interpretation of the relations~5! and ~6!.

It is assumed that the parameters of Hamiltonian~1! sat-
isfy the inequalities

1/2S!1, zT!2JS, U/2JS!1,

0,T<J, U.J, j!n0 ,

n0!zT/2S, mBH,n0 , ~11!
s;

at

-

-

n

for

wherez is the coordination number, andn0 is the boundary
energy of longitudinal vibrations of the lattice. In view of th
relationship between the Curie temperature and the width
the magnon band,18–21 which in this case should depend o
the parameters of Hamiltonian~2!, it is of interest to use its
value for numerical estimates at both the intermediate
final stages of the calculations. In the model under consid
ation the magnetic ordering temperature depends on the e
tron hopping integral, the occupation of the band, and
structure of the crystal lattice.1 In view of the existing ambi-
guity in the literature as to the form of this dependence~cf.
Refs. 1 and 22, for example!, in the present study we do
special analysis, obtain an analytical expression for the C
temperature, and estimate its accuracy. Using the simpli
expressionuC'0.1zTx, wherex is the electron density pe
atom~the calculation will be given in Appendix B of Part I
of this paper!, the last three inequalities in~11! can be writ-
ten in the formj!uD , uD,uC , and mBH,uD , with the
Debye temperatureuD'n0 and the Curie temperatureuC

both given in energy units. Unless otherwise specified,
shall assume below thatx'0.3 ~this value most closely cor
responds to the ferromagnetic situation in a number of r
systems1,2,14,22!.

We note that the magnetic order and magnons in
system arise as a result of intersite hops of quasilocal e
trons, the spin of which is polarized by a strong locald– f
exchange interaction~the main terms of the Hamiltonian
~2!!. This mechanism of ordering is close to that broug
about by double exchange in magnetic 3d oxides,1,2 which
indicates the applicability of the model to an analysis of t
properties of such objects. The ground state, thermodyn
ics, and conditions of ferromagnetic ordering for differe
choices of parameters of Hamiltonian~2! have been investi-
gated by a number of authors~see, e.g., Refs. 14, 19, an
22!. The initial assumptions of the present study are in agr
ment with the results of those studies.

Hamiltonian~5! is actually a rather complicated versio
of the electron–phonon interaction. In magnon variables
follows from Fig. 3, it would correspond to the simple
scheme of taking the spin–lattice coupling into account
the investigated model of an isotropic ferromagnetic cond
tor. A detailed analysis of the conditions for this and oth
schemes for the coupling of the elementary excitations in
magnetic subsystem and crystal lattice~although they are
intended mainly for magnetic insulators, in essence they a
apply to metals! is contained in Ref. 20.

It should be noted that, besides the aforementioned
ferences of the operatorsaq

1 andaq from magnon operators
in the strict sense,16,18still another feature of Hamiltonian~5!
is that the magnon–phonon coupling constantj is of a dif-
ferent nature from the corresponding constant generated
Heisenberg Hamiltonian with an exchange integral that
pends on the interatomic distance.16,18,20The reason is tha
although Hamiltonian~2! ~like the ‘‘canonical’’ double
exchange4! also brings about ferromagnetic order and lea
to the presence of magnons in the system, the intersite in
action of the magnetic moments does not reduce to Heis
berg form.1,2
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4. DYNAMIC MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

4.1. General scheme

Our object of study is the position and shape of the sp
tral bands of magnetic absorption~the imaginary part of the
dynamic magnetic susceptibility! of a randomized ferromag
net under conditions of interaction with the elastic subsys
of the crystal. Following Ref. 8, we take the randomizati
into account only in the interaction Hamiltonian of the sy
tem with the external alternating magnetic fieldHint and let
theg factors in both magnetic subsystems be independen
the coordinates of the crystal lattice sites:

Hint52(
l

Ml"H̃l52
H̃0

2 (
l

$M l
1 exp@2 i ~Q"l

2vt !#1M l
2 exp@ i ~Q"l2vt !#%. ~12!

Here

Ml5mB~gf lSl1gdlsl!

is the site magnetic moment of the crystal,M l
65M l

x6 iM l
y

are its circular components,17 andH̃0 is the amplitude,Q the
wave vector, andv the angular frequency of the electroma
netic field.

We setgj l5gj1g j l , where j is the index of the elec-
tron shell (j 5d, f ) andg j l is a random function of the site
index l such that̂ g j l&c50 ~here the symbol̂ ...&c stands
for configurational averaging!, and for the sake of definite
ness we assume thatg j l /gj,1. Then we can write

^gj lgj 8l8&c5gjgj 81g j
2d j j 8dll8 , ~13!

whereg j
25^g j l

2 &c is the variance of theg factor, and

d l ,l 85H 1, l 5 l 8

0, lÞ l 8

is the Kronecker delta (l denotes the index of the electro
shell (l P$ j %) or a translation vector of the crystal lattic
( l P$l%).

For a stationary inhomogeneous medium the transv
dynamic magnetic susceptibility characterizing the linear
sponse of the system to a fieldH̃0 exp@2i(Q"l2vt)# has the
form

x12~Q,Q8,«̃ !5
1

N (
l,l8

^xl,l8
12

~ «̃ !&c exp@2 i ~Q"l1Q8•l8!#,

~14!

where the nonlocal susceptibility23

xl,l8
12

~ «̃ !52
1

va
^̂ M l

1uM l8
2 &&«̃ ~15!

is expressed in terms of the retarded Green’s func
^^...&&«̃ ~Refs. 14–16 and 24! in the energy representation
«̃5«1 ia, a→0, «5\v, where\ is Planck’s constant and
va is the atomic volume.

As may be seen from Eqs.~12! and~15!, the calculation
of the susceptibility~14! involves the evaluation of fou
Green’s functions:

^̂ Sl
1uSl8

2 &&«̃ , ^̂ Sl
1usl8

2 &&«̃ , ^̂ sl
1uSl8

2 &&«̃ and ^̂ sl
1usl8

2 &&«̃ .
~16!
c-

m

-

of

se
-

n

The evaluation of each of the Green’s functions in~16! has
much in common, and for illustration of the scheme of t
calculations it is sufficient to calculate one of them. We no
in this connection that in view of the presence of the int
action between the local and quasilocal spin subsystems
system as a whole has a general energy spectrum determ
by poles which are common to all of the Green’s functions
~16!.

4.2. Coherent and incoherent components

Randomization of theg factors also leads to results th
are common to all four contributions~16! to the total suscep-
tibility ~14!, as can be illustrated for one of them as an e
ample. We consider the ‘‘intrinsic’’ contribution of the
quasilocal electrons to the transverse dynamic magnetic
ceptibility

xd
12~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

mB
2

Nva
(
l,l8

^gdlgdl8&c^̂ sl
1usl8

2 &&«̃

3exp@2 i ~Q"l1Q8•l8!#, ~17!

where it has been taken into account that the configuratio
averaging affects only theg factors of the electrons. Using
relation ~13! and transforming in the spin operators to thek
representation~10!, after performing the summation overl
and l8 we obtain two components of the susceptibility:
coherentcomponent proportional to the square of the av
age electrong factor gd

2 , and anincoherentcomponent pro-
portional to the mean square fluctuationgd

2 of the g
factor:7,8,10

xd
12~Q,Q8,«̃ !5xdcoh

12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !1xdincoh
12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !,

~18!

xdcoh
12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

mB
2gd

2

va
^̂ sQ

1us2Q8
2 &&«̃ , ~19!

xdincoh
12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

mB
2gd

2

Nva
(

q
^̂ sq1Q

1 usq2Q8
2 &&«̃ . ~20!

As is seen from Eqs.~19! and~20!, the formation of the
incoherent component of the susceptibility, unlike that of t
coherent component, involves the participation of all t
quasimomenta of the spin excitations from the Brillou
zone. When relations~6! and~8!–~10! are taken into account
this means that, for example, in the homogeneous resp
to a uniform field (Q5Q850) the coherent component o
the susceptibility~18! is formed by only ‘‘vertical’’ elec-
tronic transitions (k5k8), whereas the incoherent compo
nent is formed by electronic transitions with arbitrary qua
momenta (kÞk8).

5. CALCULATIONS

5.1. Solution of the equations of motion

In the electron operator representation the Green’s fu
tions in ~19! and ~20! have the form

^̂ sq
1usq8

2 &&«̃5
1

N (
k,k8

^̂ ck↑
1 ck1q↓uck81q8↓

1 ck8,↑&&«̃ ~21!
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and the determination of the susceptibility~17! reduces to
evaluation of the Green’s function

Gd~k,q,k8,q8,«̃ !5 ^̂ ck↑
1 ck1q↓uck81q8↓

1 ck8↑&&«̃ . ~22!

Considering only the case of rather low temperatures,
can write the equation of motion for the Green’s functi
~22! in the form16

«̃ ^̂ AuB&&«̃5^0u@A,B#u0&1 ^̂ @A,H#uB&&«̃ , ~23!

whereH is the Hamiltonian~1!, the square brackets@...,...#
denote the commutator, and the averaging is done over
ferromagnetic ground stateu0&.

Equation ~23! generates a chain of equations for t
Green’s functions of higher order. Using the inequal
1/2S!1, U/2JS!1, andj/2JS!1 ~11!, we break off this
chain at the first step by decoupling the Green’s functions
high order15,18 ~in this case, by linearization of the terna
electron operators by the Hartree–Fock scheme14!. As a re-
sult, we obtain an equation relating the function~22! to three
new Green’s functions of minimal order with respect to t
main operators:

Gf d~l,k8,q8,«̃ !5 ^̂ Sl
1uck81q8↓

1 ck8↑&&«̃ , ~24!

Gd1~k,q,k8,q8,p,«̃ !5 ^̂ ck↑
1 ck1q2p↓b2p

1 uck81q8↓
1 ck8↑&&«̃ ,

~25!

Gd2~k,q,k8,q8,p,«̃ !5 ^̂ ck↑
1 ck1q2p↓bpuck81q8↓

1 ck8↑&&«̃ . ~26!

By composing the equations of motion~23! for the
Green’s functions~24!–~26! and performing their decoupling
~in the present case, by averaging of the electron and pho
operators and also the operators of thez projections of the
local spins! at the first step with the use of the inequaliti
1/2S!1, U/2JS!1, and j/2JS!1, we obtain two more
Green’s functions:

Gf d1~l,k8,q8,p,«̃ !5 ^̂ Sl
1b2p

1 uck81q8↓
1 ck8↑&&«̃ , ~27!

Gf d2~l,k8,q8,p,«̃ !5 ^̂ Sl
1bpuck81q8↓

1 ck8↑&&«̃ , ~28!

for which the equations of motion after the decoupling~in
this case, by averaging of the electron operators and of
operators of thez projection of the local spins! with the
conditions 1/2S!1, j/2JS!1 ~11! and np5n2p ~7! taken
into account, no longer contain new Green’s functions.

Thus we obtain a closed system of six integral equati
for the Green’s functions~22!, ~24!–~28!, the solution of
which can be written in the following, now integral form:

(
k

Gd~k,q,k8,q8,«̃ !

5

nk8↑2nk81q↓
«̃2D~k8,q!

dq,q8

12S U2
2J2^Sz&

«̃22J^sz&2«0 f
2M ~q,«̃ ! Dx0~q,«̃ !

, ~29!

where

D~k,q!52J^Sz&12U^sz&1«0d1E~k1q!2E~k! ~30!

is the energy of the Stoner single-particle electronic exc
tions with a spin flip;2!
e

he

f

on

he

s

-

E~k!52T(
h

exp~ ik•h! ~31!

is the one-electron energy (E(0)52zT, E(kB)5zT); ^Sz&
5 1/N (l^0uSl

zu0& and^sz&5 1/2N (k(nk↑2nk↓) are the av-
erage values of the local and quasilocal spins~since the av-
eraging is done over the ground state, here we have me
reserved the possibility of considering an average numbe
spin carriers that is less than one per crystal lattice site, b
for quasilocal and for local spins!; «0d( f )5mBgd( f )H is the
Zeeman energy, the quantity

M ~q,«̃ !52
1

N (
p

ujq,pu2H ~11np8!x2v~q,p,«̃ !

12z2~p,«̃ !x2v~q,p,«̃ !

1
np8x1v~q,p,«̃ !

12z1~p,«̃ !x1v~q,p,«̃ !J ~32!

is the magnon mass operator16 ~to within a factor that de-
pends only weakly onq and« in the regions of the magnon
branches; see Sec. 5.4!;

z6~p,«̃ !5U2
2J2^Sz&

«̃22J^sz&2«0 f6vp
~33!

is an energy-dependent effective ‘‘coupling constant;’’25 nk
is the electron distribution function;np8 is the phonon distri-
bution function; the quantity

x6n~q,p,«̃ !52
1

N (
k

nk↑2nk1q1p↓
«̃2D~k,q1p!6np

~34!

in the limit p50 is known as the ‘‘polarization operator’’ o
the conduction electrons in the random phase approxima
and is the susceptibility of Hartree–Fock electrons:14,24,26

x0~q,«̃ ![x6n~q,0,«̃ !52
1

N (
k

nk↑2nk1q↓
«̃2D~k,q!

. ~35!

The expressions obtained, Eqs.~21! and~26!–~35!, com-
pletely determine the susceptibility that we seek~18!. Using
relations~18!–~22! and~29!, we can write an expression fo
the coherent and incoherent components of the susceptib
of quasilocal electrons~18! in the form

xdcoh
12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !5xdcoh

12 ~Q,«̃ !dQ,2Q8 , ~36!

xdincoh
12 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !5xdincoh

12 ~ «̃ !dQ,2Q8 , ~37!

where

xdcoh
12 ~Q,«̃ !

5
mB

2gd
2

va

x0~Q,«̃ !

12SU2
2J2^Sz&

«̃22J^sz&2«0 f
2M ~Q,«̃ !Dx0~Q,«̃ !

,

~38!
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xdincoh
12 ~ «̃ !5

mB
2gd

2

Nva
(

q

3
x0~q,«̃ !

12SU2
2J2^Sz&

«̃22J^sz&2«0 f
2M ~q,«̃ !Dx0~q,«̃ !

.

~39!

For a uniform external field (Q50), i.e., for the case
when the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is m
greater than the crystal lattice constant, the quantities of
terest will then be functions of energy,xdcoh

12 (0,«̃) and
xdincoh

12 ( «̃).

5.2. Spectrum of elementary excitations

The poles of the coherent component of the magn
susceptibility~38! @or of the Green’s function~29!# give the
energy spectrum and damping of spin excitations of
system.14,18,21 The Stoner continuum,14,23–26 which is the
spectrum of single-particle electron spin excitations@lying in
a region of nonzero values of the imaginary part
x0(Q,«̃)], is of only formal interest in the case of a random
ized system such as we are considering here—the w
magnon–phonon interaction does not lead to any qua
tively new effects. This part of the spectrum will be studi
in Part II of this paper. Here we consider the two addition
~i.e., ‘‘split off’’ from the Stoner continuum! poles of the
Green’s function~29!, which represent the energies of acou
tic and optical magnon branches.9,14 For q50 andj50 the
values of the energy for which in the denominator in~29!
vanishes are the roots of the quadratic equation

«22«~2J^Sz1sz&1«0 f1«0d!12J^Sz«0 f1sz«0d&

1«0 f«0d50. ~40!

In the approximation linear inH the expressions fo
these roots have the form

«ac05mBH
^gfS

z1gdsz&

^Sz1sz&
, ~41!

«op052J^Sz1sz&1mBH
^gdSz1gfs

z&

^Sz1sz&
. ~42!

A power series expansion of the denominator in~29!
about«ac0 and«op0 at j50 shows that«(q)}q2 for q→0. In
the case when the inequalityu«2Du@T, where

D[D~k,0!52J^Sz&12U^sz&1«0d , ~43!

holds in the region of the magnon branches«'«ac(op)(q),
the analysis of the situation simplifies substantially~as will
be seen below, this is possible forzT/^sz&(U2J)!1). Tak-
ing («2D) out from under the summation sign in the d
nominator of ~29!, linearizing the expression remaining
the sum with respect toT/(«2D), and solving the cubic
equation obtained in the casej50 for the poles of the
Green’s function~29! with the use of relations~40!–~42!,
one can obtain, to leading order inzT/J^Sz&, rather simple
expressions for the dispersion laws«ac0(q) and «op0(q) of
acoustic and optical magnons in the whole Brillouin zo
~for the acoustic magnons this procedure remains valid un
h
n-

ic

e

f

ak
a-

l

-

er

the weaker conditionzT/2J^Sz&!1). In the one-dimensiona
case~a lattice with perioda) the corresponding expression
are particularly transparent:

«ac0~q!5«ac01T
sin~kFa!

p^Sz1sz&
@12cos~qa!#, ~44!

«op0~q!5«op01T
^Sz&

^sz&

sin~kFa!

p^Sz1sz&
@12cos~qa!#. ~45!

The energy gaps«ac0 and «op0 in the magnon spectra
~44! and ~45! are determined by expressions~41! and ~42!.

The third root of the cubic equation mentioned abo
corresponds to a fictitious mode that arises as a result of
technique used to find the poles of the function~29!. This
mode lies inside the Stoner continuum and should not
considered in view of the applicability condition of this tec
nique @«'«ac(op)(q)#.

5.3. Mass operator

In an analogous way one can obtain expressions for
poles of the function~32!. Taking~33! and~34! into account,
we obtain

«ac6~q,p!5«ac0~q1p!6np ,

«op6~q,p!5«op0~q1p!6np ~46!

and below the Stoner continuum, to leading order in 1/2S,
Eq. ~32! becomes

M ~q,«̃ !5
2^sz&

N (
p

ujq,pu2@~11np8!F1~q,p,«̃ !

1np8F2~q,p,«̃ !#,

F6~q,p,«̃ !5
~ «̃22J^sz&2«0 f7np!

@ «̃2«ac6~q,p!#@ «̃2«op6~q,p!#
. ~47!

Expanding~47! in partial fractions and using the identit
(x1 ia)215P(x21)2 ipd(x), where the symbolsP and d
stand for the principal value and the Dirac delta function,
real and imaginary components of the functionM (q,«̃)
5M 8(q,«)1 iM 9(q,«) below the Stoner continuum can b
written in the form

M 8~q,«!5
2^sz&j2

N
P(

p
uJq,pu2$~11np8!@Fop1~q,p,«!

2Fac1~q,p,«!#1np8@Fop2~q,p,«!

2Fac2~q,p,«!#%,

Fac~op!6~q,p,«!

5
«22J^sz&7np2«0 f

@«op0~q1p!2«ac0~q1p!#@«2«ac~op!6~q,p!#
, ~48!

M 9~q,«!5
2p^sz&j2

N
P(

p
uJq,pu2$~11np8!@Fop1~q,p,«!

2Fac1~q,p,«!#1np8@Fop2~q,p,«!

2Fac2~q,p,«!#%,
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Fac~op!6~q,p,«!

5
«22J^sz&7np2«0 f

«op0~q1p!2«ac0~q1p!
d@«2«ac~op!6~q,p!#. ~49!

5.4. Resonance energies

In the energy regions below the poles of the mass op
tor, where the latter is a differentiable function ofj and«, the
contribution from the mass operator~32! to the roots of the
equationD(«)50 for the poles of the function~29! @D is the
denominator in~29!# can be found to leading order inj from
the equation

]D~q,«!

]«
@«ac~op!j~q!2«ac~op!0~q!#2M ~q,«!x0~q,«!50.

~50!

The derivative ofD should be taken atj50 and at the
‘‘unperturbed’’ values of the poles«5«ac(op)0(q), which are
also to be used in the same approximation for the argum
of the functions in the productM (q,«)x0(q,«). Calculation
of the derivative in~50! gives to leading order in 1/2S

«acj~q!5«ac0~q!1
2^sz&2

^Sz1sz&
M ~q,«acj~q!!, ~51!

«opj~q!5«op0~q!1
2^Sz&^sz&

^Sz1sz&
M ~q,«opj~q!!. ~52!

It follows from ~51! and ~52! that the correction to the
magnon energy due to the magnon–phonon interaction~i.e.,
the ‘‘mass operator’’3! of the magnons! agrees with the func-
tion ~32! up to a numerical factor that is individual for eac
magnon branch.

Expressions~51! and~52! are equations and thus still d
not contain the magnon energies in explicit form. Howev
they do permit one to obtain an uncomplicated estimate
the energies in the region of small quasimomenta.

Let us estimate the value of the mass operator in~51!
and ~52! in the region of small values of the magnon qua
momenta, after representing the sum in expression~47! for
q!qB in the form of a product of the value of the function
the summand at some pointk of the region of summation
times the number of terms of the sum. Then we obtain f
important new parameters:uJk(q)u2'0.25q2a2, D«ack ,
D«opk , and nk , which characterize the dimensionless n
malized amplitude of the spin–lattice interaction~see Ref.
20! and the width of the magnon~acoustic and optical! and
phonon bands, respectively. Being interested only in ord
of magnitude, we replace the second of these parameter
the Curie temperatureuC , the fourth by the Debye tempera
ture uD , and we denote the third byuC8 . Considering the
measure of the differences in the dispersion laws~44! and
~45!, we can assume thatuC8 is approximatelŷ Sz&/^sz& times
larger thanuC , but both these quantities are small compa
to J. Substituting expression~47!, thus simplified, into~51!
and ~52!, we obtain quadratic equations for«ac~op!j(q); one
of the roots of each of these equations lies in the region
the poles of the mass operator and must be rejected unde
conditions of the approximation adopted here. The remain
roots of equations~51! and ~52! give to leading order in
1/2s, T ~i.e., uC anduC8 ), uD , q, j, andH:
a-
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«acj~q!5«ac0~q!2
^sz&4

^Sz1sz&2

j2

uC1uD
q2a2, ~53!

«opj~q!5«op0~q!2
^Sz&2^sz&2

^Sz1sz&2

j2

uC8 1uD
q2a2. ~54!

The ‘‘unperturbed’’ energies of the inhomogeneous f
romagnetic and exchange resonances«ac0(q) and«op0(q) in
~53! and~54! in the one-dimensional case are determined
expressions~44! and~45!. The effective masses of the acou
tic and optical magnons, as follows from~44! and ~45!, are
given by

mac* 5
p^Sz1sz&
sin~kFa!

\2

Ta2 , ~55!

mop* 5
p^sz&^Sz1sz&

^Sz&sin~kFa!

\2

Ta2 . ~56!

Thus expressions~53! and ~54! determine the corre-
sponding corrections to the effective masses~55! and ~56!:

Dmac* 5F p\^sz&2j

aT sin~kFa!G
2 2

uC1uD
, ~57!

Dmop* 5F p\^sz&2j

aT sin~kFa!G
2 2

uC8 1uD
. ~58!

6. MAIN EFFECTS IN THE MAGNON SPECTRUM

It follows from ~18!–~20! that the spectrum of the sus
ceptibility x12(«) decomposes into two components wi
different properties: acoherentcomponentxcoh

12 and aninco-
herentcomponentx incoh

12 . The first is formed by excitations
of the spin subsystem with a quasi-wave vector that is co
cident with the wave vectorQ of the electromagnetic wave
while the second is formed by spin excitations with arbitra
wave vectors. The quantityxcoh

12 is determined by the aver
age value of theg factors of the magnetic moments of thed
and f subsystems over the crystal,gd( f ) , while x incoh

12 is de-
termined by the fluctuations of theseg factors,gd( f ) .

It follows from expressions~38!, ~39!, ~44!, and~45! that
the poles ofxcoh

12(q,«) give a magnon spectrum«(q) con-
sisting of anacousticand anoptical branch, while the resi-
dues ofx incoh

12 (q,«) determine the total contribution to th
susceptibility from all magnons with energy«, i.e., they char-
acterize the density of magnon statesN(«) ~see also Part II
of this paper!.

The interaction of thed and f electrons leads to an ef
fective renormalization of theg factors of both magnetic
subsystems~41! and ~42!.

The main effects of a weak spin–lattice coupling in t
magnon spectrum are determined by expressions~48!, ~49!,
and ~51!–~54!. The form of ~51! and ~52!, as can be seen
from a more detailed investigation of the poles of the fun
tion ~29! in the approximationu«2Du@T @D is given by
expression~43!# by a method analogous to that used in S
5.2, is also preserved in a region of the spectrum contain
poles of the mass operator~46!–~49!. Here the real part of
~48! determines the renormalization of the magnon spectr
while the imaginary part~49! determines the damping of th
magnons. Both effects depend on temperature. The dam
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of magnons at zero temperature is due to the spontan
emission of phonons, and at finite temperature by their
sorption as well. The effect at zero temperature, as follo
from ~49!, ~53!, and ~54!, has a threshold character: on
those magnons with a quasimomentum exceeding the va

q0ac5
1

a
arcsin

p^Sz1sz&uD

2T sin~kFa!
~59!

for the acoustic branch and the value

q0op5
1

a
arcsin

p^sz&^Sz1sz&uD

2T^Sz&sin~kFa!
~60!

for the optical branch are damped@for simplicity we have
given the expressions obtained for the one-dimensional
~44! and ~45!#.

It should be noted that the existence of threshold qu
momenta~59! and~60! has a direct relation to the Cherenko
effect:27 the group velocity of magnons with a quasimome
tum exceeding these values turns out to be greater than
speed of sound in the medium, and for this reason they sp
taneously emit phonons. If the magnon velocity does
exceed the speed of sound, i.e., if the argument of the arc
in ~59! and ~60! is greater than unity@in the three-
dimensional case with allowance for the estimate of the
rie temperature~B.14! obtained in Appendix B of Part II of
this paper, this should correspond to the inequalityuD

.uC], the interaction~5! at zero temperature does not le
to damping of the magnons.

The emission of phonons by magnons at zero temp
ture is made possible by the extraction of energy from
source of the external electromagnetic field by the magn
subsystem. In the region of the poles of the mass operato
main effect of the spin–lattice coupling is damping of t
magnons, which should be reflected mainly in the spectr
the magnetic susceptibility. The renormalization of the m
non energies in this spectral region has a less signific
effect on the shape of thex12(Q,«) curve.

Thus the interaction~5! at zero temperature does n
qualitatively alter the character of the spectrum of the m
netic susceptibility forq,q0ac(op). It only changes the shap
of the magnon bands@see~57! and~58!#, resulting in a low-
ering of the frequencies of the inhomogeneous resonan
At a finite temperature all of the magnons will be damped
a result of the absorption of thermal phonons.

The authors thank V. V. Eremenko and N. F. Kharchen
for interest and support of this study and A. A. Loginov f
helpful discussions and valuable comments.
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1!The form~5! used here allows one to rather quickly to pass to observa

effects of the spin–lattice interaction in the system described by Ha
tonian~2!. The function describing the interaction of the phonons with r
collective spin excitations in such a system must differ from the amplit
jq,p in ~5! and is determined by the parameters of the magnetic subsys
of the quasilocal and local spins@see Eqs.~51!–~54!#. In this case it is
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sufficient to introduce an amplitudejq,p in ~5! formally, with an indication
of the most general properties of such a function16 without reference to the
specifics of the magnetic system under study. More-detailed informa
about jq,p is needed for a quantitative estimate of spin–lattice coupl
effects @obtained in Part II of this paper, which will be published in th
next issue of this journal, J. Low Temp. Phys.30, No. 10 ~2004!#.

2!There are two variant terminologies encountered in the literature: s
authors call the Stoner excitations single-particle,23,24 while others call
them electron–hole pairs or individual Stoner excitations.14 We shall stick
with the first of these variants.

3!We use the terminology adopted in Ref. 16.
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Spin–charge separation is considered to be one of the key properties that distinguish low-
dimensional electron systems from others. Three-dimensional correlated electron systems are
described by the Fermi liquid theory. There, low-energy excitations~quasiparticles! are
reminiscent of noninteracting electrons: They carry charges2e and spins 1/2. It is believed that
for any one-dimensional correlated electron system, low-lying electron excitations carry
either only spin and no charge, or only charge without spin. That is why recent experiments looked
for such low-lying collective electron excitations, one of which carries only spin, and the
other carries only charge. Here we show that despite the fact that forexactly solvableone-
dimensional correlated electron models there exist excitations which carry only spin and
only charge, in all these models with short-range interactions the low-energy physics is described
by low-lying collective excitations, one of which carriesboth spin and charge. © 2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802958#
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The spin–charge separation phenomenon arising f
interactions between electrons in low-dimensional conden
matter models has attracted considerable interest since
discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in low-dimensiona
cuprates.1,2 Other possible experimental realizations of spi
charge separation appear to exist in organic conductors3,4 and
in mesoscopic and nanoscale metallic systems,5 e.g., quan-
tum wires and carbon nanotubes. Physicists believe tha
fundamental differences between low and higher dimens
can be traced back to the reduced phase space in the fo
which results in the breakdown of the Fermi liquid descr
tion. Localization of the electrons in the presence of eve
small amount of disorder, thermal fluctuations destroy
long-range order at any nonzero temperature~if only short-
range interactions are present!, and quantum fluctuation
tending to suppress a broken continuous symmetry
among the other features of low-dimensional correlated e
tron systems. For ‘‘standard’’ three-dimensional electron s
tems an interaction between electrons is described in
framework of Landau’s Fermi liquid theory.6

A Fermi liquid consists of the Fermi sphere and a r
efied gas of weakly interacting ‘‘quasiparticles’’ defined v
poles in the one-particle Green’s functions.

Quasiparticles evolve continuously from free electro
when the interaction is adiabatically switched on and, hen
have the same quantum numbers and statistics as non
acting electrons. In one space dimension the Fermi liq
quasiparticle pole disappears~its residue vanishes! and is re-
placed by incoherent structures, which follow from the g
bal conformal invariance.7,8 These structures involve nonun
versal power-law singularities. Although the Fermi surface
7291063-777X/2004/30(9)/4/$26.00
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still properly defined, the discontinuity of the momentu
distribution at the Fermi surface disappears as a consequ
of the zero residue.8,9 Systems displaying such breakdown
the Fermi liquid picture and exotic low-energy spectral pro
erties are known as Luttinger liquids.7,8 The theoretical un-
derstanding of two-dimensional electron systems is far fr
being complete. They frequently manifest the absence of
dering, and, hence, mean-field-like approximations f
Many of the normal state properties of two-dimension
high-Tc superconductors are very different from normal m
als and cannot be reconciled with a standard Fermi liq
theory. A marginal Fermi or Luttinger liquid picture, simila
to that for one-dimensional conductors, which uses a sp
charge separation, has been proposed to explain som
these features.10

An approximate description of one-dimensional cor
lated electron models in the framework of the bosonizat
approach8 supports the Luttinger liquid picture. The latter
characterized, among other features, by a spin–charge s
ration: The charge and spin contents of wave functions m
with different speeds and are related to different low-lyi
excitations of correlated electron systems. It is believed t
for any one-dimensional correlated electron system the l
lying electron excitations carry either only spin and
charge, or only charge without spin.8,9 However, the range of
applicability of the Luttinger liquid bosonization theory
limited to the continuous models and weak enough inter
tions: The latter have to be smaller than the Fermi veloc
~related to the bandwidth of electrons! by the consideration
of only low-energy electrons close to Fermi points, for whi
one can linearize their dispersion law.7,9 In recent experi-
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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ments that implied the observation of spin–charge separa
these conditions were often not satisfied.1–4 Nonetheless, for
many one-dimensional correlated electron models w
strong interaction between electrons the powerful Bethe
satz method can be applied, in the framework of which c
lective electron excitations also have different velocities.11 It
is often stated that a spin–charge separation persists in
description also~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 8, and 9!, justifying in that
way the applicability of the Luttinger liquid picture to an
one-dimensional correlated electron systems with meta
behavior. In our work we prove exactly that that conclusi
is incorrect: We show that in none of the known Bethe ans
solvable models do the correlated-electron Dirac seas,
hence, low-energy excitations pertain to only spin-carry
and only charge-carrying quasiparticles: For those mod
one Dirac sea is necessarily formed by quasiparticles
carry both spin and charge. Unfortunately, this relatively
simple statement has never been clearly stated in publis
papers devoted to the Bethe ansatz solvable correlated
tron models, and this has led to many misunderstanding

The exact solution by means of Bethe’s ansatz of num
ous models of one-dimensional correlated electron syst
provides deep insight into the ground state of systems, c
plete classification of states, thermodynamic properties,
The best-known examples of strongly correlated elect
models solved by the Bethe ansatz are the one-dimens
Hubbard model and supersymmetrict –J model.11 With this
method the Hamiltonian is diagonalized in terms of a se
parameters~quantum numbers! known as rapidities. A sys
tem with internal degrees of freedom~such as spin! requires
a sequence of nested generalized Bethe ansa¨tze for wave
functions. Each internal degree of freedom gives rise to
set of rapidities, i.e., in the case of electrons, which ca
spin, one has two sets of rapidities. Rapidities paramet
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a stationary Sc¨-
dinger equation. Independently of the symmetry of the wa
function and spin, the energy eigenstates are occupied
cording to Fermi–Dirac statistics~hard-core particles!. There
are many other solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations
rapidities, which describe bound states of electrons wit
complex structure.

In the Bethe ansatz description in the ground state~and
at low temperatures! each internal degree of freedom contri
utes with one Fermi sea. The Fermi velocities of these Fe
seas are in general different, giving rise to what is often a
called spin–charge separation. However, the question ar
Do these low-lying excitations really carry only charge
only spin, as in the Luttinger liquid picture? To answer th
question, let us consider the Bethe ansatz equations for
sets of rapiditiesu1,j , ( j 51,...,M1 , whereM1 is the total
number of electrons! andu2,j ( j 51,...,M2 , whereM2 is the
number of electrons with down spins!. The Bethe ansatz
equations for correlated electron chains with periodic bou
ary conditions can be written in the form:11

2pJi , j5Lpi
0~ui , j !2 (

m51

2

(
l 51,
lÞ j

M1

w i ,m~ui , j ,ul ,m!, i 51,2,

~1!

with p1
0(u1,j )5kj ~where kj are quasimomenta!, p2

0(x)
5w1,1(x,y)50, w i , j (x,y)52w j ,i(y,x), whereL is the num-
on
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ber of sites,Ji , j , are ~half!integer numbers, different from
each other for each set. This solution is valid in the dom
of parameters 0<M2<M1 and 0<M1<L. For the Hubbard
model one hasu1,j5sinkj , w1,2(x,y)52 tan21@4(x2y)/U#,
w2,2(x,y)52 tan21@2(x2y)/U# (U is the constant of the Hub
bard local interaction between electrons situated at the s
site of a ring but with different spin directions; the hoppin
integral between neighboring sites is equal to 1.! For the
supersymmetrict –J chain ~for J52t52) these functions
are

p1
0~u1,j !52 tan21 2u1,j ,

w1,2~x,y!52 tan21@2~x2y!#,

w2,2~x,y!52 tan21~x2y!~kj52 tan21 2pj !.

The energy of the state withM1 electrons,M2 of which have
their spins down, is equal to

E5E01(
i 51

2

(
j 51

Mi

« i
0~ui , j !, ~2!

where E0 is the energy for Mi50, «1
052m2H/2

22 coskj , and for the repulsive Hubbard chain we ha
«2

0(x)5H, for the attractive Hubbard model

«2
0~x!522m24 ReA12@x1 i ~U/4!#2,

and for the supersymmetrict –J model one uses

«2
0~x!52212pa2~x!22m.

Herean(x)5(n/2)/p@x21(n/2)2#, m is the chemical poten-
tial, andH is an external magnetic field. Solutions~each set
of ui , j corresponds to only one eigenstate! of Eqs.~1! param-
etrize all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in the domain12,13

0<M2<M1/2, 0<M1<L. Actually, Eqs.~1! are quantiza-
tion conditions for the rapidities. This can be recognize
e.g., for theU50 case of the Hubbard chain, which pertai
to the one-dimensional free lattice electron gas. ‘‘Sepa
tion’’ means that the Bethe ansatz eigenstate is determine
two sets of quantum numbers. However, Eqs.~1! imply that
it is impossible to really separate their contributions: Th
are obviously coupled to each other.

Consider the case of the repulsive Hubbard chain. T
ground state and low-energy excitations pertain to real
piditiesui , j ~Ref. 11!. What are the charges and spins relat
to those quantum numbers? Suppose one changes the
ber of rapiditiesu2,j , keeping the number ofu1,j fixed. Such
a process yields a change of the total magnetic mom
while the total number of electrons is not changed. Hen
such excitations carry only spin, but not charge.@The redis-
tribution of rapidities with their number fixed can produc
only particle–hole excitations, which, by definition, carry n
spin and charge~but can change the energy!.# The simple
way to see this without the involvement of other kinds
spin and/or charge-carrying excitations, related to the cha
of the number ofu1,j , is to consider the state withM15L
fixed ~i.e., at half-filling, which belongs to the domai
0<M2<M1/2, 0<M1<L), where the low-energy dynam
ics is known to be connected with only spin excitations.11
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Let us now change the number of rapiditiesu1,j , with
the number ofu2,j being fixed. Such a process produces
change ofboth the total chargeand the total magnetic mo-
ment of the system. Thus, this kind of excitation carries b
spin and charge. Again, to avoid connection to the other
of rapidities, one can consider the state withM250, which
also belongs to the domain 0<M2<M1/2, 0<M1<L. It is
very difficult to believe that the fact that an excitation carr
spin depends on the number of such excitations.

We emphasize that namely the above-mentioned
kinds of low-lying excitations are considered in the confo
mal limit of the Bethe ansatz solvable theories to comp
correlation function exponents,14 and namely those results o
the Bethe ansatz considerations are used to compare wit
Luttinger liquid ~bosonization! approach.8 This is why it is
namely these two kinds of low-lying excitations that are t
most important ones for the repulsive Hubbard chain.

Hence, low-lying excitations of the repulsive Hubba
chain are related to eigenstates, some of which carry o
spin while others carry both charge and spin. These state
often called spinons and unbound electron excitations,
spectively ~sometimes, unbound electron excitations a
called holons, which is, unfortunately, misleading!. The
SO~4! symmetry of the Hubbard Hamiltonian15 implies the
presence of excitations which carry only charge and no s
They are spin-singlet bound states of electrons, e.g., l
pairs. However, for the repulsive Hubbard chain these st
have large energies and do not affect the low-ene
thermodynamics.11 These states~local spin-singlet pairs! are
low-lying states for the attractive Hubbard chain, and
gether with unbound electron excitations determine lo
energy properties of that model.11 These low-energy excita
tions of the attractive Hubbard chain carry only charge a
both spin and charge, respectively. Again, namely these
kinds of low-lying excitations for the attractive Hubba
chain are important, because they determine the correla
function exponents in the conformal limit.16

The fact that excitations involving a change of the nu
ber of rapiditiesu1,j for the Hubbard model carry both spi
and charge does not depend on the value ofUÞ0. It is often
misunderstood8,9 that the eigenfunction of the repulsive Hu
bard chain withU→` is reminiscent of the one of spinles
fermions multiplied by the wave function of the Heisenbe
spin-1/2 chain.17 In fact, this limit U→` of the repulsive
Hubbard chain has been the only argument used to prove
spin–charge separation for Bethe ansatz solvable models
Ref. 8. However, a careful inspection of the expressions
the energies of charge-carrying excitations11 in this limit
shows that they carry also spin 1/2~one can see this by
taking the derivative of the energy with respect toH and then
putting H→0). It turns out that charge-carrying excitation
~the wave function of which is reminiscent of spinless ferm
ons! for the U→` repulsive Hubbard model pertain to th
spin-polarized phase~the critical field of the quantum phas
transition to the spin-polarized phase for the 0,U→` case
is zero11!. But namely in the spin-polarized case the fact th
charge-carrying excitations carry also spin is especially cl
see above. Hence, the claim that in theU→` repulsive Hub-
bard chain one has factorization of the wave function i
a
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only charge-carrying and only spin-carrying parts is inc
rect.

The same conclusions follow from the study of low
energy properties of the supersymmetrict –J chain. Here
also one kind of low-energy excitations carries both spin a
charge. Again, namely these excitations determine the co
lation function exponents in the conformal limit.18

Hence, the statement that for any one-dimensional c
related electron system the low-energy excitations carry
ther only spin or only charge is invalid.

Why, then, does the Luttinger liquid description manife
a spin–charge separation?@Note that Luttinger liquid bosons
formally do not carry either spin or charge, because they
particle–hole excitations of related correlated electron s
tems and, by definition, cannot carry spin and charge but
only change energies and momenta.# One can see that th
Luttinger liquid approach and the Bethe ansatz approach
differentsets of quantum numbers. As we have shown abo
the Bethe ansatz eigenstates and eigenvalues are determ
by two sets of quantum numbers, one of which is the to
number of electrons and the other the total number of sp
down. Contrarily, in the Luttinger liquid approach one cla
sifies states with two sets of quantum numbers, one of wh
is again the total number of electrons but the other is the t
magnetic moment of the electrons~not the number of spins
down!!.7 Then, naturally, the Luttinger liquid approach man
fests spin–charge separation, unlike the low-energy beha
of the Bethe ansatz solvable models of correlated electr
see above.

Then one is faced with an obvious contradiction. T
Bethe ansatz is the exact solution, and it does not man
spin–charge separation, as we proved above. The Luttin
liquid approach~an approximate one! does manifest spin–
charge separation for the same models of correlated e
trons, e.g., for the Hubbard model. Where, then, can the L
tinger liquid approach be used? This can be seen, e.g., f
the conformal limit of the Bethe ansatz solution of the Hu
bard chain, where one linearizes the energy of low-lying
citations about Fermi points. In this limit for smallU it is
possible to rewrite the Bethe ansatz result14,19 in such a way
that states will be classified not by the total number of el
trons and number of spin-down electrons but by the form
and the total magnetic moment. Such a result naturally co
cides with the Luttinger liquid one.8,9 However, this ap-
proach is only correct in the limit of weak electron–electr
interactions and linearized dispersion laws of low-energy
citations. Simply by using the corrections of higher order
U, one can see that it is impossible to reformulate the Be
ansatz conformal limit of the Hubbard chain in terms
separatedcontributions, which pertain to changes of the to
number of electrons and the total magnetic moment. Hen
one can conclude that the approximate bosonization~Lut-
tinger liquid! procedure can be correctly applied to exac
~Bethe ansatz! solvable correlated electron models only f
weakelectron–electron correlations; otherwise the results
the Luttinger liquid approach contradict known exact Bet
ansatz results.

Experiments1–5 have actually observed low-lying excita
tions, characterized by two different energy scales. Howe
nothing permits one to conclude from those experiments
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one of these excitations carries only spin while the ot
carries only charge. Also, for the main issues of the Luttin
liquid-like theory for the two-dimensional correlated electr
systems10 it is not necessary that real spin–charge separa
occurs. One needs only the presence of two low-lying ex
tations ~with one of them carrying only spin! instead of
Fermi liquid quasiparticles. It seems interesting to study
behavior of charge and spin persistent currents in correl
electron rings with a strong electron–electron interaction
nonzeroH. In such a case different~but nonzero! spins
~charges! of two kinds of low-energy excitations can yield a
interference of oscillations of persistent currents with t
different periods.20

Summarizing, in this work we have shown that for a
known Bethe ansatz solvable one-dimensional models
correlated electrons with short-range interactions betw
electrons, one of the low-lying excitations carriesboth spin
and charge. This is very different from what is often be
lieved when considering the spin–charge separation in l
dimensional correlated electron models. This is why the
plicability of the conclusions of the Luttinger liquid
approach to the spin–charge separation for one-dimensi
lattice models with short-range electron–electron inter
tions that are much stronger than the bandwidth of the e
trons is under question.

I appreciate a discussion with P. W. Anderson on sp
charge separation theories for two-dimensional correla
electron models. I thank H. Johannesson for useful co
ments. This work was supported in part by the Swed
Foundation for International Cooperation in Research
Higher Education~STINT!.
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Low-temperature magnetic susceptibility and specific heat of an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
chain with open boundary conditions are calculated with the help of the exact Bethe
ansatz method. These characteristics behave with temperature in a different way from those
of a periodic chain. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802971#
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Low-dimensional quantum spin systems, as one of
most interesting phenomena in condensed matter phy
have attracted much interest of theorists and experimenta
during last years. For example, recent experiments on t
dimensional~2D! and 1D antiferromagnetic spin systems r
veal very interesting behavior of nonmagnetic impurities1,2

In 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnets nonmagnetic impuri
may give rise to divergent magnetic susceptibility.3 In 1D
spin chains nonmagnetic impurities cut chains.4 The behav-
ior of the latter is different from the behavior of bulk spin
The exact Bethe ansatz description of open quantum ch
was initiated by Gaudin.5 The thermodynamic characteristic
of an essentially anisotropic XXZ spin-1/2 open chain we
studied by the Bethe ansatz in Ref. 6. It was shown there
low-temperature characteristics of the XXZ chain may
verge at low temperatures. The ground state magnetic
ceptibility of a Heisenberg chain with open boundary con
tions was calculated in Ref. 7, where it was shown that e
contributions to the susceptibility diverge in the ground st
as a function of a homogeneous magnetic fieldH. On the
other hand, it is known that irrelevant boundary operators~in
the renormalization group sense! usually give only sublead
ing contributions to any physical quantities.

Very recently two groups studied the low-temperatu
behavior of characteristics of an open spin-1/2 chain w
isotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnetic interactions betw
nearest spins perturbatively, using bosonization and re
malization group-like approaches.8 However, there were no
exact results for such characteristics. Motivated by th
facts, in this work we study the low-temperature characte
tics of a Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain.

Let us study the behavior of the Heisenberg antifer
magnetic spin-1/2 chain of lengthL with open boundary
conditions and with the HamiltonianH5J(n51

L21Sn•Sn11 ,
whereJ is the exchange constant, using Bethe’s ansatz.
principal difference between Bethe ansatz studies of perio
and open chains consists of reflections at the edges of
open chain, which not only produce permutations but a
lead to negative values of the quantum numbers~rapidities!
7331063-777X/2004/30(9)/3/$26.00
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parametrizing the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the
tionary Schro¨dinger equation.5 The Bethe ansatz equation
~BAE! for the set of rapidities$l% j 51

M , whereM is the num-
ber of down spins, is:5,7

S l j1~ i /2!

l j2~ i /2! D
2L l j1 iS1

l j2 iS1

l j1 iSL

l j2 iSL

5)
l 51,
lÞ j

M
l j2l l1 i

l j2l l2 i

l j1l l1 i

l j1l l2 i
, ~1!

j 51,...,M . The energy is

E5
1

4
@22H~L22M !12h112h21~L21!J#

22J(
j 51

M

~4l j
211!21, ~2!

whereH is the value of the homogeneous magnetic field a
2S1,L5(J/h1,L)21. Hereh1,L are boundary magnetic fields
which act only on the spins at the sites 1 andL, respectively.
The BAE for an open chain differ from those for a clos
geometry9 by the following:~i! there are not only difference
but also sums of rapidities on the right-hand sides of
BAE for the open case;~ii ! the effective length of a chain is
doubled;~iii ! on the left-hand sides of the BAE for the ope
case there are multipliers connected with nonzero bound
fields.S1,L play the role of effective ‘‘boundary spins.’’ Thes
‘‘boundary spins’’ depend on the values of the bounda
fields h1,L . For h1,L50 these boundary spins are infinit
leading to effective twists ofp at each edge. Ath1,L56J
these effective ‘‘boundary spins’’ change their signs. Th
situation is related to the effective addition or removal of o
site to or from the chain, respectively, with finite zero-fie
magnetic susceptibility. It leads to the onset of complex ro
of the Bethe ansatz equations~1! in the ground state: Fo
21/2,S1,L,0 there appear bound states parametrized
complex rapiditiesl j5( i /2)@12(J/h1,L)# localized at the
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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edges. Finally, forh1,L→6` we haveS1,L→21/2, effec-
tively removing one site, number 1 orL, respectively, from
the system.

Consider how these differences affect the thermo
namic characteristics in the limit of largeL and M ~with
M /L fixed!. In the framework of the string hypothesis10 we
look for the solution of Eqs.~1! in the form of stringsl j

5l j ,m1 i @(m11)/22n# with n51,...,m, valid with the ac-
curacyO(exp(2L)); then taking the logarithm we get for th
BAE:

0m,1~l j
m!1

1

2L
@0m,2S1

~l j
m!10m,2S2

~l j
m!#5

p

L
I j ,m

1
1

2L (
n51
nÞm

`

(
l 51

Mn

@Qmn~l j
m2l l

n!1Qmn~l j
m1l l

n!#,

~3!

whereun(x)52 tan21(x/n),

um,n~x!5 (
l 51

min~@m#,@n# !

um111n22l~x!, ~4!

@x# denotes the integer part ofx,

Qmn~x!5~12dm,n!u um2nu~x!12u um2nu12~x!1...

12um1n22~x!1um1n~x!, ~5!

and the integers

1<I j ,m<FL1Mm22(
n51

`

min~m,n!MnG
appear because the logarithm is a multivalued function.
look for solutions to the thermodynamic BAE for largeL,
keeping corrections of order ofL21, too. In this limit we
introduce distribution functions~densities! for particles,
rm(x), and holes,rmh(x), corresponding to strings of lengt
m:

rmh~l!1
1

2 (
n51

`

@Am,n~l2l8!1Am,n~l1l8!#

* @rn~l8!2p~l8!dm,1#5
1

2L (
n51

`

@Am,n~l2l8!

1Am,n~l1l8!#* p~l8!~dm,@2S1#1dm,@2S2#!, ~6!

where p(l)51/@4 cosh(pl/2)#, the asterisk* denotes the
convolution,

Am,n~x!5aum2nu~x!1am,n~x!

12 (
l 51

min~n,m!21

am1n22l~x!, ~7!

and am(x)52m/@p(4x21m2)#. The internal energyE and
the total magnetic momentMz are given as

E5E02
1

2 (
m51

`

mE
0

`

dlum,18 ~l!rm~l!,

Mz5
L

2
2L (

m51

`

mE
0

`

dlrm~l!, ~8!
-

e

where E052@2(HL1h11h2)2(L21)J#/4 is the energy
of the ferromagnetic state. The~complementary! set of ther-
modynamic equations for the dressed energies«n(l)
5T ln@rnh(l)/rn(l)#5hn(l) is

Hm2Jum,18 ~l!5T ln@11hm~l!#

2(
n

T

2
@An,m~l2l8!1An,m~l1l8!#

* ln@11hn
21~l8!#. ~9!

The thermodynamic BAE for densities are linear integ
equations. There are two kinds of driving terms~not depen-
dent onrm and rmh : terms of order 1, and terms of orde
L21). Hence, we can divide the densities asrn(l)
5rn

(0)(l)1L21rn
(1)(l) ~and the same for the densities

holes!. Then one can separate the BAE for the densities i
two sets: one of scale 1 for the main~of orderL) contribu-
tion and the other of scaleL21 for the finite contribution~of
order 1!. The former describes the thermodynamics of bu
spins, which is equivalent to those for the chain with perio
boundary conditions.7 The latter reveals the contributio
from the edges. In what follows we shall concentrate spec
cally on that contribution only. Since«m(l), rm(l), and
rmh(l) are even functions, one can rewrite the thermod
namic BAE following Ref. 11 as@in what follows we drop
the superscript~1!#

Hm2Jum,18 ~l!5T ln@11hm~l!#2T(
n

An,m~l2l8!

* ln@11hn
21~l8!#, ~10!

and

rmh~l!52 (
n51

`

Amn~l2l8!* @rn~l8!2p~l8!

3~dm,11dm,21dm,@2S1#1dm,@2S2#!#, ~11!

where we have introduced additional terms to avoid dou
counting due to the symmetrization of functions~with l
50) and to take into account the term withla5lb in the
right-hand sides of Eqs.~1!.

In what follows we shall concentrate on the low tem
perature,T!J, dependences of the magnetic susceptibi
and specific heat caused by the free edges themselves~i.e.,
for h1,L50 and evenL). Equations~10! and ~11! are very
similar in structure to those which describe the thermo
namics of a Kondo impurity in a metal.12 The principal dif-
ference, however, is that the contributions of order 1 to
magnetization and the energy of the open spin-1/2 Heis
berg chain, see Eq.~8!, have no terms that do not depend o
the dressed densities, while such terms are present for
Bethe ansatz description of the Kondo problem.12 Following
known methods of consideration of the low-temperature c
rections, we find the contribution to the free energy of t
Heisenberg chain forH!T, caused by free edges:
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Fedges52
H

8
tanh@H/2T#S 1

u ln T0 /Tu
2

lnu ln T0 /Tu
2 ln2 T0 /T D

2
p2T

32u ln T0 /Tu3 1... , ~12!

whereT05apAp/eJ (a is a constant!. This implies the ex-
pressions for the low-temperature magnetic susceptibility
an open Heisenberg chain, caused by free edges

xedges5
1

8Tu ln T0 /Tu S 12
lnu ln T0 /Tu
2u ln T0 /Tu D1... . ~13!

One can see that the magnetic susceptibility of open edge
the chain diverges asT→0. However, this divergency is dif
ferent from the usually presumed Curie-like 1/T behavior.
Logarithmic terms appear due to the interaction in the SU~2!-
symmetric spin-1/2 system. This is different from the co
stant behavior of the magnetic susceptibility of bulk sp
~and those of a periodic chain! at low temperatures.

The low-temperature entropy of the Heisenberg ch
caused by free edges is calculated as

Sedges5
p2

32u ln T0 /Tu3 1... , ~14!

which implies the low-temperature specific heat

cedges5
3p2

32 ln4 T0 /T
1... . ~15!

The last equation implies that the low-temperature Somm
feld coefficient is divergent as

gedges5
3p2

32T ln4 T0 /T
1... . ~16!

This is again very different from the behavior of the spec
heat of bulk spins~and those of a periodic chain! at low
temperatures. While the Sommerfeld coefficient of fr
edges is divergent at low temperatures, the edges’s ent
and specific heat are finite, as they must be. It turns out
the Wilson ratio of the contributions from free edges is
vergent, in stark contrast with the finite value of that coe
cient for bulk spins. It is important to emphasize that wh
Eq. ~13! agrees with the expressions obtained in the appr
f

of
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mate calculations,8 the expressions for the low-temperatu
entropy and specific heat are different from those obtai
using the approximate bosonization method. We point
that it is precisely terms cubic in 1/u ln T0 /Tu that appear for
H50 in the low-temperature corrections of the behavior
the free energy of the Kondo impurity12 and the bulk free
energy of a Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain,13 while there are no
linear terms in those dependences.

In conclusion, using the exact Bethe ansatz method
have calculated the low-temperature characteristics of
edges of an open Heisenberg antiferromagnetic spin
chain. We have shown that the magnetic susceptibility a
low-temperature Sommerfeld coefficient of the specific h
of free edges of an open chain are divergent, unlike sim
characteristics for bulk spins of the chain. Note that simi
behavior of low-temperature magnetic susceptibility
quasi-one-dimensional compounds of Cu has b
observed.2
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Current oscillations and N-shaped current–voltage characteristic in the manganite
Sm1ÀxSrxMnO3
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Samples of Sm12xSrxMnO3 with x50.425 and 0.450 are investigated experimentally at
temperature of 77 K in pulsed and static electricE and magneticH ~up to 10 kOe! fields in the
mutual orientationsHiE andH'E. N-shaped current–voltage characteristics and high-
frequency~up to 3 MHz! oscillations of the current are observed. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1802972#
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The discovery of colossal magnetoresistance~CMR!
phenomena in manganites has stimulated research on ch
transport processes in systems manifesting deeply inte
lated magnetic, lattice, and electron subsystems.

The nonlinear current–voltage~I–V! characteristics of
manganites and of heterostructures based on them and
the processes of current relaxation after application of a v
age to them have been studied in Refs. 1–10. Nonlinear
characteristics with sub- or superlinear behavior a
S-shaped I–V characteristics have been observed.1–4,6–10 It
was shown in Ref. 5 that the establishment of a stable va
of the electric current corresponding to an applied voltag
of a relaxational character with long characteristic times~up
to 10 min!. We note that the majority of the I–V characte
istics studied display hysteresis, i.e., the ascending and
scending branches of the I–V characteristic do not coinc
The physical mechanisms underlying the nonlinearities
clude the influence of the leakage current on the magn
nonuniformity of the system,1,2,4 inelastic scattering of
charge carriers in macroscopically active layers at a con
junction,3 and electric modulation of the double-exchan
processes in ferromagnetic systems6 with the formation and
motion of charge density waves.9,10

The goal of the present study was to investigate the
fluence of electric field on the current transport in mang
ites for the particular example of Sm12xSrxMnO3 with x
50.425 and 0.450 at 77 K in magnetic fields up to 10 kOe
the casesHiE andH'E.

According to x-ray data, the Sm12xSrxMnO3 ceramics
studied are orthorhombic perovskites with a uniform gra
lometric composition, having good cleavability and a poro
ity of around 20%. The results of a detailed experimen
study of the heat capacity and electrical resistance of s
samples~with x50.450) over a wide temperature range we
reported in Refs. 11 and 12. The dimensions of the sam
with x50.425 and 0.450 were 631.730.7 and 2.531.2
30.7 mm, respectively. Current contacts to the ends of
samples were made using silver paste. All of the meas
7361063-777X/2004/30(9)/3/$26.00
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ments were made at a temperature of 77 K, which was m
tored by a copper–Constantan thermocouple.

The current–voltage characteristics of the samples w
measured both in the constant-current and pulsed mode
the voltage generator withRs@Ri , whereRs is the resistance
of the sample andRi is the output resistance for curren
extraction, connected in series with the sample. The dura
of the triangular pulse for which the I–V characteristic w
measured did not exceed 120ms, and the duration of the
square pulses was not more than 80ms, with a rise time of
0.1 ms or better.

Figure 1a shows the ascending and descending bran
of the I–V characteristic for a sample withx50.425, mea-
sured in the pulsed mode. These are curves with ini
Ohmic regions that go over to superlinear, with a charac
istic slope I;Un, where n51.4– 1.6. Then at voltagesU
'1.5 V the I–V characteristic has an N-shaped part, wh
again goes over to a positive branch~wheredI/dU.0) as
the voltage is raised.

Depending on the maximum value of the applied vo
age, the ascending and descending branches of the I–V c
acteristic do not coincide, i.e., they exhibit hysteresis in
amount that depends not only on the voltage but also on
value of the load resistance. For a suitable choice of lo
resistance the current pulse exhibits oscillations~Fig. 1b!, the
amplitude and frequency of which depend on the value of
applied voltage. These oscillations of the current in an el
tric field E have the following characteristic features: 1! the
frequency decreases and the amplitude increases with
creasing field; 2! oscillations also appear on the second po
tive branch of the I–V characteristic out to high values of t
voltageU ~20–30 V!, and they demonstrate properties ch
acteristic of chaotic systems~period doubling, quasiperiodic
ity, stochastic behavior or broadband noise, etc.!. Figure 1b
gives the frequency values corresponding to the maxim
amplitudes, according to their Fourier analysis. The shap
the I–V characteristics is not affected by a change in
direction of the current in the sample—it is the same in b
directions. The shape of the current oscillations does cha
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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slightly, but the basic relationships are independent of
biasU. During N switching a drop in current occurs at th
start of the current pulse, with characteristic times of
order of several microseconds.

For pulsed longitudinal (HiE) and transverse (H'E)
pulsed electric fields the CMR effect, calculated according
the formula (rH2r0)/rH , reached 35%. It was noted th
the magnetic field decreases the amplitude of the oscillat
and shifts the threshold of the N switching to smaller elec
fields.

Figure 2 shows the I–V characteristics for a sample w
x50.450 in longitudinal magnetic fieldsHiE, measured in

FIG. 1. Ascending and descending branches of the I–V characteristic~a!
and oscillations on the current pulse for different values of the app
voltage U @V#: 2.48 ~1!, 2.64 ~2!, 2.72 ~3!, 2.8 ~4!, 3.02 ~5! ~b! for a
Sm12xSrxMnO3 sample withx50.425 at 77 K.

FIG. 2. I–V characteristics of a Sm12xSrxMnO3 sample withx50.450 at
T577 K and various values of the longitudinal magnetic fieldH @kOe#: 0
~1!, 1.38 ~2!, 2.25 ~3!, 4.5 ~4!, 6.7 ~5!, 8.5 ~6!.
e

e

o

ns
c

h

dc electric fields. We emphasize that all of the measurem
were made at a constant temperatureT577 K, which was
monitored by a thermocouple, and the power dissipated
the sample did not cause Joule heating. In magnetic fields
I–V characteristics for the samples of this composition, li
those forx50.425, attest that the CMR reaches 35% a
also demonstrate that the threshold for N switching decrea
slightly with increasing magnetic field strength. As is seen
Fig. 2, the CMR decreases somewhat upon N switching,
at the minimum and on the second ascending branch of
I–V characteristic the CMR reaches the same or a noticea
higher value. In transverse magnetic fieldsH'E the behav-
ior of the I–V characteristic is completely identical to th
case of longitudinal fieldsHiE. We note that a slight anisot
ropy of the CMR is observed: the influence of a longitudin
magnetic field is stronger, and the CMR effect on all parts
the I–V characteristic is larger in longitudinal fields than
transverse fields. The value of the CMR on the parts of
I–V characteristics where theI;U1.6 law holds is either
constant or decreases slightly (;3%) as the voltage is in-
creased to N switching.

Upon repeated thermocycling of the sample~more than
30 times! over the range 77–300 K we observed a qualitat
change in the shape of the I–V characteristic and a sh
growth of the hysteresis on the ascending and descen
branches of the I–V characteristic.

If there are no built-in hetero- or sandwich structures n
any point or other contacts with nonequilibrium propertie
then for interpreting the results on the observation of
N-shaped I–V characteristic in manganites one can inv
theDmt model proposed in Ref. 13, in which the resistivi
is calculated according to the Drude formula

r5
m*

e2nt
, ~1!

where e is the charge of the electron,m* is its effective
mass,n is the density of current carriers, and the relaxati
time t is represented in terms of the sumt215tst

211tph
21

1tm
21 , wheretst, tph, and tm are the characteristic time

for scattering on static disruptions of the translational sy
metry of the system, phonons, and fluctuations of the lo
magnetic moments, respectively. The final expression w
allowance for the activation energyD has the form

r5e2D/3T~rst1rph1rm!. ~2!

Significant inelastic scattering of charge carriers at c
tain values of the threshold electric field can lead to sh
growth of the resistance owing to the change in relaxat
time, especially when the second~polaron! and third ~de-
scribing spin disorder! terms in parentheses in formula~2!
are taken into account, which can lead to an N-shaped
characteristic.

Upon further increase of the voltage, which increases
energy of the charge carriers for overcoming the polaron
spin barriers, the I–V characteristic reaches a new cur
growth region. Here it cannot be ruled out that the magne
uniformity of the systems is being influenced by the leaka
current or by other mechanisms leading to a sharp chang
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the density of current carriers owing to breakdown of t
charge or orbital order and also because of the formation
motion of charge density waves.1,2,5,9,10

In closing, the authors express their gratitude to A.
Batdalov and Sh. B. Abdulvagidov for a helpful discussi
of the results of this study and to O. Yu. Gorbenko for p
viding the high-quality samples. This study was done w
the financial support of RFBR Grant No. 02-02-17817 a
Grant No. NSh-2253.03.2 through the Device Park of
Analytical Center of the Dagestan Science Center of the R
sian Academy of Sciences.
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Stochastic dynamics of nuclear magnetization in ferromagnets
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The nonlinear dynamics of the nuclear magnetization in ferromagnets is studied with the use of
numerical methods. An analytical solution for the nonlinear equations of momentum is
obtained. It is shown that at a large value of the dynamic frequency shift an overlap of the
nonlinear resonances and chaotization of the nuclear spin system can occur. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802991#
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It is well known that the nuclear magnetic resonan
~NMR! in ferromagnets is marked by large values of t
dynamic shift of the NMR frequency, leading to nonlinea
ties in the equations describing the dynamics of the nuc
magnetization.1,2 Because of this, a situation characteristic
nonlinear resonance can arise in the nuclear spin syste3,4

wherein under conditions of continuous pumping a detun
of the resonance relation between the NMR frequency
the frequency of the external influence occurs as a resu
the change of thez projection of the nuclear magnetizatio
mz . On the other hand, this difficulty does not arise if
periodic series of pulses is used instead of a monochrom
pump. In that case the presence of a series of pulses w
large number of harmonics at frequencies that are multip
of the frequencyV of the phase oscillations and the nonli
ear character of the motion can bring about an overlap
resonances,4 which is a criterion of the onset of dynam
stochasticity in classical Hamiltonian systems.5,6 When this
criterion holds, one can justify going over from a dynamic
Hamiltonian description to a stochastic description and to
use of statistical averages for investigating the behavio
the system. This question was investigated in Refs. 7 an
in a treatment of the stochastic saturation of the nuclear
system, and the following expression was obtained for
coefficient of stochasticity:

k5v1vptTA12
mz

2

m0
25v18vpT2A12

mz
2

m0
2,

wherev15hgnh, h is the gain,gn is the gyromagnetic ratio
for the nuclear spins,h is the amplitude of the alternatin
field, vp is the dynamic frequency shift~DFS!, m0 is the
value of the nuclear magnetism,mz is thez projection of the
magnetization,t is the pulse duration, andT is the repetition
period.7,8 It is known that stochasticity arises in a system
k>1.4–6

The goal of this study is to model numerically the equ
tions describing the behavior of the nuclear magnetizatio
ferromagnets at large values of the DFS in the casesk>1
andk,1.

Let us first consider the case of monochromatic pum
ing. The system of equations for the nuclear magnetizatiom
for the time intervalst!T2,T1 ~whereT1 and T2 are the
longitudinal and transverse relaxation times! has the form
7391063-777X/2004/30(9)/4/$26.00
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ṁx5S vn2vp

mz

m0
2v Dmy , ~1!

ṁy52S vn2vp

mz

m0
2v Dmx1v1mz ,

ṁz52v1my ,

where

Heff
x 5

v1

gn
5hh, Heff

y 50, Heff
z 5

Dvn~mz!

gn
,

Dvn~mz!5vn2vp

mz

m0
2v,

vn is the NMR frequency, andv is the frequency of the
alternating field.1

We consider the following initial conditions:

mz~0!5m0 , mx~0!5my~0!50, vn5vp1v,

Dvn~m0!5vn2vp .

Under these conditions system~1! becomes

ṁx5vpS 12
mz

m0
Dmy ,

ṁy52vpS 12
mz

m0
Dmx1v1mz , ṁz , ṁz52v1my .

~2!

Taking into account the presence of two integrals of the m
tion,

m0
25mx

2~ t !1my
2~ t !1mz

2~ t !,

E5F2~vn2v!mz~ t !1vp

mz
2~ t !

2m0
2v1mx~ t !G Y gn ,

where E5m0vn /gn , one can obtain from system~2! a
closed equation formz :

ṁz5v1Am0
22mz

22S vp

2m0v1
D 2

~mz2m0!4. ~3!

Equation~3! can be integrated analytically. For this we in
troduce the notationa5m0 , x5mz , b5(vp/2m0v1)2 and
rewrite Eq.~3! in the form
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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E
a

mz~ t ! dx

Aa22x22b~x2a!4
5v1t. ~4!

In the integration~4! we obtain after some awkward ma
nipulations

2A ~b2d!

~g2b!~d2b!~a2d!
FFarcsinSA~b2a!~a2d!

~a2a!~b2d!
D ;

~a2g!~b2d!

~b2g!~a2d!
G22A ~b2d!

~g2b!~d2b!~a2d!

3FFarcsinSA~b2mz~ t !!~a2d!

~a2mz~ t !!~b2d!
D ;

~a2g!~b2d!

~b2g!~a2d!
G

5v1t. ~5!

HereF(...) is anelliptic integral of the first kind,9–11a, b, g,
andd are roots of the equationa22x22b(x2a)450:

a5a2Ah12Ah22Ah3,

b5a2Ah11Ah22Ah3,

g5a1Ah12Ah22Ah3,

d5a1Ah32Ah12Ah2,

where

h154a222b11b21b3 ,

h258a224b12b221/b3 ,

h35
96a3248ab1

4A4a222b11b211/b3

,

with

b15
116a2b

3b
,

b25
1124a2b

3b~1218a2b16)Aa2b113a4b22128a6b3!1/3
,

b35
3b

~1218a2b16)Aa2b113a4b21128a6b3!1/3

Expression~5! contains the solutionmz(t) of the differ-
ential equation~3! in the argument of the elliptic function o
the first kind. To obtain a solution in explicit form it is nec
essary carry out transformation~5!. After standard manipu-
lations we obtain

mz~ t !5

db2ba

b2d
1asn2S A2tv1

B
;

~a2g!~b2d!

~b2g!~a2d! D
d2a

b2d
1sn2S A2tv1

B
;

~a2g!~b2d!

~b2g!~a2d! D
,

~6!

where sn~...! is the Jacobi elliptic sine,9–11 and

B52A ~b2d!

~g2b!~d2b!~a2d!
,

A5BFS arcsinSA~b2a!~a2d!

~a2a!~b2d!
D ;

~a2g!~b2d!

~b2g!~a2d!
D .

Expression~6! is the most general analytical solution
but in a numerical analysis it is easier to use numerical in
gration ~3!.

As we have said, as a consequence of the chang
mz(t) a detuning of the resonance relation betweenvn

2vpmz(t)/m0 and the frequencyv of the alternating field
occurs, leading to a restriction on the deviation ofm from
thez axis. The maximum angle of deviation determined fro
qualitative arguments has the form1

um52 arcsinS v1

2vp
D 1/3

. ~7!

Figure 1 shows the results of a numerical integration
equation~3! for the following parameter values:m0'1, vp

'108 s21, v1'106 s21.
As is seen in Fig. 1, the componentmz(t) executes os-

cillations about its equilibrium position, attesting to th
smallness of the angleum . When the condition

vp

2v1
S 12

mz

m0
D 2

2
mz

m0
.0 ~8!

holds we can obtain the solution for~3! in a simpler form:

mz~ t !5m0~12A2v1 /vpusn~Av1vp/2t;21!u!. ~9!

After using the expression for the Jacobi elliptic functio
with a negative parameter we obtain

FIG. 2. Inequality~8! as a function of two variables,G(mz /m0 ; vp /v1).

FIG. 1. Calculation ofmz by numerical integration of equation~3! for the
parameters valuesv1'106 s21, m0'1, vp'108 s21 in the case of a mono-
chromatic influence.
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mz~ t !5m0S 12A2v1 /vp

usn~Av1vp/2t;1/2!u
dn~Av1vpt;1/2!

D , ~10!

where dn~...! are the Jacobi amplitudes.10 It is seen from Eq.
~10! that the amplitude of the deviation ofm from thez axis
is determined by the ratio 2v1 /vp . On the other hand, so
lution ~10! is valid if condition ~8! holds. It is easily seen
from ~8! that this condition depends on the ratiosmz /m0 and
vp /v1 . Treating ~8! as a function of two variables
G(mz /m0 ;vp /v1), we can determine the domain of app
cability of solution~10! ~see Fig. 2!:

0,
mz

m0
,0.95,

vp

v1
.300. ~11!

Such initial values formz(0), aswill be shown below, can be
obtained only after polychromatic pumping. In other word
solution~10! corresponds to the case when a monochrom
field acts on the system after a polychromatic pump
acted and sufficiently large deviations ofm from thez axis
have been attained.

Solution~10! is shown in Fig. 3 in the form of a function
that depends on the parametervp /v1 and the variablev1t.

Another situation arises in the case of polychroma
pumping, i.e., when a periodic train of pulses of durationt
and repetition periodT acts on the system. In this case t
system of equations~2! takes the form7,8

FIG. 4. Results of a numerical integration of equations~12! for the param-
eter values v18'53104 s21, vp'23107 s21, mz(0)/m0'0.99, T
'1026 s, andk'0.14 in the case of a polychromatic influence.

FIG. 3. Solution~10! as a function of the two variablesvp /v1 andv1t.
,
ic
s

c

ṁx5vpS 12
mz

m0
Dmy ,

ṁy52vpS 12
mz

m0
Dmx1mzv1 (

n52`

`

f S t

T
2nD , ~12!

ṁz52myv1 (
n52`

`

f S t

T
2nD ,

where

(
n52`

`

f S t

T
2nD5

t

T (
n52My

`

cos~nVt !, V5
2p

T
.

Integration of the system of equations~12! can be done
only by numerical methods. The results of a numerical in
gration for values of the stochasticityk,1 and k.1 are
presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

Choosing typical parameter values for a ferromagn
v18'23105 s21, vp'108 s21, mz(0)/m0'0.99, and T
'1026 s, we obtaink'2.8, and in the other limiting cas
v18'53104 s21, vp'23107 s21, we obtaink'0.14.

As is seen in Figs. 4 and 5, fork,1 a polychromatic
influence is qualitatively no different from a monochroma
one, while fork.1 dynamic stochasticity arises in the sy
tem as a consequence of the overlapping of resonances
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An electron-diffraction study of the structure of free clusters of Ar is carried out in the interval
of mean sizesN̄'600– 1500 atoms/cluster. The existence of an amorphous
~polyicosahedral! phase in large rare gas clusters withN̄'600– 800 atoms/cluster is observed for
the first time. It is shown that with increasing number of atoms in a cluster a transition to a
multilayer icosahedral~ordered! phase occurs in a rather narrow size interval. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802992#
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Nanoparticles can have a number of unusual proper
due to their structural features. Clusters with a structure h
ing fivefold symmetry are of significant interest. Such clu
ters, built up on the basis of icosahedral structures, w
detected a comparatively long time ago in metals and so
fied rare gases.1,2

In the case of aggregations containing several tens
atoms a molecular-dynamic modeling of a freezing drop o
Lennard-Jones liquid predicts that an amorphous~polyicosa-
hedral! structure will be realized. Such a structure is form
by the conjoining of a number of elementary 13-atom ico
hedra. The simplest way of conjoining involves the form
tion of twin icosahedra with arbitrarily oriented fivefol
axes. The short-range order of the structure that form
identical to polytetrahedral, which corresponds to an am
phous state of the substance.

According to thermodynamic calculations,1 a polyicosa-
hedral structure can persist in aggregations consisting of
more than 30–35 atoms, since at a larger number of at
they become energetically unfavorable. As a result of a co
parison of the electron-diffraction data with the calculat
interference functions in Ref. 3 it was concluded that a po
cosahedral structure is realized in argon clusters with fe
than 50 atoms, corresponding to a linear size of the clu
'15 Å.

As the number of atoms in the twin clusters increas
the stresses that arise due to the lowering of the densit
surface atoms cause the polyicosahedral structure to bec
unstable. According to calculations, maximization of the s
face density of atoms in clusters containing several hund
atoms is achieved in a multilayer icosahedron, where
fivefold axes penetrate the whole formation. One is actu
talking about an ordered system of inter-embedded icos
dra, where the total number of atoms can reach a thous

Up till now it has been assumed that the transition fro
the amorphous to the multilayer icosahedral structure is
alized in the early stages of cluster growth, when the size
the cluster is only a few tens of atoms. The size interva
the transition has not been investigated in detail becaus
7431063-777X/2004/30(9)/2/$26.00
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the methodological complexities of determining the clus
sizes.

In this report we present the results of a study of t
structure of free clusters of argon in the homogeneous nu
ation regime. The experiments were performed on an ap
ratus consisting of an electron diffraction unit, a superso
cluster beam generator, and a liquid hydrogen cooled c
densation pump for removing the jet gas. A detailed desc
tion of the whole apparatus is presented in Ref. 4. The a
age cluster sizeN̄ was varied by varying the gas pressureP0

and gas temperatureT0 at the entrance to the superson
nozzle. The lowest value ofT0 used was 100 K. It should be
noted that such a low nozzle temperature has not been
in electron-diffraction studies of cluster beams. The value
N̄ in the caseT05const was set by the value ofP0 , which
was varied up to 0.2 MPa. To eliminate heterogeneous nu
ation a high initial vacuum (;1027 torr) was produced in
the apparatus. The method of determining the average clu
size is described in detail in our previous paper.5 The diffrac-
tion region was set off to a distance of around 100 mm fr
the exit section of the nozzle, to a place where the temp

FIG. 1. Densitometer traces of free Ar clusters with differentN̄ @atoms/
cluster#: 800 ~1!, 1350~2!.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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ture of the clusters had reached a constant valueT5(38
65) K.

To enlarge the data set obtained during a single exp
ment the diffraction patterns were registered photograp
cally out to values of the diffraction vectors55 Å21. The
background component of the electrode diffraction patte
was removed by the method described in Ref. 5.

The results of studies done forN̄,1500 atoms/cluste
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Curve1 is a densitometer trace o
clusters whose average size is approximately 800 ato
cluster. Even in the case of the maximum possible erro
the estimate ofN̄ the observed diffraction pattern pertains
aggregations containing at least 500–600 atoms/cluste
characteristic feature in this case is the presence of two
nounced ‘‘halos’’ on the densitometer trace rather than in
vidual diffraction peaks. The intensity distribution shown
the figure~curve1! is typical for a liquid or amorphous stat
of a monatomic substance, in particular, of a metal with
fcc lattice.6 For example, the ratio of the position of th
second ‘‘halo’’s2 to the position of the first halos1 is equal
to 1.7, which agrees with the value of this quantity for f
metals in the amorphous state, while the heightH1 of the
first halo is approximately twice as high as the heightH2 of
the second, as is also characteristic of an amorphous st

Thus there is no doubt that the observed diffraction p
tern is due to an amorphous structure of the clusters.

Also shown in the figure is the intensity distribution
the electrons diffracted on cluster beams withN̄'1350
atoms/cluster~curve2!. In this case the curve of the intensi
is typical for a multilayer icosahedral structure.5 This is at-
tested to by the anomalously large height of the first pe
the presence of an inflection point on it in the regi
s52.25 Å21, and the fact that the heights of the peaks lyi
in the region of the fcc peaks~220! and ~311! are uncharac-
ri-
i-

s

s/
in

A
o-
i-

e

e.
t-

k,

teristically low for the a cubic phase. In addition, the sha
of the peaks is well approximated by a Lorentzian, and th
as we showed previously in Ref. 5, is characteristic for
icosahedral structure.

Thus we have observed experimentally for the first tim
the existence of an amorphous~polyicosahedral! phase in
large clusters with 600–800 atoms/cluster, which for Ar c
responds to a linear size of the aggregations of 30–35 Å,
the transition of the polyicosahedral~amorphous! phase to a
multilayer icosahedral~ordered! phase is realized in large
clusters in a rather narrow interval of cluster sizes.

The results obtained might serve as the subject of a
oretical treatment of the mechanisms of formation and s
bility of large polyicosahedral aggregations. Such aggre
tions might be a set of small twin icosahedral complexes
addition, it is of interest to elucidate the factors that stimul
the rather sharp disorder–order phase transition in syst
with a fivefold symmetry axis.
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